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Unleash the Power
of your ATARI SLM804 Printer with

\

Support for ink jet \

and dot matrix printers
|

HP Deskjet
jEpson FX/LX/LQ/LQ950 j

and compatibles /

\ „„„_,„„,„„„ /

AT LAST,

you can add PostScript® Printing Capabilities

to your Desktop Publishing System
* UPGRADE YOUR ATARI MEGA 2

AND MEGA 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM WITH POSTSCRIPT
LANGUAGE PRINTING CAPABILITIES

• ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF
POSTSCRIPT APPLICATIONS
WITH ULTRASCRIPT ST

• ACHIEVE THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET LOOK YOU WANT BY
CHOOSING FROM THE SAME
TYPEFACES OFFERED IN MOST
POPULAR POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS

IMAGEN Corporation, a QMS company, has teamed
up with ATARI to bring you UltraScript ST on the

Atari Mega 2 and Mega 4 Personal Computer Systems.

• BREAK THE POSTSCRIPT PRICE
BARRIER; ULTRASCRIPT ST IS

AVAILABLE FOR JUST $229.95

• EXPERIENCE ULTRASCRIPT ST
FOR YOURSELF

Available at your local Atari

dealer or order direct from:

IMAGEN Corporation
P.O. Box 58101
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8101

Or call 800/635-3997
or 408/986-9400

CIRCLE 018 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Increase your

publishing ^
power. <^r <

Migraph

Hand Scanner
Add scanned graphics to all your projects quickly

and easily with the Migraph Hand Scanner.

The Hand Scanner provides a

scanning window over 4" wide with

four scanning resolutions: 100, 200,

and true 300 and 400 dots per inch . It

also offers adjustable contrast, three

dither settings for scanning halftones,

and a special setting for line art.

Build your own library of images.

Logos, photographs, books,

illustrations. . . provide you with an

unlimited supply of art.

Touch-Up,™ Migraph's high

resolution image editor, lets you scan

and edit your images. Powerful

editing tools include crop, invert,

resize, flip, cut and paste, multiple

zoom levels, a full array of paint tools,

and much more.

When your images are "pixel

perfect", import them into your

favorite ST publishing programs like

Calamus, Fleet Street, PageStream,

and Publisher ST. In addition, several

save formats let you use your images

on the PC and Mac.

The Migraph Hand Scanner and
Touch-Up. Powerful tools for

professional publishing.

See your dealer today for more
details or call us direct. Dealer

inquiries invited.

For all Atari STand Mega systems with

monochrome or color monitors, 1MB
memory and 3.5" DS disk drive.

200 S. 333rd St., Suite 220

A££A.
^MlGR4PH

Federal Way, WA 98003 (206) 838-4677 (800) 223-3729 (Pacific Standard Time)
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POWER
TOOLS.
osm

• Fast integrated C lan-

guage development system.
• Combined GEM style pro-

grammer's editor and devel-

opment shell.

• Edit, compile, and debug
all from within the shell.

• Go from edit to debug with

a single keystroke.
• Keeps the compiler, linker,

and other tools RAM resi-

dent for instant startup.

• Perform file operations

such as copy, move, de-

lete, rename, etc. from the

shell.

• Dynamic disk cache buf-

fers disk access—speeds
compile and link cycle.

• Full access to AES/VDI.
Large complement of

UNIX™ compatible routines

including stream I/O.

LASERDB

• Fast one-pass compiler

generates executable

MC68000 code.
• Compiler supports in-line

assembly language.
• Full K&R with extensions.

• Interactive Resource Con-
struction Program. Outputs

C source for linked-in re-

sources.
• Fast linker reads both La-

serC objects and DRI ob-

jects.

Also includes; Project

Make, Disassembler,

Egrep, Archiver, file tools

(Is, cat, cp, mv, etc).

• 650 page manual—covers
UNIX compatible functions,

AES/VDI, and A-Line.

(sold seperataly)

• Dual source-level and as-

sembly-level debugger.
•Fast and easy graphical

environment.
• Evaluate C expressions to

print or set variables.
• Set breakpoints on source

lines or machine instruc-

tions with a click of the

mouse.
• Execute by single step-

ping, tracing, full-speed, or

return from current function.

• Watch window allows

monitoring of expressions.
• Print entire structures

—

see field names and values.
• Integrates with the Laser
Shell.

• Works with monochrome or

color monitors—even in low

resolution.

I

APPLICATION
SYSTEMS
DALLAS

214 699-7400
214 699-0972 FAX

1200 E. Collins, #214 Richardson, TX

LaserC and LaserDB are sold separately. •

CIRCLE 053 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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caramus
The magnitude or Calamus and its family of related

products is difficult to describe in multiple pages of

advertising. This one page is our attempt to give you

a very general feeling of this powerful product line.

"How does Calamus stack up to the "bigguns" on other computers? Option

for option, Calamus is comparable to, or surpasses, the desktop publishing

competition."

"Without a doubt, Calamus is the most daring entry into the desktop

publishing market in years. It's a powerful program that incorporates all

the best features of existing publishing products into a fast, easy to use

product."
Start Magazine May 1989

Linotype Interface

The Calamus Linotype interface

connects directly between the LI2 port

on the Linotype Imagesetter and the

DMA port of the Mega ST, bypassing

the Raster Image Processor. Up to 2540

DPI generated entirely within Calamus.

The Calamus Vector Font Editor

For the creation and manipulation of

Calamus "Designer" fonts and

graphical objects.

A partial list offeatures include:

— A Graphical Interface

— Snap for Background Image

— Freely Adjustable Help lines

— Automatic Kerning

— Two Sizes for Presentation

— A Clipboard

— A Built-in Calculator employing

Italics, Free Rotation, Mirror

Imaging (Vertical/Horizontal), Font

Condensing...

fonts for use with Calamus
CG Palacio

Uapljael

Revue Regular
Schneidler Black

lit Souvenir Medium
CG Triumvirate

Typewriter Large Elite
Uncial
Univers Medium
Univers Extra Bold

YTC Zxmf Chancery Medium
Zapf Dingbats lw3<I><|-& >-

Calamus is a powerful, professional

desktop publishing solution at an

affordable price.

A partial lis! offeatures include;

— Outline font technology that

produces identical results on both

the printer and the screen, for 100%

true "WYSIWYG"
— Fonts can be scaled from 1 to 999.9

points in 10th of a point increments

— Text can be rotated 360 degrees

— Printer output to the Atari SLM804
300 DPI laser printer is very, very

fast

— Multiple clipboards throughout the

document

— Complete MACRO capabilities

— A built— in Text Editor

— User definable view of up to 999%

— Multiple Master Pages (Style

Sheets), Multiple Page Layouts and

300+ additional features

& -& & & •&

A partial list of Compugraphic
Antique Olive
ITC Avant Garde Gothic Book
Bauer Bodoni

CG Century Schoolbook

Dom Casual

English Times Extra Bold
Fvrtwa \\ Book
Garamond
Isabella

ITC Korinna Regular

iubbcrn Slacklettet

(©lb iEngltstj

Calamus Outline Art

This vector graphic editing program

offers you nearly unlimited possibilities

for the manipulation of text, letter and

font attributes. A few examples include:

sending text along any path including

waves, circular text, enlarge, compress,

bend, stretch and distort any of our

outline fonts. Generate smooth raster

gradients in any direction, ray objects

and project lines as rays. Project text

onto a globe, cylinder or cone. Lines,

Bezier curves and control paths are

easily definable.

For more information please contact

your local Computer Dealer or contact

us directly

ISD Marketing, Inc.

Tel: (416) 479-1880 Fax: (416) 479-1882

Note: This page has been created entirely within

Calamus anei Calamus Outline and output at 1270 DPI

on a Linotype L300 Imagesetter. Compugraphic* is

the registered trademark of the Compugraphic

Corporation. Calamus® is the registered trademark

and tradename of DMC/Dilek Internationa],

represented exclusively in North America by ISD

Marketing. CIRCLE 041 on READER SERVICE card



MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming TbANew Level.

&*>
'

ST

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler ior direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-faster com-
pile limes aid faster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples

• Source and object code for RAM
disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complele symbolic dehugger

and assembler

•J&sSfo
• Powerful Utilities: make, ^Tjn

linker, arctitver. egrep. sort,

diff and more

• Over 600 pages ol documentation

with more than 1 00 sample

programs

Hew! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER :

• Cuts development time in halfl

• Dehug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set frace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARKWILLIAMSC FOR THE ATARI ST: S179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

J
< -jf

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

"With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csdf's close to the idea! debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious ' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfournal

WE'VE DPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

C~&Li>

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and
dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. ..not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekend programmer."

-George Miller, COMPUTEl'SAtari STDisk andMagazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. Aid just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been abetter rime

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

il
Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
© 1988 Mark Williams Company

CIRCLE 021 ON READER SERVICE CARD



No More Missed Appointments! Page 30

f#i Guide To Atari ST
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30

69

74

88

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS
Program by David Fletcher

Article by Andrew Reese

CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD
Converter

THE TRAVELING COMPUTERS
by Andrew Reese

Hands-On Preview ofAtari's
STACY and Portfolio

SCHEDULE MAKER
<

by James Robinson

Making Your Life a Little

Easier

ST SOFTGUIDE

by Dain Lees and
Fred MacGregor
START'S Guide to ST Software

TO PRODUCE A MIGHTY BOOK
by Michael Perry

Writing Novels ivith

WordPerfect

B0ING0 ^
by Frank Coheii^r

Bounce to the Beat with an
Old Friend

n

' a Lit

18

43

57

80

DYNACADD1.S6
by Dave Edwards

Powerful CADD Program
from ISO

HOTWIRE, NEODESK 2.0

AND VDOS PR0QUEUE
by Gregg Pearlman

Alternate Desktopsfor YourST

ENTRY-LEVEL SEQUENCERS

THE SECOND GENERATION
by Jim Pierson-Perry

EZ-Track Plus, MIDIRecording
Studio Version 1.1 and
MIDIsoft Studio

START SPOTLIGHT

by Tom Byron
The Computer Guide to the

Solar System

9 Editorial

10 Dialog Box

11 News, Notes and Quotes

Stephen Mortimer

15 Products Update

Marta Deike

39 Programming in C ^fl
Accessorize Your Programs^

47 Small Tools

Troubleshooting Your Hard
Drive

66 Disk Instructions

67 Disk Contents

72 Clipboard

Heidi Brumbaugh

84 For the Fun of It

High-TechJets and Ditzy
Dinosaurs

Indicates programs included on START Disk.



ANOTHER SUPRA VALUE!
Suggested Retail

The SupraModem 2400 is 1 00% compatible with

industry-standard, intelligent "AT" commands and

all commonly used protocols (including Bell 103/

21 2A, CCITT v.22, and CCITT v.22bis). Since the

SupraModem operates asynchronously at 300,

600, 1200, and 2400 baud, you can communicate

at whatever rate you need to. All these features let

you use the SupraModem 2400 to connect with

most modems being used today.

Affordable

In addition to its low price, the SupraModem 2400

will save you money by letting you communicate at

2400 baud, thus decreasing your on-line time. The

SupraModem 2400 incorporates the advanced Intel

89024MS chip set. This design utilizes fewer parts,

assuring operation long after the one-year warranty

period.

KlH Supra Corporation

11 33 Commercial Way / Albany, OR 97321 U.S.A.
Phone: (503)967-9075 / Fax: (503)926-9370

Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp)

Available at Your Local Dealer

or Call (800) 727-8772 (Orders Only)

The SupraModem 2400 is very easy to use. It

features autoanswer and autodial (tone and pulse)

for performing phone tasks, and it has a program-

mable-volume speaker for monitoring call progress.

Storing phone numbers and user configurations is

also simple because of the modem's programmable

nonvolatile memory.

These features and others are explained thoroughly

in the comprehensive SupraModem 2400

Operator's Manual. Once you understand the

basics, the modem's quick-reference card makes
finding command descriptions and other modem
information quick and simple.

And to make it even easier to begin telecomputing,

the SupraModem 2400 comes with introductory

packages for several popular on-line services.

Packages available for specific computers!

Packages for Amiga, Apple, Atari, Commodore,
and Macintosh computers combine the standard

SupraModem 2400 package with communications

software and an RS-232 cable for connecting the

modem to your computer. $219.95-$239.95 retail.

CIRCLE 061 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The
time is finally here. You've been waiting for months-we've all been

waiting- for Atari to roll out its new hardware. And this issue, we're happy

to present our first hands-on report on Atari's newest releases: the STACY

laptop ST and the Portfolio MS-DOS hand-held computer.

Thanks to the good offices of Atari MIDI marketer Frank Foster, Vice

President of Software Leonard Tramiel, Vice President of Operations Augie Liguori,

new Vice President of Marketing Jim Fisher and Atari's Press Representative Andy

Marken, we were able to sit down for a lengthy session with the STACY engineering

prototype in early June and then spend several days with a Portfolio clutched close

at the end ofJune. We're proud to report that START was the first ST magazine

accorded that privilege.

And what do we think of Atari's newest computers for the traveling user? Turn

to my evaluation, The Traveling Computers, for a complete report.

Do you have a Great American Novel fermenting in your brain? Ready to put it

on paper? Let Michael Perry help you with WordPerfect macros and good advice

on how to get your masterpiece together-and how to get it read.

Like most of us, you probably have more appointments and "must do's" than

you know how to keep track of. James Robinson has written the definitive Schedule

Maker program with the power and versatility to handle all of your scheduling

needs. And it's on your START disk this month.

Do you have a hard disk or are you thinking of buying one (as nearly half of

our readers have told us they're planning to do)? Be sure to read Dave Smalls

definitive Hard Disk Trouble-Shoo ting Guide.

And if you're looking for a particular piece of software, check out START'S mas-

sive ST Softguide database. It's planned to be a regular quarterly feature in START.

Finally, in response to your requests, we're beginning our Programming in C

column this issue. It starts with a bang, too: Sam Streeper has rewritten parts of the

libraries for three popular Cs to make it easier for you to create programs that can

run either as desk accessories or as standalone programs. And, of course, they're

on your START disk this month also.

Whatever your ST interests, whatever your ST needs, we think that we have

something for you this month. This issue is full of hot news, reviews of alternative

Desktops, the latest DynaCADD, font editors, entry-level sequencers and more. We
hope you enjoy this issue. And to Atari, we say, keep those new products coming.'

LS&te&rU-. /Aj^wfi.

ANDREW REESE

START Editor

START The STMonthly



Dialog Box

Letters From Our Readers

Wants A-Calc Tax Templates
l was disappointed to see that your an-

nual tax templates were only published

for Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheets.

Last year they were also published for

A-Calc Prime. 1 purchased A-Calc Prime

mainly to do my taxes since my limited

need for a spreadsheet does not justify

investing in an expensive program. I

also notice that "Doing Spreadsheets

On The ST" (June 1989) only covers 1-2-3

compatibles. I'm sure that there are

other ST users with limited spreadsheet

needs. Please don't forget us.

Ron Ritzman

Marietta, Georgia

We stopped providing spreadsheets on the

START disk in A-Calc Prime format because

this product is no longer being distributed

in Unites States. There are so many spread-

sheet formats it is difficult to support them

all; however, we will take your point into

consideration In planning future spreadsheet

columns. All START readers should keep in

mind that we don't know which products

you want us to support unless you tell us!

- START Editor

Just in Case
Thanks for continuing to put lots of very

useful material in your magazine. I use

my Mega 2 mostly for MIDI, desktop

publishing and education and I appre-

ciate having one source that keeps me

up to date on the ST.

I have two simple questions: First,

does anyone make a carrying case for

the Mega? 1 have seen wonderful cases

for the Macintosh that are light, compact

and very protective. As a musician and

educator, 1 have to transport my Mega 2

wherever I go, and 1 end up packing and

unpacking the computer in its original

cartons. If someone could design and

produce a carrying case 1 believe there

would be quite a few people, especially

musicians who would be eager to buy one.

Second, 1 know that with a Macintosh

emulator the ST can run HyperCard, but

is there any chance of something com-

parable to HyperCard appearing for the

ST itself? I'll keep my fingers crossed!

David K. Aimone

Scotia, NY

7b answeryourfirst question, check with

the Calzone Case Company (225 Black

Rock Ave., Bridgeport, Connecticut 06605,

(800)243-5152.)

As to your second question: sofar the

closest thing to Apple's HyperCard on the

ST is Quickvicw's Zoomracks. START does,

however plan to take an in-depth look at

HyperCard in a future "Mac & PC on the

ST" co/urrm.-START Editor

Recommended Reading
The ST is not my first computer and

START is not the first computer magazine

I have ever read, but those were my
mistakes. Now 1 have the computer sup-

ported by the magazine Keep up the

good work!

Now, can you recommend a good re-

source for novice ST users?

Mervyn Swaine

Hantsport, NS

Besides START magazine, oj course, the

single best resource for the novice ST owner

is, appropriately, The Atari ST Book, by

Ralph C. Turner. Ron Luks reviewed the book

in our May 1989 issue. - START Editor.

Alert Box
In the August issue, we identified

Mindscape's Indiana Jones and the

Temple of Doom in Products Update

as having been derived from a Sega

arcade game. In fact, its arcade source

was by Atari Games. Also, the correct

telephone number for Mindscape is

(312) 480-7667, and the Batman

game is published by Data East, as

correctly stated in the text, and not by

Mindscape, as stated in the caption.

Do you have questions about using

your ST? Is there something you're

not dear about? Every issue, START'S

editors listen to your comments and

answer your questions in Dialog Box.

Let us hear from you! Our address is:

Dialog Box

START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Or ieave us a message on CompuServe

using the Antic Online Mailbox-

just log on and type GO ANTIC.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION
START Welcomes submissions. Please include

both hard copy printouts ofarticles and pro-

gram listings as well as diskfiles on ST com-

patible disks. Media will be returned \j

self-addressed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials.

10 October 1989
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What's New in the ST World

BY STEPHEN MORTIMER, START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

AND THE START STAFF

Calamus Outline—Super
Text Effects
Calamus Outline, the newest member of

the Calamus DTP family of products,

lets you manipulate text, letter and font

attributes and achieve results on a par

with those produced by PostScript illus-

trating programs. Text can be made to

follow any type of path you desire; it

can be circular, on a Bezier curve or

around a box. Predefined functions let

you superimpose text onto objects such

as cones, cylinders or globes. Addition-

ally, the text can be filled with gradient

shading patterns or stretched and dis-

torted by actually manipulating the con-

trol points of the font. A calculator func-

tion allows complex mathematical special

effects to be created and stored for later

use. Calamus Outline also doubles as a

drawing package with Bezier curves,

gradient fills and other complex objects.

The resulting files can be imported into

Calamus DTP No price has been set.

For more information, contact 1SD Mar-

keting at 2651 John Street, Unit 3,

Markham, Ontario, L3R-2W5, Canada,

(416) 479-1880.

Calamus Outline is a
vector graphic editing
program that lets

you manipulate text,
letter and font attri-

butes. You can send
text along any path,
including waves, cir-

cular text and more.

CompuServe
Goes Continental
In its first step toward worldwide ex-

pansion, CompuServe, Inc. will expand

its online service to Europe, beginning

with England and Switzerland. In Swit-

zerland, the service will be available in

German, which points toward the Ger-

man market as the next logical expansion

site European customers will access lo-

cal systems (with local rates) that have

gateways to the Atari Forums on Compu-

Serve's U.S. mainframes. There will be

small additional surcharges, according

to Ron Luks, manager of CompuServes

Atari Forums, but the overall cost of ac-

cessing CompuServe's Atari areas (and

other U.S. Forums in general) from

Europe will be significantly less than it

is now.

Luks said that reverse gateways would

eventually be available also. Among

other things, this will give U.S. customers

access to public domain software on

European online databases. For more

information, contact CompuServe's Cor-

porate Headquarters at 5000 Arlington

Centre Blvd., PO. Box 20212, Columbus,

OH 43220, (614)457-8600.

Software that the STDeserves
Antonio Salerno, Atari's new director of

software marketing, has established a

definitive and formal beta-testing process

m am effort to improve the quality of

Atari software and help speed its devel-

opment. Salemo joined Atari from Bor-

land International, publishers of Turbo

C and Turbo Pascal. Eight new products,

including Desk Set II, Wordflair and

Hyperplan, are set for release this year

The software generally tries to fill a niche

that current software does not cover.

'Atari wants to release software that the

ST deserves," says Salerno, who hints

that the best is yet to come: "There is

an exciting range of products still to be

announced."

START The ST Monthly 11



Antic Software is proud to present

The World's Most Popular BASIC Programming Language for the ST

Here's what you get with

Version 3.0:

• An incredibly powerful programming language

• Distinctive speed and utility

' Power to access Atari STs innouatiue hardware

and operating system capabilities

• Over 300 powerful commands

• Built-in text editor uiith syntax checking

• Full access to GEM, AES, VDt, and line-A commands

• Full technical supportfrom Antic Sojtiuare

Compatible with all previous versions

of GFA-BASIC program listings 6k

reference books.

Version 3.0 compiler and

GFA-assembler will be out soon!

$99.95 (GF9100]

Lookfor GFA-BASIC 3.0 at

yourfavorite dealer or order

from Antic Software tollfree:

(800)234-7001

Antic Software and Antic are lr

Publishing, Inc. GFA-BASIC is

Systemtechnk, Germany; Atar

trademark ol Atari Corp.

GFA°m&c 2-o » GFA
, rFA.BASic

SBSfc*

3FA-BA& a&nt&h money
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News, JVotes & Quotes

Atari Unveils Portable Game
System
At the Consumer Electronics Show on June 3 in Chicago, Atari President Sam

Tramiel unveiled Atari's revolutionary Portable Color Entertainment System. The

hand-held PCES features a 3!^-inch color LCD screen with a resolution of 160 by

102 pixels and can display 16 colors at once from a palette of 4,096. The screen is

flanked by four control buttons on one side and a joypad on the other

In Monster
Demolition for
Atari's new
PCES, you are
transformed
into a huge,
dangerous and
deeply an-
noyed monster
as you roam
through the
game and de-
stroy every-
thing you can.

Atari's hand-
held Portable
Color Entertain-
ment System,
developed by
Epyx, features
a 3V2-inch color
LCD screen with
a resolution of
160 by 102
pixels and can
display 16
colors at once
from a palette
of 4,096.

A 1 6mHz 65C02 processor is at the heart of the system. The ComLink network

lets you interconnect up to eight systems for head-to-head competition, and you

can also plug in headphones for private listening. The image on the screen can be

flipped vertically so left-handed users can use the joypad easily.

The PCES, developed by Epyx, was acquired through an arrangement wherein

Atari became a part owner of Epyx. Epyx has already developed six games for the

PCES, which is scheduled to be released in August or September. National press

coverage praised the PCES and claimed it was better than the recently introduced

Nintendo Game Boy. The PCES will retail for $149.95.

Dot Dot Dot
TOS 1.4 is gradually being distributed to

more and more people Registered de-

velopers now can purchase the six-chip

ROM set, but no general release date

has been announced by Atari . . . Ac-

cording to Sig Hartmann, vice president

of Fortune 500 sales at Atari, a govern-

ment technology show was a big hit for

Atari. At the show, Atari displayed the

Portfolio pocket PC to an enthusiastic

crowd. The response to the product has

been enormous . , . Migraph has decided

to remove the unpopular anti-theft PSK

device from Touch-Up! version 1.5. The

PSK is a hardware key that connects to

the parallel port on the ST. Users can or-

der version 1.5 from Migraph and then

send in their PSK for a $15 rebate . . .

Migraph is also preparing Easy-Draw 3.0

for release This new version supports

B-Spline curves and lets you trace bit

images manually. It's a stepping stone to

Migraph Illustrator which is scheduled

to be released in 1990 . . . Toad Com-

puters has an answer to the Megafile 44:

The Toadfile 44, 44-megabyte removable

hard disk. Based on the same technology

as the Atari unit, a Syquest mechanism,

the drive retails for $899, compared to

$1,199 for the Megafile 44. It uses an

ICD controller and software to control the

drive. Cartridges sell for about $100.

. , . WordPerfect has released another

upgrade to their popular word processor

To order the upgrade, contact Word-

Perfect customer support.

Stephen Mortimer is a contributing edi-

torfor START. He fives in Binghamton,

New York.

Ifyou have a hot Atari news item, let us

know at News, NoJes & Quotes, START

Magazine, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107.
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YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO LOSE YOUR
HARD DRIVE DATA, BUT YOU
COULDN'T AFFORD

A

BACK-UP SYSTEM
UNTIL NOW.

DVT
VCR»2&95
HARD DRIVE BACK-UP SYSTEM
Now you can finally afford to backup

your valuable hard drive data! The
DVT'" works in conjunction with your

VCR to allow for fast, reliable, hands

free backups using standard video tape.

F0R THE ST
can store 120-360 megabytes on a single standard video tape

• writes data bits to tape at 8 megabits per minute

• store as single files or whole partitions.

• built in error detection and correction

fits easily into the ST cartridge port

Dealer/Distributor Inquiries Welcome!

(please print)

Order Form

Cily RtatP 7in

I i Plpqc^p qpnrl mp i inits flt ttPdQ Q^ pa

Please include check or money order to Seymor/Radix, RO. Box

166055. Irving. IX 75016 or order by phone: (214) 823-5797.

C O.D.'s, MasterCard and Visa accepted.

uses standard RCA cables

• standard video tape cost: s5-s7

U-+-J • total reliability

SEYMOR
RADIX
Seymor/Radix. Inc.

RO. Box 166055
rving. TX 75016
(214) 323-5797
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Products Update

New ST Software and Hardware

COMPILED BY MARTA DEIKE

START EDITORIAL COORDINATOR

DTP Newsletter
for ST Users
A newsletter for ST desktop publishers

has been produced by E&L Productions.

It's bimonthly and covers topics such as

new desktop publishing packages, pub-

lication design and layout and hints and

tips for the DTP user. In addition to

helpful information, the newsletter will

serve as a forum for Atari desktop pub-

lishers to make their opinions known

and express their thoughts in this grow-

ing and exciting field. Subscriptions,

$9.95/year. E&L Productions, 27 Cedar

Hill, Sumter, SC 29154, (803) 494-2201.

57" Spreadsheets
Expand: LDW
Power Version
1.10

LDW Power has taken yet another leap

forward. Version 1.10 of Logical Design

Works' powerful spreadsheet, not only

lets you write DEGAS files, but offers

virtually unlimited graphing points. The

new version has more fonts, printer

drivers and print functions. It is also

now compatible with large-screen mon-

itors. Even the file transferability to and

from Lotus 1-2-3 has been improved.

Registered users can upgrade by sending

the original disk(s) along with $15 to

Logical Design Works. LDW Power Ver-

sion 1.10, $149.95. Logical Design Works,

780 Montague Expressway, #403, San

Jose, CA 95131, (408) 435-1445.

Broder-Bond?
Based on the latest James Bond movie. Licence to Kill is Broderbund's new graphic

adventure. You're Agent 007, fighting on land, sea and through the air, striking out

to bring down a drug lord. Enhanced with colorful animation, the game includes

all the exciting Bond stunts- pilot helicopters in pursuit of planes and jeeps, swim

with sharks, dodge bullets, water ski with a harpoon gun and chase oil tankers in a

crop duster. It's screen after screen of hot action, a veritable license to thrill. Licence

to Kill, $29.95. That's Bund, Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903-

2101, (415) 492-3200.

James Bond was
never so slick.

You are the fa-

mousogent pur-
suing the ruth-

less drug lord in

Broderbund's
new graphics
adventure. Li-

cence to Kill.

-
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Arkanoid II—the Story Continues
If you ever played the hit arcade thriller Arkanoid, chances are you couldn't stop-

you were hooked. Well get ready, Arkanoid fans, because Taito has just released

Arkanoid II -The Revenge of Doh, which promises to be an even bigger hit than

its predecessor

Arkanoid II is set in hostile outer space where the evil force Doh lurks in the

mammoth alien spaceship Zarg, threatening the entire intergalactic order To destroy

Doh, one or two players controlling the Vaus II spacecraft must attempt to pene-

trate the ship and destroy 67 barriers by deflecting multiple energy balls. Watch

out for surprises! Arkanoid II, $29.95. Taito, 267 W. Esplanade, Suite 206, N. Van-

couver, BC, Canada V7M 1A5, (604) 984-3344.
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Don't BeA SolitaryAtari.

The largest and longest standing group of Atari
*

users in the world shares its problems and solutions

online every day in CompuServe's Atari Forums.

And you can join them.

Find the latest software, like the new desktop

publishing program for the ST. Learn how to

run Macintosh"" and MS-DOS" programs on your

Atari. And pick up helpful game tips from

experienced players.

Need technical help? Atari personnel and most

third-party software and hardware vendors are online

every day. You can even provide recommendations as

they develop new programs and products. There's no
better way to get more out of your Atari.

To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer.

To order direct or for more information, call 800
848-8199. In Ohio and Canada, call 614 457-0802.

If you're already a member, type GO ATARI
at any ! prompt.

CIRCLE 038 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Computer Cover-Ups
Protect your 520ST or 1040ST against smoke, dust, dirt and other nasty particles

with Computer Cover-Ups. The covering's fabric blend allows air to circulate,

reducing the chance of heat or moisture buildup. Cover-Ups are custom made for

ST systems and come in eight different colors and four designs, such as animal im-

prints, embroidered initials or silk screened logos. Computer Cover-Ups range

from £5.53 (for an ST keyboard) to $22.43 (for an ST keyboard, monitor and disk

drive). P.S. Computer Cover-Ups, 3359 Dryden Road, Metamora, Ml 48455

(313) 796-2334.

P.S. Computer
Cover-Ups pro-
vide protection
for your valua-
ble equipment.
The cloth fabric
is completely
washable.

VCR Hard-Drive
Backupfor the
ST
If you've ever lost all the data on your

hard disk, you know the importance of

backing it up. On the other hand, you

know the amount of time the backup

process takes. Seymor/Radix has devel-

oped a hard drive backup system called

DVT that lets you back up your hard

drive with your VCR and store up to

360 megabytes of data on a standard

videotape. DVT stores at a rate of eight

megabytes per minute and no special

cables are needed. DVT VCR Backup

System, $249.95. Seymor/Radix, P.O.

Box 166055, Irving, TX 75016, (214)

823-5797.

Ifyou have a new product for (he ST,

we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send

press releases and product photos to

Products Update, START Magazine, 544

Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Coming Next Issue

In the November issue of START

Magazine, we'll bring you an exclusive

interview with ATW guru Tim King

of Perihelion Systems, the author of

the Helios operating system for Atari's

powerhouse transputer workstation.

You'll get an inside look at the future

of computing.

And we have another excfusive for

you: a report on Atari at the Summer

NAMM Show, written by the Atari

MIDI master himself, Frank Foster.

On your START disk, you'll find

the first super-smooth rendering pro-

gram for the ST, START'S RezRender.

You've probably seen the amazing

images at your users group or at the

START booth at World of Atari in

Anaheim. Now you can create your

own smooth-shaded animations with

RezRender.

We have a special surprise for you

on the November START disk. It's

amazing, it's revolutionary and it's by

David Small and David Ramsden.

Need we say more?

You won't want to miss this issue of

START!

Look for the November 1989 START

in your mailbox or at your newsstand

or computer dealer

START The ST Monthly 17



Review

DynaCADD 1 .56

BY DAVE EDWARDS

Let me say one thing first: These folks at

ISD are nuts! Every new release of Dyna-

CADD has more and more exceptional

features. This program is so far beyond

any other CADD program for the Atari

that it's not even funny, and version 1.56

has features that even the most popular

IBM PC programs do not have

But why do they continue to make

these improvements? DynaCADD was al-

ready the premiere Atari CADD program

and it will continue that way no matter

what new machines Atari releases.

The Atari version is also a springboard

for DynaCADD on other platforms such

as the IBM PC and Macintosh. 1 am soil

very excited about this program and 1 can

only hope Atari will release computers

that will give users real competitive CADD
power under the Atari name

New and Improved

This review will mainly cover recent en-

hancements; for a complete feature list

please refer to my CADD review in the

March 1989 issue of START

We'll be reviewing DynaCADD in

START, head-to-head against AutoCAD, in

the near furure-and we'll all see its real

power But Atari users can reap the bene-

fits of this program now The first thing

you nonce about the program is that it

runs much faster-up to nine times faster,

according to ISD. This speed increase is

even more apparent on a system with a

math coprocessor

ISD has achieved this increase by

compiling their code using the Turbo C

compiler But wait: Borland doesn't sell

Turbo C for the Atari, right? Well, in North

America, no, but in Germany, yes-and it

has found great success.

These folks at ISD

are nuts!

The next enhancement is a stroke of

genius. 1 have often wondered why CADD
programs couldn't use desktop publishing

font files to produce text. The best-looking

fonts available are for DTP applications

and most CADD users have to get by

with some vastly inferior fonts. Version

1.56 of DynaCADD now supports the

same fonts as Calamus-in fact it comes

t-Up Tool; Inages OCP

with five fonts licensed from AGFA Com-

pugraphics. These fonts would normally

cost over $500 if purchased separately.

DynaCADD now features new algo-

rithms for using these fonts and even has

kerning tables built in. This is absolutely

the first time any CADD program any-

where on any machine has pulled this

off. I know that many others will go this

route soon. More fonts are being released

and will give DynaCADD drawings the

best-looking text of any CADD system.

Included in the DynaCADD package

is a font editor that lets you create or edit

your font libraries. Unfortunately, you

cannot edit the fonts from Compugraphics.

This program is a complete system within

itself and really deserves a separate re-

view, but it should suffice to say that it is

a professional font creation program with

many advanced features. Fonts can be

created with splines and not just straight

lines; buffering is included, as are rotate,

The DynaCADD
1 .56 main screen.

New features
added to Dyna-
CADD include
cross-hatchEng,
area patterning,
solid fills and the
ability to use
Compugraphic
fonts.
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stretch, imaging and automatic smoothing

of vectors. Each font can have up to 255

characters and each character can have a

resolution of 64,000 by 64,000 points.

This is hot stuff and a feature I can't say

enough about. Bravo!

The Main Program

The main program features improved text

justification, three new lineweights, Grid

and Axis commands to produce a graph

paper background, and fillets between

arc/line and arc/arc combinations. Cross-

hatching and area patterning can now be

done in 2D and 3D-the 3D option sim-

ply isn't available in other CADD programs.

Patterns are stored in a special font file

for editing with the font editor, which

starts you out with 14 hatches already

defined. The program now has a dialog

box providing a selection of 16 colors for

display on the new 16 color hi-res sys-

tems. There is also layer locking, which

prevents elements on certain levels from

being manipulated. A new element, 2D

solid fill, has been added, along with

named levels, which allow for greater

compatibility with standard DXF hies

from AutoCAD and other CADD systems.

I couldn't believe

ISD was able to include

background plotting

in DynaCADD.

The Plot Thickens

A separate program helps you define

plotter parameters and assign them to a

configuration file Also, DynaCADD lets

you do plotting in the background, mean-

ing a plot can be in progress as you

continue working on your file Plotting

has been the downfall of most micro-

based CADD systems, but this feature of

Desk File Edit Uiew Ton X: 1310 Y; 51767
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DynaCADD now
includes a font
editor that lets

you create or
edit your font li-

braries. Fonts
can be created
with splines, not
just straight lines.

Also, a font
can have 255
characters—each
with a resolution
of 64,000 by
64,000 points.

DynaCADD solves most of the complaints.

I couldn't believe they were able to in-

clude it in the program.

As if that weren't enough, ISD has in-

cluded an icon to turn off the screen

buffer, thus freeing up more memory, but

at a cost of forcing the screen to redraw

every time a dialog box comes up. Also,

instead of just showing three lines of the

previous commands at all times, there's

now a dialog box showing the commands

-it comes in handy when you forget

which commands you've used. You can

also use the function keys for many of the

most-used commands.

Traveling Into Another Dimension

Another new feature is a Set Global op-

tion for dimensions. This lets you change

all the parameters associated with dimen-

sions, such as marker and extension

offsets, throughout the entire drawing at

one time To add even more value to the

program a bi-directional ASC translator

has been included. ASC hies come from

a German line an program called Campus.

However, their DXF translator is very

expensive -in fact, it costs more than

DynaCADD. DynaCADD purchasers can

now translate these fifes into DXF at a far

lower cost and have a full-blown CADD
package to boot. (Editor's note: See the

START disk this issue for a special CAD-3D-

to-DynaCADD converter.)

As you can tell, DynaCADD still floors

me I would still like to see the options

for Translate/Move or Translate/Copy

given their own set of icons and not use

a move/copy toggle switch. But otherwise,

there's little to complain about-lt's simply

one of the most well thought-out CADD

DynaCADD still

floors me.

programs on the market. When Atari

releases the TT, this program will push it

to the top of CADD workstations. But in

any case DyanCADD has shut the door

on the high-end options for the Atari.

Even if AutoCAD were ported to the

Atari, it woufd be hard-pressed to com-

pete with this program.

Dave Edwards runs a CAD consulting

service and has written several CAD-

related articles. When he is not writing

about CAD, you will find him doing

VersaCAD training. He is abo a MIDI

consultant, professional drummer and

managing editor of "The MIDI Insider,

The MIDI Power User's Newsource.

"

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

DynaCADD version 1.56,

$995. ISD Marketing,

2651 John Street, Unit 3,

Markham, Ontario, Canada
L3R2W5, (416) 479-i880.
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PROGRAM BY DAVID FLETCHER

ARTICLE BY ANDREW REESE, START EDITOR

THE
BEST OF
TWO

\

/

Design in Cyber Studio, plot in Dyna-
CADD. File CADDYNA.ARC on
your START disk.

If

you're like many CADD profes-

sionals, you've probably fooled

around with CAD-3D 2.0 and

Cyber Sculpt from Antic Software.

You've been impressed with their

ease of use and power, but have wished

that they had more CADD features, such

as dimensioning, text capability or plot-

ter support.

Then along came DynaCADD and

you took to it immediately for its 2D

and 3D capabilities, easy interface and

features unavailable in any program (and

some unavailable on any other micro-

computer). But you probably also found

that, as powerful as DynaCADD is, its

3D object creation and manipulation

tools are just not as easy and intuitive

as CAD-3D's.

The solution? On this issue's START

disk is the file CADDYNA.ARC. It's an

archived file containing CONVERTTOS,

Desk til Set-Up Tools Inagcs CCP X! J, 17152 V J.3Q1H
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This submarine
was created in

Cyber Sculpt,
converted to an
ASCII text file in

CAD-3D2.0and
then converted
using CONVERT.
TOS to Dyna-
CADD format.

a file conversion utility written by David

Fletcher, DynaCADD's chief programmer,

and included on the START disk through

the courtesy of Nathan Potechin and

Oren Asher of ISD Marketing. The

CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD converter may

be distributed freely.

A Simple Operation

To convert CAD-3D objects to Dyna-

CADD format, you must first copy

CADDYNA.ARC to a blank, formatted

disk and un-ARC it following the Disk

Instructions elsewhere in this issue.

When you've finished, you will have the

program CONVERTTOS.

In order to convert a CAD-3D object

to DynaCADD, you must first load the

CAD-3D file into CAD-3D 2.0 and use

the Object List option on the File menu

to generate an ASCII disk file. (You don't

have to have CYBSMASH.ACC installed

20 October 1989



With the CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD converter on this issue's START disk,

you can have the best of both worlds: create your 3D objects in

CAD-3D or Cyber Sculpt and then convert them to DynaCADDformat

to take advantage ofits wealth offeatures andplotter support.

The converter runs in both color and monochrome.

CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD Converter

7&

** Copyright (c) ...

** by David D. Fletcher
** All Rights Reserved

Conversion started, ,

,

Objttt nanc: SECTION
Reading Point : 00319
Reading Face : QQ635

Object nane; saill
Reading Point : 000*7
Reading Fane : 00031

3 DynaCADD DEF 2.0 TheCAD-3D2.0
to DynaCADD
converter auto-
matically con-
verts an ASCII
CAD-3Dflletoa
.DEF file that
you can load
into DynaCADD.
As it runs, it will

keep you ap-
prised of its

progress.

program, you may do so by pressing

IControlMSl; press IControIHQl to re-

sume. To cancel the conversion, press

[ControlHC].

Note: Be sure that you have enough disk

spacefor these conversions. For example, the

3D2 submarine file only required 17,822

bytes, but the ASCII TXTfile took 79,775

and the .DEFfile took 134,012 bytes.'

ISO's David Fletcher is the head pro-

grammerfor DynaCADD.

to do this.) When the dialog box appears

asking you to "Print to which device?",

click on the Disk button. When the file

selector box appears, enter the path and

filename you wish and then click on

OK, If you have created your object in

Cyber Sculpt, you will need to save it as

a ,3D2 file and then load it into CAD-3D
2.0 to do this preliminary conversion.

To run CONVERTTOS, double-click

on it from the Desktop. Then type in

the path and name of the ASCII object

file you wish to convert and press [Re-

turn!. You will then be asked to enter

the name you want for the .DEF file and

whether you want to remove duplicate

lines. Type in a Y for yes or N for no

and the converter will load in the file

you specified and convert it. You will

see several status messages as the pro-

gram runs, as shown in the accompanying

illustration. If you want to pause the

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

DynaCADD version 1.56,

$995. ISD Marketing, 2651
John Street, Unit 3, Markham
Industrial Park, Ontario,

Canada L3R6G4, (416)

479-1880.
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CyberStudio, Including
CAD-3D 2.0, $89.95. Antic

Software, 544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107,

(800)234-7O0i.
CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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He

Picture, ifyou

two businesspeople

sitting in an airport

waiting room. Each is

using a portable computer

to catch up on business.

One computer is a classic-

looking, charcoal-gray laptop

and the other a miniscule hand-held.

You'vejust entered . . . the Atari Zone. Read onfor a hands-on

evaluation of Atari's newest computers: the STACY and Portfolio.
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ING

COMPUTERS
BY ANDREW REESE START EDITOR

Atari
has seemed to be dormant

in the marketplace during the

last year. Now, with Fall of

1989 upon us
T
the sleeping

giant has awakened. Poised

for a strong fourth quartet; Atari is

bringing to market a series of spectacular

new computers. First on dealers' shelves

is the Portfolio, the hand-held MS-DOS
computer developed by DIP in England.

Coming on its heels is the release of

STACY, the long-awaited ST laptop. By

the time you read this, both computers

should be available through Atari dealers

across the country.

We were fortunate to spend some

time with both computers. The STACY

and Portfolio are very different from

each other, but each is special in its own

right. Both bear the handsome new Atari

charcoal-gray color and both promise

computing power for the user on the

run. We'll start with a look at STACY

and then move on to Portfolio.
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STACY

I'm

beginning this article on one of

the STACY prototypes in a confer-

ence room in Atari's home office

in Sunnyvale, California. It's not

the final production version, but

it's in near-final form and close enough

to evaluate it as a computer and, well, as

a computing experience

nal Mega bus port; the pin-outs are

different from the Mega plug, but elec-

trically, it's the same. This means that

any bus-port device now existing for the

Mega, such as the Moniterm big-screen

monitor interface or JRl's GenLock, could

be made to work with STACY.

Like most laptops, STACY's screen

acts as a cover for the keyboard and

pivots up for use. The power switch is

Sooting STACY is just like booting any ST:

insert a disk and turn on the computer.

STACY is, as you can see from the

photos accompanying this article, clad

in a handsome, sculptured charcoal-

gray case designed by Atari's Ira Vd.in.-ky.

It has a bright, backlit supertwist LCD

screen and a golf-ball-sized trackball in

place of the standard Atari mouse. Inside,

it's almost a straight 1040ST, complete

with all of the ports you're familiar with

from your own ST or Mega.

Specifically, STACY has the following

ports: Centronics parallel, serial, DMA,

mouse/joystick, joystick, MIDI in and

out, monitor and floppy disk drive In

addition, STACY has a special power

jack, so that it can be operated from a

battery-saving wall external power supply.

Finally, STACY has a special bus port

with the same connections as the inter-

on the left-rear side as you're facing the

keyboard and the disk drive(s) are on the

right side. (This prototype was equipped

with two internal double-sided drives,

stacked one over the other STACY will

be available initially equipped with a

single DS drive It will also be available

later with your choice of two floppy

drives or one floppy and a 20-Megabyte

internal hard disk.)

And on to Business

The production external power supply

was not available for our tests, so we

used a Hewlett-Packard lab supply to

supplement STACY's internal batter)'

supply. STACY's internal batteries are in

a compartment at the top of the case

near the screen pivot. Details as to

whether the batteries are recharged

in place automatically were not avail-

able at this time. The batter}' pack is

removable, so conceivably they could be

recharged away from the unit.

Booting STACY is just like booting

any ST: insert a disk and turn on the

computer. I tried booting with my nor-

mal complement of accessories and TSR

programs, including G+Plus, U1S II,

ReSTART, HotWire and Turbo ST. Every-

thing worked perfectly.

I then tried booting Spectre 128. It

too worked perfectly and after a moment

I was looking at the first Macintosh lap-

top in captivity. If you have been want-

ing one of Apple's long-delayed laptops,

save yourself time and money and try

this combination.

I also tried pc-ditto, Flash! and Cyber

Sculpt to see if there were any differences

in operation between STACY and an ST.

None. It acts exactly like what it is: a

portable 1040ST.

The Feel of a Rolls-Royce

Atari has done a magnificent job with

STACY's keyboard. The key spacing and

feel is as good as the best IBM add-on

keyboard you can buy. There's a nice,

positive over-center feel and a solid re-

Floppy disk access is from STACY's right side. This particular unit was equipped with double-sided drives, al-

though the standard configuration is with one floppy drive. A hard drive will take the place of one of the floppy
drives. The access door toward the front covers the standard mouse and joystick ports.
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bound chat lets you know when you

have keyed in a character I made fewer

inadvertant keypresses on the STACY

keyboard than I normally do on my ST

or Mega.

The location and size of the cursor

arrows take some getting used to.

They're located further up in relation

to the keyboard than on an ST.

The [Help] and [Undo] keys

have also been repositioned and are to

the left of the cursor keys instead of

above them.

The keypad is quite small and appears

awkward, but the keys are contoured

along their width-cupped-to avoid

double hits. Once you're properly located

on the keypad, you won't miss a key. I

do wish, however, that Atari would add

a bump to the [51 key to make it easy

to find.

Atari has included a unique golf-ball-

sized trackball with two buttons above

it on the right side of the keyboard.

For a right-hander, it's well located, but

southpaws may complain. You can al-

ways plug in a mouse if you're using

STACY on a desk; it won't work on your

lap, however.

One question I wanted to answer

was how easy the STACY trackball was

to use. I was pleasantly surprised. It

does take some getting used to, but its

small size and convenient buttons are

easier to use than others available for

the ST. Cursor movement seems more

proportional and controllable

StACY arts exactly

like what it is: a

portable I040ST.

The function keys are smaller than

on the ST and stacked [Fll through IF51

in one row above IF61 through (F101. I

expected to have trouble with them be-

cause of their size, but surprisingly, they're

easier to use than the ST's slanted but-

tons that always seem to confuse my

fingers. It's easy to hit the right function

key on STACY.

The Look

5TACY has a backlit supertwist LCD

screen, meaning that the display is visible

with no external light and retains good

contrast in almost any lighting situation

It mimics the ST monochrome screen

and has a full 640-by-480 pixels in a

5%-inch-by-9-inch display. Under the

display in bold letters is the logo ATARI

STACY. (According to Atari, this is the

official name: STACY, all in capital letters.)

To the right of the display is a clip

that does double duty. It has a light

spring pressure to keep a tension on the

trackball when the lid is closed, and

while you're using STACY, it acts as a

document clip to hold papers next to

the screen. Clever

Below the spring clip is the volume

control for the built-in speaker and a

contrast control. Below that are three

indicators, two for the disk drives and

the third for the battery. They are labeled

FDD A (Floppy Disk Dnve A), FDD

B/HDD (Floppy Disk Drive B/Hard

Disk Drive) and BATT The drive lights

are the same "drive busy" lights we're

used to on the ST.

I found that the screen retained its

visibility well and 1 was always able to

position it so that the screen had good

contrast. One problem I noted was that

even though the cursor arrow is the

same size as that on the ST, it seemed

less visible. 1 had a hard time finding it

until I moved it. I was not able to deter-

mine whether that's because of a change

in the cursor mask or just inherent in

an LCD display.

Remember that this was an engineer-

ing prototype, rather than a production

STACY. Atari promises that the produc-

tion STACY will have an even better dis-

play. Even as it is, it's eminently usable,

if not as striking as some of the red-on-*

STACY has all of the ports you've become used to on the ST. From left to right across the back are the serial

parallel, external floppy disk drive, DMA, external monitor, MIDI ports and the external power source socket
with the reset button adjacent to it.
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black displays on the higher priced IBM-

compatible units.

Laptop Use

This is not a miniature computer, like

the Portfolio. It has a full-size keyboard,

plus the added width for the trackball

and keypad, yet it fit comfortably on my

lap and 1 was able to position the screen

for a good, bright display.

One problem is that a great deal of

the weight of STACY is concentrated at

the back of the machine, from the screen

pivot back. The battery pack and the

disk drives are all located there and

when you swing the screen back enough

to get a good viewing angle, its weight is

added. I found that it tended to be a bit

heavy on the knees and light on the

thighs. Of course, it will fit everyone

differently, depending on height, chair

height and so on.

Is STACY for You?

STACY is an interesting computer. It is a

1040ST with a better keyboard in a con-

venient package, complete with all of

the ST's ports. It is set to retail at $1,499

for a single drive model, a healthy pre-

mium over the equivalent monochrome

desktop 1040ST. If you are one of the

thousands of people who have been

waiting for a laptop ST, Atari did a good

job realizing STACY; you won't be dis-

appointed. If you type a lot, you might

want to consider STACY for its superior

keyboard, even if you set it up on a desk

with an external monitor and power

supply.

For those waiting for a multi-purpose

laptop computer, STACY fills the bill

nicely. With pc-ditto and Spectre, you

can have a "three-headed monster" that

can run almost any software out there

anywhere. I was unable to determine

if the new pc-ditto II would fit inside

STACY- that question will have to wait

for a later report for an answer, but

cartridge-based Spectre GCR should

work splendidly.

With Spectre 128 on

STACY, I was looking

at the first Macintosh

laptop in captivity.

For those of us who commute on

public transportation and use an ST at

work, STACY looks like a godsend. I'm

looking forward to the experience.

Atari has set the roll-out of STACY

for September 1, so that by the time you

read this, you should be able to run (don't

walk) to your local Atari dealer and

check out STACY for yourself. It's well

worth a look.

Portfolio

"W -4|gtBiflUMlMlWJlMB I Jff =1
STACY's left side. Closest to the front is the bus port, next is the cartridge
port and at the back is the power switch. STACY's internal batteries
are in a compartment at the top of the case near the screen pivot.

It's

a jewel, a tiny MS-DOS computer

that charms everyone who sees it.

It's Atari's Portfolio and it should

be available in Atari dealers by the

time you read this for the unbeliev-

able price of $399.

When Atari says that the Portfolio is

the size of a VHS VCR tape, they're right.

It's the same width and thickness and

14-inch longer. When you pop the lid,

amazingly, there's a full QWERTY key-

board with additional keys for special

functions.

I had the pleasure of spending five

days with Portfolio at the start of July.

I've played around with the Sharp Wiz-

ard and several other of the hand-held

life organizers on the market and thought

that the Portfolio was in the same league.

In fact, it does much of what its anemic

competitor does, but it's more-so much

more.

To begin with, the Portfolio runs a

clone of MS-DOS 2.11; that means that

you can run almost any software from

the IBM world. You can easily port files

and software in either direction to or

from your IBM-style hardware And be-

cause the Portfolio port can be software

configured to be either a Centronics

parallel printerport or a 9600-baud serial

port, you can pass files back and forth

to any other brand of computer as well.

Did you pick up on the fact that the

Portfolio can be configured with a printer

port? Yes, you can connect the Portfolio

to a parallel printer and print from the

built-in software or from any other MS-

DOS software you run.

Another aspect of the Portfolio that

separates it from the crowd is its memory.

For the base price, you get 128K of RAM

and 256K of ROM. All of the operating

system is In ROM-no disk accesses to

run MS-DOS! The balance of the ROMs

is taken up by an ASCII text editor, com-

plete with clipboard, search-and-replace

and word wrap, a Lotus 1-2-3-compatible

spreadsheet with 127 columns and 255
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rows, a powerful calculator, a diary with

notes and alarms and an address book.

Ail of the programs have their own on-

line help, keyboard equivalences and-

also built-in -you can switch among

English, French and German menus

and help!

Atari has also included a RAM card

reader in the Portfolio. The credit card-

sized RAM cards slip into the reader on

left end of the Portfolio. It's recognized

as Drive A and cards will be available with

battery-backed storage of up to 128K.

Finally, Atari is making the Portfolio

expandable You will be able to add ex-

terna! "daisy chain" modules on the port

on the right end of the unit to expand

the internal RAM to up to 640K and

then add the printer port, serial port or

even an external RAM card reader to the

end of the chain. (There's even going to

be a RAM-card drive for IBM compatibles

to make "disk" transfer of hies and pro-

grams easy.) Take that, Sharp!

The Lilliputian National Computer

The Portfolio is the first of several hand-

held computers due out in 1989 - and

will have the best price But can you

actually use a computer this size? The

answer is a resounding "Yes!"

Because the peripherals were not

available at the time 1 tested the Portfolio,

I can't report at this time on MS-DOS

software running on this tiny wonder I

did, however, try out all of the built-in

software and experiment with all of the

DOS commands.

One of the first things 1 did was to

write a new AUTOEXEC.BAT file Most

of the familiar commands worked just

like they do on Portfolios bigger cousins.

There are several special MS-DOS and

.BAT commands peculiar to the Portfolio.

For example, typing "off" at a prompt

turns the unit off. (You can also turn it

off by holding down the [Fnl-Function

- key and pressing the [01 key or just

by not pressing a key for a few minutes.)

Portfolio—actual size.

And in a .BAT file, the command "app"

brings up the built-in applications menu.

Copy, delete, makedir, removedtr and

dirtectoryl commands all work just as

they do on IBM hardware, complete

with "/" commands appended and

wildcards The BAT commands allow

IF and branching structures to let you

customize your installation.

There are no function keys on the

Portfolio as such; the number keys double

as the function keys when you hold

down the [Fnl key. To bring up the key

menu in each application, you need

only touch the Atari logo key-the Fl

menu appears over the application im-

mediately. Then you can move up and

down the menu with the cursor keys or

just touch the keyboard equivalent of

the menu item (its first letter) and a sec-

ond menu appears. It's all very well

thought out and implemented.

To select an item from a menu, you

just touch the (Return! key. To back out

of an item or application, you just touch

the EEsc! key. A touch of the (Escl key

from the Applications menu takes you

back to the DOS prompt. It's that easy

Firing It Up

The Portfolio comes with a Quick Refer-

ence Card (which I didn't see) and a

pretty-well-written 237-page manual

(with no index) that explains the basics

of DOS and all of the built-in software.

If you have some familiarity with DOS,

you'll appreciate the manual more, since

it jumps into DOS commands and

CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files

almost immediately. It might have been

better to include a "quick start" for neo-

phyte users at the start and then delve

into the mysteries ofDOS in a later chap-

ter It looks a bit intimidating as it is.

I hope that the first thing the Quick

Reference Card tells users is how to type

in "app" at the DOS prompt to reach

the applications menu. Once there non-

computer users can feel insulated from

those aspects of computers that frighten

them in the first place If I were a neo-

phyte who bought a Portfolio in prefer-

ence to a Sharp Wizard, for example

and then was confronted with MS-DOS

for most of the first 50-plus pages of the

manual, I think I'd close the lid, close

the manual and look for something easier

to master

The Portfolio gives approximately 20

hours ofuse on three AA pencell batteries.

Alkaline batteries are recommended;

since rechargeable NiCad batteries have

a nominal voltage of 1.2 volts rather

than the 1.5 volts of dry cells or alkaline

cells, I suspect that you can't use recharge

ables in the Portfolio. The manual says

nothing about it.

Once you insert the three batteries,

you turn on the Portfolio by touching

any key on the keyboard. Up pops an

MS-DOS prompt on the Portfolio's built-

in supertwist eight-line by 40-character

display. The Portfolio operating system

automatically sets up a RAM disk of

one-fourth of the available RAM at start-

up and maintains this memory even

while the computer is off or while you're

changing batteries. You can reconfigure

this RAM disk, but doing so will wipe

out all of the files on it.

The RAM card can be inserted or re-

moved at any time, except during those

brief periods of disk access. If you direct

the Portfolio to read the A; drive with

no RAM card in the slot, you get the

familiar MS-DOS prompt: "Abort, Retry,

Ignore?"

Touch Typing, Anyone?

The Portfolio's keyboard is small, too

small to do much in the way of touch-

typing, unless you're eight years old or

less. It works better for a hunt-and-peck

typist or, as my wife observed, for thumb

typists. The keys are uniquely shaped,

square with the upper left-hand comer

removed. At their lower edges, they're

flush with the surface of the keyboard,

while at the upper edge they protrude

just over 1/16-inch. Between those two

points, the keys are convex, bulging out

toward the fingers. They're surprisingly
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Customers speak out about
"The Computer Guide To
The Solar System™" . .

.

I look forward to your future pro-

ducts."

- R.B.M., Medford, New York

"Excellent program ... It is one of

the best programs for my Atari ST."

- E.B., Granger, Indiana

"I recently bought your guide pro-

gram and I love it. But even better,

my 6 year old loves it, and has put

in several hours flying around this

part of the universe. I am very

satisfied with your product. . .

Thanks for a great program!"
- J.H., Fairbanks, Alaska

".
. .Graphically, it is a piece of art. .

.This is the type of program where

you could forget about time for

awhile, it is that engrossing. . . very

user-friendly. . . I
rate this program

95% overall for graphics, atmos-

phere and educational status. .

."

- R.L, Burnaby, British Columbia

"Excellent graphics and user-friendli-

- J.K.D.,Des Plaines, Illinois

"Great program for amatuer astrono-

mers like me. I'm hoping for more

high-quality astronomy programs

like this one!"
- S.Y, Asheville, North Carolina

"I love the program. Please . . .

bring out more like this."

- R.L.D.,San Diego, California

",
. . "The Computer Guide To The

Solar System" is the best and most

complete educational program I

have ever seen on disk for any

computer. . . Thanks for a fantastic

program."
- J.S., Blairesville, Georgia

INTER
iiitiniTcCH™

111 Granada Court

Orlando, Florida 32803

Phone: (407) 425-1199

CIRCLE 083 ON READER SERVICE CARD

In place of a disk drive, the Portfolio uses battery-backed Static RAM
(SRAM) cards in configurations up to 128 k. They're approximately the
size of a credit card.

usable and the 1/16-inch-plus rise helps

your fingers locate the rows easily.

For any adult used to an Atari ST key-

board, the Portfolio takes some getting

used to. It took me a few hours to feel

comfortable with the key locations and

keystroke combinations. After that, I

found that 1 could accomplish what I

wanted with a minimum of fuss, typing

in text, creating a spreadsheet, adding

names to the address book, entering

calendar notes and setting alarms easily.

Unfortunately, we don't have space to

review each of the Portfolio's built-in ap-

plications in this issue. Suffice it to say

that they are adequate, well-designed

and intuitive in their operation. And

there's always online help two keystrokes

away.

\

Final Thoughts

The Portfolio should make Atari millions

of dollars and make the Atari name a fa-

miliar one in corporate offices around

the world. Its MS-DOS compatibility al-

most guarantees instant success and its

impressive and friendly design should

produce wide acceptance by the general

public. Is it for you? Do you need a small

computer to do your work on the run?

Do you need a combination address

book, notebook, calendar, calculator

and spreadsheet that fits in an inside

suitcoat pocket? Only you can answer

that question, but I can tell you that the

Portfolio is the computer sensation of

1989. Be sure to look at it at your Atari

dealer

On the left end of the Portfolio is an SRAM Card "drive," accessed as
Drive A by the operating system. You can insert or remove SRAM Cards a\

any time, except when the system is accessing them—just like a floppy
disk. Also visible is the external power jack at the left.



The ToadFile 44
Thefirst LOWPRICED Removable

Cartridge Hai'd Disk Drive!
We at Toad Computers wonder why good technology always has to mean
high prices and long waits. We have the Toadtile 44 now

:
available in varying

configurations with fixed drives up to 129 megabytes, while other companies

are still telling you to wait. We also have the lowest price available. We use

the same drive Atari
TV

will be using in their drive, and compatible cartridges will

be available at your Atari"' dealer, or through us. Finally, the capacity of a hard

disk with the convenience of a floppy. Only from the leaders! Toad Computers.

ToadFile 44 - ONLY $899!
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ToadFile 44 Variations

ToadFile 94 (44 MB Cartridge + 50 MB Drive 40ns time) S'279
ToadFile 109 (44 MB Cartridge + 65 MB Drhc 40ms time) S'309

ToadFile 129X (44MB Cartridge + 85MB Drive 28 ms time) S1399

ToadFile 88X (2 44 MB Cartridge Drives & Carts. 25 ms tune).. ..SI 549

ToadFile 44S (44 MB Cartridge Drive, Case, ^exec & SCSI in}.. ..$799

ToadFile 44D (44 MB Cartridge Drive Only, to Power or Case).. S699

Toad Hard Disk Drives

Toad 30 Drive 40 ms Access Time 3.5" Mechanism. S539

Toad 50 Drive 40 ms Access Time 3.5" Mechanism. S599

Toad 85 Drive 28 ms Access Time 5.25" Mechanism. $709

Toad 1 00 Drive 40 ms Access Time 2 3.5" Mec/Janisms $599

Toad 170 Drive 28 ms Access Time 2 5.25" Mechanisms. 31399

(301)544-6943
TOAD COMPUTERS

556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd., Severna Park, MD 21146
Tiitie prices reflect a -t% (llicouiit fur money orders, certified, or

personal cheeks. We accept Visa, HC. and Discover. MD residents
add 5% sales tax. Please call If you have further [jucsUonst

CIRCLE 012 ON READER SERVICE CARD

i new,

but you'll find us fast,

friendly,

and reliable.

Aardvarks is the one-stop source for all your hardware and

software needs.

o Authorized Atari Dealer/Service Center

o Low prices on all hardware (call for quote)

o European and domestic software at competitive prices

Call today! (813) 932"6366
* Free shipping in continental U.S.A.

* No surcharge tar credit cards
•k COD's welcome

7525A N. Armenia Tampa, FL 33604 (813) 932-6386
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WORDUP
WordUp is the only Atari

ST/MEGA™ word processor

that can integrate multiple

fonts and pictures.

WBomm
• Faster

• Over 60 Improvements

• Font Sizes 2 to 50 Points

• Hanging Indents

• Import GEM Metafiles

• Type Foreign, Math, and Symbol
characters into documents and dialog

boxes

• More memory for documents
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Use logos, diagrams, and math equations

drawn in Easy-Draw

Use CAD-3D pictures

Use LDW Power business graphics
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Making Your Life a Little Easier

Do you forget birthdays? Lose track ofap-

pointments? Want to know exactly how much

timeyou have left before that next deadline?

Help is on the way! With Schedule Maker,

you'll always be on time. Theprogram runs

in either color or monochrome.

Stay on time with SCHEDULE.ARC
and SCHEDDAT.ARC on your START
disk.

Schedule Maker is a power-

ful time-management tool

that will help you keep track

ofimportant dates and times.

Not only does it record in-

formation in a fast and easy way, it lets

you view up to four months in advance

with all those special days highlighted.

Schedule Maker will also trigger your

memory- months, weeks or days before

appointments-with its automatic "tickler"

function, which searches your calendar

by subject and date. Now you'll not only

know exactly what appointments you've

made, but you'll know to the day, to the

hour and even to the minute, how much

time you have until it arrives.

The best way to leam Schedule Maker

is to experiment with it. It runs in

medium or high resolution and the ST's

familiar drop-down menus, dialog boxes

and windows make it user-friendly.

About the only typing you'll do is for

entering records-everything else is ac-

complished with the mouse I've included

a few sample files, but the program is

extensive and you should play around

with it to realize its potential.

Getting Started

Schedule Maker and its data files are

contained in the Hies SCHEDULE.ARC

and SCHEDDAT.ARC. Format a new

disk and label it "Schedule Maker Disk."

Copy SCHEDULE.ARC and ARCX.TTP

onto the Schedule Maker disk and un-

ARC the file, following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. Now delete

SCHEDULE.ARC from your Schedule

Maker disk. Do not delete any hies from

your START disk or START backup disk.

Copy SCHEDDAT.ARC onto your Schedule

Maker disk and un-ARC the hie. When
you return to the Desktop you will see

SCHEDULE.PRG, some data files and

some sample files.

Schedule Maker's record files use the

extension .REC Printer files use the ex-

tension .COD. Report files use the exten-

sion .RPT; tickler files use TIK; and

window files use WDW. Macros use the

extension .MAC. If you save your cur-

rent configuration, Schedule Maker will

create a file called SCHEDULE.1NF; the

next time you run Schedule Maker it will

load all of your settings files automati-

cally. The resource file SCHEDULE.RSC

must be in the same directoiy as Sched-

ule Maker to run.

Double-click on SCHEDULE.PRG. If

you have not already set the system

clock. Schedule Maker will prompt you

for the current date and time,

A Guided Tour

To see how easy Schedule Maker is to use,

let's go through the process of creating a
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file and adding some records. Schedule

Maker's default record file format has a

field for the date and starting time of the

event, a 15-character subject field and

two lines (40 characters each) for a de-

scription of the event; see Figure I.

To change the default record format

click on Set Fields. . . under the Records

menu. Click on NO next to the ENTER

TICKLER category. Add a new field by

clicking on the edit line under the LABEL

heading and typing CLIENT Next, set

the length of the field to 15 by clicking

on the line under LENGTH and entering

15. The Set Fields screen should now

look like Figure 2. Click on OK to accept

the changes.

Ticklers

One of Schedule Maker's most impor-

tant features is that it can automatically

add "ticklers," records that remind you

that an event will take place in a certain

number of days. Let's say you're an at-

torney and you want ticklers created

automatically for all your trial dates.

Click on Auto Ticklers. . . under the Prefs

menu. Enter the category you want to

set ticklers for, in this case TRIAL, and

press [Returnl. Now enter the number of

days for the tickler. Type 30 IRetumI, 60

[Retuml and 90. Press [Enter! or click on ft

Desh File Calendar Options Prefs f;rn¥FI Reports Hindws IjiSlj.n

STMTim TIME:—m
SUBJECT:

ustmiim

Cesk File Calendar Options Prefs lirTTTTCTfr Reports Hindtms

ENTER CENT0R1

BIB VEAR

ENTER TICKLER

ENTER STMTME HUE

ENTER ENIIIG TIME

ENTER SUBJECT

LINES IN 1ESC1IPTI0N

DESCRIPTION LENGTHS

CUSTOM FIELDS

m
rjnm

[ir
HfETlT
mamr lento 15

OK

TTTfTTT
LABEL

CLIENT IS

Figure 1. This
is Schedule
Maker's default
record format.
You can modify
it by clicking on
Set Fields. . .

under the Rec-
ord menu.

Figure 2. This is

the modified Set
Fields screen,
with an extra
field added for
CLIENT. You can
add up to four
new fields and
can use one to
four lines for
descriptions.
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OK to leave the Auto Ticklers menu; the

screen should look like Figure 3.

Up to 10 different Auto Ticklers can

be defined per file If you need more

than 10, you can load other previously

saved Auto Ticklers (TIK) files before

entering records.

To add new records to the file, click

on New Records. . - under the Records

menu. Let's say you have to prepare for

an important trial set for January 29,

1990 at 2:30 p.m. Enter this information

in the following format: for January 29,

1990 type "012990"; for 2:30 p.m., type

"0230p" Note that neither slashes nor

colons are necessary.

Now type in TRIAL as your Subject.

Let's make your Client's Name 'Andrew

Reese" and for the Description, type in

"The People vs. Reese" Click on OK.

The next window shows an Auto Tickler

record; click on OK to confirm the trial

tickler record and the program will in-

form you of the tickler date Since the

Auto Ticklers menu is set for three tick-

lers, confirm each tickler in turn. Next,

the program will ask you if you want to

enter any more records; click on No.

Click on Load Reports. . . under the

Reports menu and select STANDARD.RPT.

This reports file contains six report

formats-Daily Schedule, Daily Time to

Event, Reminders, Columnized Sched-

ule, Full Columnized and Double-header.

To modify a report to work with your

file, click on Edit Reports. . . under the

Reports menu. Select the report Daily

Schedule and click on OK. At the Edit

Report menu seen in Figure 4, click on

Column #3 ("Description") under the

Select Column To Change heading; this

line should now have a check mark.

Click on the CLIENT button under the

Select Info To Print menu; this will make

the CLIENT field the third column in

the report. At this point the check mark

will advance to Column #4. Click on

Description under Select Info To Print.

Click on OK to save the modifications

to the report. (Note: You can only select

a Description column once in a report.

SELECT HEWER HUHBEICTI

Select Colunn Id Change Hidth

unnimiHE
unn W SUBJECT

imn(3i DESCRIPTION

win 10 BLANK

umiUS: BLANK

unn H/: BLANK

oti IB: BLANK

Spacing Between Coluwis

TOTAL CHARACTERS USED: hi

HiniHun Spacing Per Day! 1 i 8

REPORT HflHE: tally Schedule

Align

Select Info To Print

C R

[ R

C R

C R

C R

C HI

C I

I R!

wrnm

Desk File Calendar Options Prefs Records Reports Hindows 3151 a

Figure 3. Sched-
ule Maker's
"ticklers" fea-
ture automati-
cally creates
special records
to remind you
of upcoming
events. In this

case, ticklers are
set for TRIAL
subjects 30 days,
60 days and 90
days before the
event.

Figure 4. The
Edit Report menu
lets you set
column contents
and spacing for

reports sent to

disk, printer or
windows on
screen.

Figure 5. The
calendar menu
comes up when
you click on a
date in a calen-
dar window. You
can examine,
edit, print out or
delete records
for a specific
date.

Schedule Maker will print each line of

Description information in the final re-

port automatically.)

To generate a report window, click

on Print Report. . . under the Reports

menu. Click on OK to bypass the record
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selection dialog box (see below under

"Record Template" for instructions on

how to access specific records). Select

the report Daily Schedule and click on

OK. Next, highlight the button under

the window icon and click on OK. The

report window will open on the screen.

Set the window to the size you would like.

Calendars

Under Calendars click on Monthly

Window. . . In the first dialog box, set

the year and month of the calendar to

January 1990. In the second dialog box,

determine which records you want re-

ported in the monthly calendar. If you

want to report all records, click on OK.

You'll then see a traditional monthly

calendar set to the year and month you

defined in the first dialog box. Change

the year of the calendar by clicking on

the scroll bars or by moving the slider.

Click on the arrow buttons to change

the month. The year and month can

also be changed by clicking Edit All

Windows. . . or Edit Top Window. . .

under Windows.

Days are highlighted in the calendar

if one or more records are scheduled for

that day. Click on a specific day to call

up a window that tells you the events

scheduled for that day; the screen in

Figure 5 will use the current report for-

mat. You can make changes to the cal-

endar report by clicking on Edit Report

under the Calendar menu. You can se-

lect one or more records in the report

screen by clicking on the records. Se-

lected records will be highlighted.

At this screen you can:

CLEAR SELECTIONS: Clear the high-

lighted (selected) record list.

EDIT: Edit the selected records.

DELETE: Delete the selected records.

PRINT: Print the selected records.

EXIT: Exit dialog.

SEEK AHEAD: Find the next day with

reported events.

SEEK BACK: Find the previous day with

reported events.

AHEAD DAY: Go to next day.

BACK DAY: Go to previous day.

EDIT DAY: Edit the day's reported events.

DELETE DAY: Delete the day's reported

events.

PRINT DAY: Print the day's reported

events to printer or disk.

GO TO DAY: Jump to a specific date.

NEW RECORD: Enter new record(s).

Program Basics

Schedule Maker uses the standard GEM
dialog boxes with the exception of the

IRetuml and [Enter] keys. Press IRetuml

to go to the next field within a record.

Press [Enter] to exit from the form; press

1 Alternate] -I Enter] to cancel the form.

To move to the beginning of a field,

press [Insert]; to move to the end, press

EClr Homel. These two keys toggle so

you can press either key to switch from

beginning to end of the field. ITabl will

move the text cursor ahead a word. Press

IShiftl-ITabl to move the cursor back a

word. Press [Shiftl- [Delete! to delete the

information to the end of the field. [Alter-

natel-lTabl will erase any word that fol-

lows the text cursor. Press lEscl to delete

the entire contents of a field.

Schedule Maker also makes use of the

ST's function keys. The first two func-

tion keys are used to cut and paste. Press

IF11 to copy information in the current

field into a buffer. Press 1F21 to paste the

contents of the buffer into another rec-

ord. [F3! is a real time-saver because it

pastes your last entry into the current

field For example, if you're entering sev-

eral records with the same date, all you

have to do is enter the date for the first

record, and press [F31 for the other rec-

ords. Press IF4] to place the system date

(the current date) into the date field.

This key is particularly helpful when

printing reports to a window.

The [F51, IF61, 1F71 and !F8! keys are

used to manipulate the date in the cur-

rent field. Press IF51 to decrease the date

by one day. Press (F61 to increase the

date by one day. Press [F71 to decrease

the date by one week. Press (F81 to in-

crease the date by one week. IF9] and

IF10] manipulate the time in the current

field. Press (F9I to subtract an hour from

the current time, 1F10) to add an hour

Schedule Maker lets

you view up to four

months in advance.

You can also create your own text

macros in Schedule Maker Macros can

be defined for any [Alternatel-letter key

combinations. Create or view macros by

clicking on Macros. . . under the Prefs

(preferences) menu.

To see a list of keyboard commands,

click on Help With Keys. . . under the

Options menu.

Record Template

Whenever you edit, delete or transfer

records, print reports or edit windows

you'll be presented with a Record Tem-

plate dialog box. Here you select your

records. If you want to see all of the rec-

ords, click on OK. If you want only cer-

tain records, however, you can define

them in the subject field. For example, if

you only want records that refer to a

planned party, simply enter "Party" into

the subject field. There are also logical

commands to make other types of deci-

sions possible. For instance, if you want

to print a report of everything except
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your party, enter "Party" into the subject

field and click on "<>" (not equal to).

The logical definitions are: "IN" (con-

tains), "<" (less than), ">" (greater than),

"<=" (less than or equal to),
">="

(greater than or equal to), "<>" (not

equal to) and "=" (equal to). One logical

operator can. be used in each field.

The Drop-Down Menus

The rest of this article discusses some

of Schedule Maker's more complicated

options. Schedule Maker's menu options

are described in the sidebar accom-

panying this article. However, the best

way to learn this program is by experi-

menting with it and by examining the

sample files.

Printing Reports

If you're sending a report to the printer,

the PAGE SETUP dialog box will let you

select your printer options. If you are

writing to disk, you'll need to name the

new file or select an existing ASCII file

with the file selector Select an existing

file and choose to either WRITE to or

APPEND this file. Next you will be pre-

sented with a smaller PAGE SETUP dia-

log box where you can enter the title

and define the header, date, time and

name of the record file

If you write the report to a window,

each record for the window can be sel-

ected by clicking on the record. Selected

records will be highlighted and can be

edited, deleted, printed or transferred to

another file by clicking on the appropri-

ate item under the Records menu To

clear any selections made, click on Clear

Selections under Records. You can also

clear selections by clicking on the win-

dow title bar

Editing Reports/Making New Reports

Pull down the Reports menu and click

on New Report or Edit Report. (If you

cfioose co edit an existing report you

must then select the report to edit.) The

Edit Report dialog box sets up all of the

report generating functions. The differ-

ent types of information that can be

printed are under Select Info To Print.

The column you are working on is indi-

cated by a check mark. You can change

the column to work on by clicking on

the appropriate Column # label. When

making new reports, this is not necessary

because the column to work on initially

is the first column. After you click on an

Info To Print (Date, Time, Subject, etc.),

the column to work on is automatically

set to the next one.

The Info To Print categories are self-

explanatory except for the Time To Event

item. The Time To Event dialog box asks

which format you want to use (short,

medium or long). If you only want to

print the number of days until each event,

use the short format. If you want to

print the number of days plus the hours

and minutes to each event, you can use

either the medium or long format. Ex-

amples of the different formats are:

SHORT: 27

MEDIUM: 27,2:15

LONG: 27 days 2 hrs 15 mins

SHORT:

MEDIUM: 5:30

LONG: 5 hrs 30 mins

SHORT:

MEDIUM: 25

LONG: 25 mins

After you've selected the information to

print check the Total Characters Used

value. If this value is greater than can be

printed on a line by your printer, there

are several things you can do to make

the report fit. First, you can change the

Schedule Maker Drop-Down Menus

FILE

New. . .

Open. . .

Merge. . .

Save. . .

Save As. . .

Abandon. . .

Delete. . .

Rename. . .

Quit

CALENDAR

Edit Report. . .

Monthly Window. .

OPTIONS

Calculate Between

Dates. . .

Calculate From Date. . .

Enter System Date/Time.

Send Printer Code. . .

Help With Keys. . .

PREFS

Auto Ticklers. . .

Macros. . .

Printer Codes. . .

Other. . .

Save Configuration. . .

Start a new record file.

Open a record file.

Merge records from another file.

Save the current record file.

Save the current records under a new filename.

Abandon any modificiations made to the current records.

Delete a file.

Rename a file.

Exit the program.

Edit the calendar report.

Open a monthly calendar window. The month/ year is chosen

and then decision statements for record fields can be set.

Determine the amount of time between

two dates and/or times.

Determine the result of a calculation from a date.

Set the current time and date.

Send on ASCII code to your printer.

Help dialog box showing function keys and editing keys.

Define/Load/Save Auto Ticklers

Define/Load/Save Macros

Set your ASCII printer codes.

Display time/date, set the ASCII disk reports file extension,

set backup record file on or off.

Save the filenames for Auto Ticklers, Macros, Printer

Codes, Windows, Reports, and Records to the SCHED-
ULE. INF file. These files will then be automatically loaded

the next time the program is run.
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size of some or all of the columns by

typing the new width into the width

column or clicking on the left or right

arrow buttons. Second, you can reduce

the Spacing Between Columns value in

the same manner. Third, you may not

need to view one of the fields you are

printing. Finally, you can make the re-

port a "double-header" in which you

can print twice as much information in

the same number of columns. You can

change the current header number by

clicking the 1 or 2 button next to the

SELECT HEADER NUMBER: label. To see

an example of this load the STANDARD.

RPT file and examine the Double Header

report.

You can define the way text is aligned,

at the left, center, or right of each

column. Dates and numbers look best

when they are aligned to the right. Other

information is usually aligned to the left.

Text is rarely aligned in the center of the

column, however, in double header re-

ports, it sometimes makes information

easier to read.

There are two different styles of re-

ports to choose from. A column style is

simply a set of columns. A daily style

heads the records for a specific day with

the date.

Column Style:

9/20/89 Wed 10:00 am

Example record . . .

9/20/89 Wed 12:00 pm
Example record . . .

10/12/89 Thu 8:00 am

Example record ...

RECORDS

New Records. . .

Edit Records. . .

Delete Records. . .

Transfer Records. .

Clear Selections. . .

Print Selections. . .

Set Fields. . .

Information. . .

REPORTS

New Report. . .

Edit Report. . .

Print Report. . .

Load Reports. . .

Save Reports. . .

WINDOWS

Close All Windows.

Edit All Windows. .

Edit Top Window. .

Mark Position. . .

Goto Mark. . .

Load Windows. . .

Save Windows. . .

Enter new recordfs).

Modify some or all records.

Delete some or all records.

Copy/Move some or all records to another file.

Clear report window selections.

Print selected records. Records can be selected in report

windows.

Set the record fields.

Display information for the current record file.

Create a new report.

Modify an existing report.

Print a report to window, printer, or disk.

Load a report file.

Save the current reports.

Closes all open windows.

Just like Edit Top Window except that all open windows

are edited.

Look at and modify the top window's information. Editing

a report window will allow you to change field decision

statements and to change the report. Editing a calendar

window lets you change the month and year and the field

decision statements.

Mark the slider positions for the top window.

Co to the marked position for the top window.

Load a window configuration file.

Save the current window configuration.
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Daily Style:

Wednesday, September 20th, 1989

10:00 am Example record . . .

12:00 pm Example record . . .

Thursday, October 12th, 1989

8:00 am Example record . . .

Calculating Between Dates and Times

This function performs the same task as

the Time To Event report feature except

that it uses the system date and time as

the starting data. Both functions will tell

you how many days and/or hours and

minutes there are between two dates

and/or times. Pull down the Options

menu and click on Calculate Between

Dates. . . Enter the starting date and

ending date to calculate the numbers of

days between those dates. You can also

enter the starting and ending times if

you want to know the hours and minutes

between those times. Click on OK to

display the result.

Calculating From a Date

Calculate from Date. . . under the Op-

tions menu tells you the resulting date

of a certain number of days ahead of or

back from a date. In this dialog box,

enter the date for which the calculation

is based on, then select the direction of

the calculation. Enter the number of

days to calculate Clicking on OK gives

you the result.

Configurations

Records, reports, windows, printer codes,

macros and Auto Ticklers are all kept in

separate files. Rather than loading each

file manually, you can use the Save Con-

figuration. . . feature to load all of the

files automatically after you run the pro-

gram or open a records file.

James Robinson is an ST enthusiast who

has been using Atari computersfor seven

years- He hopes to someday write com-

mercial softwarefor a living. This is his

first publication in START
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Programming

InC

Accessorize Your Programs

BY SAMUEL STREEPER

Write dual-purpose C programs
with CINIT.ARC on your START disk.

Have you ever written a useful utility

and wished you could access it as a desk

accessory? Or the other way around?

Perhaps you converted that accessory

into an executable program but don't

like maintaining two source code files

that do the same thing.

The truth is that there's very little

difference between desk accessories and

programs if they follow some simple

guidelines. On this issue's START disk

you will find MMIN1T.C, LASINIT.C and

MWINITS, which replace the standard

initialization routines for Megamax C,

Laser C and Mark Williams C, respec-

tively. They're in the archive file C1NIT.

ARC Copy CINIT.ARC and ARCXTTP

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC CINIT.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue.

The compiler-specific instructions

for linking these initialization routines

with your program are at the end of this

article. These startup routines are not al-

ways recommended as a replacement

for the standard routines; they are in-

tended for programs that you want to be

as small as possible. Compiling a very

small program with these startup rou-

tines will reduce the executable hie size

from about 4,000 bytes to less than 400

bytes. However, the startup code will

not parse the command line into the

argv array and dirty, unclosed file streams

will not be Rushed to disk when the

program terminates. Ill assume that

since you want your program to run as

an accessory (which accepts no com-

There's little

difference between

desk accessories and

programs if they

follow some simple

guidelines.

mand line arguments and never termin-

ates), these issues don't bother you.

These routines also use the ST-specihc

GEMDOS file routines which are smaller

and faster than the corresponding Unix-

compatible routines. In addition to tak-

ing care of startup housekeeping, the

startup code sets a variable (_app)

which is Oxff if the application is running

as a program, if it's a desk accessor}'.

The Main Event

Let's assume you have source code to an

event-driven GEM program and you'd

like to turn it into a dual-purpose desk

accessory/program. From the evnt_

multi function call, the application re-

ceives keypresses, button clicks and

window redraw messages. Also, programs

may receive menu bar events, and desk

accessories may receive accessory open

and close events denoting that they've

been activated or deactivated. (One

requirement for a dual-purpose desk

accessory/program: the program must

not be heavily dependent upon the

menu bar because when it runs as a

desk accessory it won't have one.)

To convert the program to act as a

desk accessory, you'll need to add the

code necessary to handle desk accessory

open and close messages. There's no

harm in having your program check to

see if it receives accessory open events;

it never will. The desk accessory must

stay in the evnt_multi loop forever be-

cause if it terminates, the computer will

reset. See the source to PRGACC.C to

find out how to handle a dual-purpose

evnt_multi loop.
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PROGRAMMING IN... C

Registration

If your application is being run as an

accessory it should use the menu_
register() call to put its name in the

desk accessory menu bar so the user

can activate it. Make this call right after

appl_init() because if you make too

many AES calls before calling menu_
registerQ, the name won't be registered

until the second time the Desktop is drawn.

Memory Handling

At load time, a desk accessory is given

as much memory space as its code and

data require; it should not allocate more

memory. On the other hand, when a

Ever write a useful

program that you'd

like to use as a desk

accessory?

program is loaded, it is given the largest

chunk of free memory in the machine.

It can keep as much of this memory as

it needs, but should give some of it back

to the system. Assembly language pro-

grammers are responsible for taking

care of this initialization themselves. For

programmers using C or other high level

languages, the compiler will take care of

linking initialization code that does this

automatically.

A desk accessory should not use

malloc{) to allocate memory, primarily

because this memory may be lost when

the user changes resolution. Also, old

versions of GEMDOS allow only a small

number of malloc() calls (between 20

and 40), and the program the desk ac-

cessory is called from may make some

mallocQ calls as well. An alternative to

mallocO is to reserve space by creating

a pointer to a buffer.

The Resource Dumper

I wrote the utility RSCDUMP.TTP to let you merge a resource file

with a C program listing. This program (and the source code) is on

your START disk in CINIT.ARC Copy CINIT.ARC and ARCX.TTP

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-ARC CINIT.ARC following the

Disk Instructions elsewhere in this issue. The following example pro-

gram has a resource file with one object in it, a simple dialog box

with one button. The following code loads the resource from disk

and puts up the dialog box:

:lude object offsets */#include "resource. h" /* i

#define RECTx,y,w,h

#define ARECT &x, &y,&w, &h

put_up_dialog()

I

OBJECT *dialog;

int x,y,w,h, choice;

/* load resource, kill program if not found */

if (!rsrc_load("resource.rsc")) Pterm(-l);

/* get the address of dialog box */

rsrc_gaddr(0,DIALOGBX,&dialog);

form_center (dialog,ARECT);

objc_draw(dialog,0,2,RECT);

choice = form_do(dialog,0);

form_dial(FMD_FlNISH,0,0,0,0,RECT);

if (choice == BUTTON) /* do something */

Now let's build that resource file In. Run the program RSCDUMP.TTP

and type in the command line:

resource.rsc >resource.c

This will give you the C data structures for the resource file in the

file RESOURCE.C. That file will look like this:

OBJECT objOM=
(

-1,1,1,G_BOX,0x0,0x10,0x21121L,0,0,22,6,

0,-l,-l,G_BUTTON,0x21,0x0 / "ABufton",3,2,16/2 /

You don't really need to understand this structure, but just by

looking at it you can see that it is an array whose first object is a



box type, and whose second object is a button type containing the

text "A Button". Now look at the RESOURCE. H file created by the

resource construction program:

#define DIALOGBX
#define BUTTON 1

This tells you that the dialog box is the ' 'zeroth' ' object array

and that the button is the first object in that array. Rewrite the above

program fragment to include its resource:

#define BUTTON 1

OBJECT dialog!] =
[

-U,l,G_BOX,0x0,0xl0,0x21121L,0,0,22A

0,-l,-l,G_BUTTON,0x21,0x0,"AButton",3,2,16,2,

put_up_dialog()

I

int x,y,w,h, choice;

/# convert_resource is found in prgacc.c */

/* an object tree should be converted only once */

convert_resource(dialog);

form_center(dialog,ARECT);

objc_draw{dialog,0,2,RECT);

choice = form_do(dialog,0);

form_dial(FMD_FINISH,0,0,0,0,RECT);

if (choice == BUTTON) /* do something */ )

Using an included menu bar is not difficult either.

OBJECT menubarU =
[

-l,l,5,G_IBOX,0,0,0x0L,0,0,80,25,

5,2,2,G_BOX,0,0,0xll00L,0,0,80,5]3,

/* more C objects. . .*/

If the application is running as a program and you wish to dis-

play this menu bar, simply call:

convert„resource(menubar); /* only convert it oncel */

menu_bar(menubar,l);

Instead of

char #ptr;

ptr = Malloc((long)(16 * 1024));

char bufferi(16 * 1024)!;

char #ptr = buffer;

If you must use malloc(), do so before

making any AES calls. If you allocate

memory after AES calls, GEMDOS may

take the memory away without warning.

A Resource Dumper

Your desk accessory/program should

not load a resource file because in doing

so, GEM will allocate space for that file

On this issue's START disk is the tool

RSCDUMFTTP, which lets you construct

dialog boxes and menu bars using a re-

source construction program. Then it

outputs this file as an array of C struc-

tures which you can incorporate into

your program easily. It works well for

most resources that don't contain bit-

mapped structures. See the sidebar

accompanying this column for a de-

scription of how to use this program.

The program PRGACC.C demon-

strates a dual-purpose application. You

can run PRGACCPRG from the Desktop

or rename the file PRGACCACC to use

it as a desk accessory. The accompany-

ing resource file PRGACCRSC is not

necessary; it's already incorporated into

the program.

Link Notes for Megamax C

The Megamax linker MMLINK expects

to find its initialization code in the file

1N1T.0 m the SYSL1B library file. Unfor-

tunately, you can't specify an alternate

1N1T file, so you'll need to replace this

file in your system library. Make a backup

copy of the system library before you re-

place IMT.O! There may be times you'll

want to use to the standard library.

Compile MMIN1TC, ignonng the

compiler warnings. Change the name of

the object file from MM1N1TO to 1N1T.0 *
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and optimize it using MM1MP;

Now delete INIT.O from the system

library and replace it:

mmlib dv syslib init.o

mmlib rv syslib init.o

You may now compile your programs

normally. I include my stack in a sepa-

rate object file that lets me customize

the amount of memory taken by the

stack. Note that this stack, unlike the

standard Megamax C stack, is part of

the 32K of data space you can use from

Megamax. This is only a limiting factor

in very large programs. (If it's a problem,

consider the upgrade to Laser C.)

To link your program (and the stack):

need file stream cleanup or command

line arguments. Also, the current Laser

init allocates the stack from GEMDOS if

it initializes an accessory; this memory

is lost when you change resolution.

Link Notes for Mark Williams C 2.0

Compile the file MWINITS as follows:

cc -c mwinit.s

Move the resulting file MWIN1T.0

into your \L1B directory. Now to com-

pile your program/accessory:

cc prgacc.c -Nrmwinit.o -laes -Ivdi

The -Nrmwinit.o tells the linker to

use the file MWINIT.O as the runtime

startup module. The options -laes and -

lvdi tell the linker to link your program

with the GEM binding libraries.

Assembly Accessories

The file ASMBLY.5 is an example of how

to write an assembly application which

functions both as an accessory and a

program. It was assembled with HiSoft

Devpac, but shouldn't be too difficult to

transfer to another macro assembler. It

simply puts up a dialog box when it is

run as a program or selected as an ac-

cessory. It doesn't do the fancy window

or menu handling of the C example.

Conclusion

You now have all the tools to write dual-

purpose applications. These techniques

will make debuggingyourdeskaccessories

much easier, because you can run them

as programs until they work perfectly.

Samuel Streeper is currently working on

an Atari ST MIDI networking system.

This is his^irs( article in START.

mmlink your_prg.o mmstack.o -o

your_prg.acc

Link Notes for Laser C

Compile the files LASINITC (the initial-

ization code) and LASSTACK.C (the

variable size stack). You don't need to

have the initialization code in the sys-

tem library; the linker assumes that the

first file it links is the initialization code

If you use the graphic interface to the

linker, remove the default file INIT.O

and link with LASINITO as the first file.

You may also have make call the linker

with this as the first file:

prgacc.acc : prgacc.o

$(LINKER) -v lasinito lasstack.o

prgacc.o $(CLIB) -o prgacc.acc

The file MKPRGACC in the CINIT.ARC

archive file on your START disk is a

sample Laser C makefile.

For what it is worth: the default Laser

C init actua/fy works fine as an init for

programs or accessories. My init will

generate smaller code for those who don't

Programming in C. . . on your START Disk

The following files are in the

archive File CINIT.ARC on your

START disk:

PRGACC.C
PRGACC.PRG
Sample program code of a dual-

purpose desk accessory/program.

Rename PRGACC.PRG to

PRGACC.ACC to try it as a desk

accessory.

PRGACC.RSC
PRGACC.DEF
PRGACC.H

These files were created using

the Megamax resource construc-

tion program but are not needed

to run PRGACC since they have

been incorporated in the program

using Resource Dump.

RSCDUMP.C
RSCDUMP.TTP

The source and executable code

to the resource-file-to-C converter.

MMINIT.C
MMSTACK.C
Megamax C startup code and

stack.

LASSTACK.C

LASINIT.C

Laser C startup code and stack.

MKPRGACC
Makefile used to make program/

accessory with Laser C.

MWINIT.S
Mark Williams C startup code.

ASMBLY.PRG
ASMBLY.S

HiSoft Assembler code for

simple dual purpose program/

accessory.
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HotWire, NeoDesk 2.0

and VDOS ProQueue

Alternate Desktops for your ST

BY GREGG PEARLMAN
START ASSISTANT EDITOR

Looking for a way to customize your

ST's operating system? START recently

received HotWire from CodeHead Soft-

ware, NeoDesk 2.0 from Gribnif Software

and VDOS ProQueue from Marathon

Computer Press, three "alternate Desk-

tops" - shell programs that let you ac-

cess the ST's operating system without

using its GEM point-and-click Desktop.

The three packages have many simi-

larities, but each one has a unique "feel."

HotWire is "just the facts, ma'am," Neo-

Desk is almost whimsical while VDOS
is stodgy and no-nonsense But which-

ever one you use, you'll quickly find it

indispensable.

Why Use an Alternate Desktop?

The ST's operating system has a per-

fectly good built-in Desktop. Unlike

users of, say, an Atari 8-bit computer,

you don't have to search through your

entire home or workstation to find a

disk with DOS on it to run programs,

copy files, format disks and, in fact,

boot your computer in the first place.

With the GEM Desktop on the ST, you

don't have to boot with any disk and

you still have all those options available.

Why, then, do you need an alternate

Desktop? Well, you dorit. Until HotWire,

NeoDesk and VDOS ProQueue came

along, ST users were fairly content to

make do with what they had. But the

added conveniences of these three

programs-hot keys, file "move" opera-

tions and more-sure make it tempting

to have an alternate Desktop.

HatUire! £ ljij CodeHead Sofi

HotWire

When the START editorial staff" first saw

HotWire, our collective reaction was

"Wow!" It's a simple concept: with Hot-

Wire installed, to run a particular pro-

gram, you just press one key, or a key

combination involving the right and left

(Shift], [Control! and [Alternate] keys.

That's it. No searching through layers of

subdirectories on multiple hard-drive

partitions -HotWire will do that for

you. For example, on my system 1 just

The program in-

stallation menu
of HotWire from
CodeHead Soft-
ware, overlap-
ping the main
menu, has
room for three
columns of 18
programs each.
Here you can
choose, among
other things,
what keypresses
you want to use
to summon a
given program.
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REVIEW HOT WIRE, NEODESK 2.0 AND VDOS PROQUEUE

press IS] at the Desktop, and I'm in ST

Writer This sold me immediately. Even

better is the fact that it takes up only

44K of my 1040ST's memory. Also, Hot-

Wire works in all three screen resolutions.

HotWire lets you assign "Hot Keys"

for up to 54 programs that you can run

instantly from the Desktop. If you forget

which key goes with which program,

press IRight ShifthlHelp], which brings

up a menu displaying all 54 program

names. Then just press the appropriate

key (or combination), or left-click on

the program name, and you're there.

The Hot Keys are saved in a file with a

Hotwires "one

keypress"

environment is very,

very satisfying.

.HOT filename extender; you can save

several .HOT files with different Hot

Keys for different applications and load

them as you need them. (In fact, you

can automatically load one of 10 .HOT

files by holding down IShiftl and press-

ing the appropriate number on the nu-

meric keypad.)

The Options box lets you decide

which keypress will run a particular

program, just enter a program name

in the title field, enter the type of

program (i.e. GEM orTOS/TTP), click

on Command Line or Exit Prompt if

you want, then set up your key combi-

nation. Enter a letter from A to Z, then

(optionally) select any combination of

the [Shift] keys, [Control) and (Alternate].

Those 16 possible combinations, plus

the 26 letters, give you 416 possible Hot

Key combinations. The Return options

at the bottom of the Options box deter-

mine whether you'll return to the Desk-

top or the HotWire menu after you quit

a program.

What Else Is There

Other HotWire features include the

ability to print Hot Key listings, move

Hot Key titles around on the menu, "Zap"

a Hot Key or clear an entire Hot Key

menu. You can also run a "non-Hot"

program from the HotWire menu (which

also has an option to use CodeHeads

MultiDesk desk-accessory loader). And

HotWire can be used with "Install Appli-

cation," or installed as an application.

If you don't have a hard drive, Hot-

Wire is still useful. Have all your pro-

grams in a .HOT file, and when the menu

comes up, just put the necessary floppy

disk in the drive and then press the

Hot Key.

In Closing

HotWire's 33-page manual tells you all

you need to know. It has several illustra-

tions and is written and laid out clearly

and concisely. Not only that, but the

cover, courtesy of Maurice Molyneaux,

is full of silly (and entertaining) program

names, such as "Plaque-Man" and

"Alien Ninja Vixens."

Overall, 1 find HotWire amazingly

convenient. It's nice not to have to dig

through dozens of folders and sub-

folders to find the right program. The

"one keypress" environment is very,

very satisfying.

NeoDesk2.0: The Desktop Alternative

As alternate Desktops go, NeoDesk 2.0:

The Desktop Alternative from Gribnif

Software is the most fun to look at and

play with. The NeoDesk Desktop works

much like the GEM Desktop, but the

program includes an icon editor that

lets you customize not only your disk,

printer and trash icons, but also your

background color and pattern. And you

can boot NeoDesk with a DEGAS .PI2

or .PI3 as your background (but that

will take up an extra 32K of your com-

puter's memory).

NeoDesk is not copy-protected, so

you can install it onto your standard

boot disk or your hard drive, in any

folder or directory you wish (although

the root directory seems to be the smar-

test place). Unless you have TOS 1.4,

you'll need the public-domain utility

STARTGEM.PRG in order for NeoDesk

to autoboot.

Although NeoDesk takes up 154K of

your ST's memory while its Desktop is

onscreen (plus the 32K if you opt for a

DEGAS picture), it occupies only 24K

while you run another application.

Looks Are Important

With NeoDesk you can either have one

customized icon for programs and an-

other for non-programs (much like the

standard GEM Desktop), or every file

can have its own unique icon. You can

also have specific icons for specific file

types. For example, a .PRG icon could

look like an active computer screen and

a .PR_ (or .PRX) icon can look like an

t.onfimurs i'm payx 9i

Cute and fun

—

and useful, Grib-
nif Software's
NeoDesk lets

you use an al-

most unlimited
number of icons

for your files

(if you're so in-

clined). You can
even boot with
a DEGAS picture
as your Desktop
background,
such as this one
of the reviewer
hiding behind
his A drive.
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REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs os it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as tiles, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted

over o modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, ufilifies or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Back is o revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your ST, MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a Megadisk ex Poiydisk Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprofect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly

Its perfect for running protecfed programs off a hard disk. It

creafes standard TOS files, that can be stored togefher on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP — Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only

one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too]

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Poiydisk or Megadisk) ONlY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the slate

of the arl in ST Proteclion methods and much, much

The Software included with Ihe bock provides many
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you 10 protect

jus! about any ST program Nbu can choose a
combination of protection methods like encryption.

checking custom disk fo'mats. password protection or

a Smiled use option thai makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such os PtweaWng, Logic Bombs, Hardware
data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and software piofection. Custom
drsk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations ot ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package] 0n^ $39 95
ZHEJtt r-y ••••••••••••

^^^^^^^^^^^ High Quality souna digitizer for the ST This powerful
hardware ana software package lets you sample real world sounds and
ploy them bock on any Atari ST Add special effects like Echo. Reverse,
looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns youi Atari

keyboard into a musical nstru—er" !<. ploy songs witn your digitized

sounds (also works with any MiDI keyboard] D abound makes il simple to

add sound to your own program, too 1 Unleash Ihe incredible sounds in

you- S" witn DIG'SO.j'O Sapor's sq-lj in;; I';/" :> I:j 40K.'v. D GISOUT-,D ii

the choice o' the professionals C-iGISOUNu was used to create the voice
in Chessmaster 2000, and other commercial programs. ONLY £OQ Ac

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features o( DIGISOUND plus these great extras
LOGARITHVIC SAMPLING - Spr-cia: hardware extends the sound quality

for obove the other ST sound digitizers. Logarithmic sampling and
playback [external amplifiers only] greatly extends the dynamic range
while reducing distorlion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing Input from a stereo ond a microphone so
you can sing over a tape

$149.95

Beat Box
Is II a Drum Machine? A sequencer? A new concept In digital

sound? The answer is - YESI1 Its all this - and so much morell It's a
polyphonic song construction set that turns your ST into a drum ma-
chine and digital sequencer. Now anyone can be a master com-
poser. No musical knowlege requiredl

Just point and click to create faclnating drum, voice, or musical
patterns in four voices. Combine and arrange patterns to form com-
plete musical compositions. Play the sounds, patterns and songs
through your montlor speaker or digitizer hardware.

You don't need a digitizer to enjoy Beat Sox. It comes with over
35 ready to use digitized sounds. Or you can use your own sounds re-

corded with a Digisound ST. Professional, or other digitizer.

Beat Box $29.95

nun in

|

COLOR
|

COMPUTEREYES™
1 1 1 1

1

Incredible COLOR video digitizer. The first ond only full color digitizer

for fhe ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera. VCR, or video

disk. • Works in all ST resolutions, Low res provides 16 shade black and
white or full coloi pictures • Pictures can be used with Degas,

Neochrome. Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrast,

bnahTness and white balance. • Plugs into ca- triage par' 'or easy set-up.

• Capture your picture or that of your favorite star. ONLY $199.95

SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00

from the total. „

34 HOUR HOTUNf

216-374-7469
Call or writ* for froo catalog.

- Cuito-mor torvtco lino (316) 467-S66B M-F «

P°P?rPnnt)^T BLOW YOURSELF UP

imagine your picture onafi loot poster Create a business graph that

can cove- a wall Quali'v ou'pjt for posters, t -shirts, news letters, and more
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes. a masterpiece

created with Degas, ot the winning screen from your favorite game.
POWERPRINT can print it with unequaled clarity and resolution. PowerPrint

supports ALL ST resolutions It prints multiple sizes up 1o GIANT WALL SIZED

POSTERS. Print 16 shades tor incredible detail. Print the whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects.

including rotate, mirror and inverse options Selective shading option
allows vou to print multi-colpr pictures pn any printer Py printing one color

at a time (using cc c nobonsl Powe.-u'inl ets vou capture and print

almost any ST screen. Works with Star, NEC, Citoh, Gemini. EPSON. XM804B
and compatible printers. aa> nc

Only !> jy.Vt)

DIGISPEC
DIGISPEC is an exciting new breakthrough in computer video digitiz-

ing DIGISPEC works with your Color ComputerEyes to create ip«c-
lacular 512 color video images Now you can capture and display
video pictures in unsurpassed detail and clarity, with 512 different col-

DIGISPEC is easy to use. It works on any ST computer. Simply cop-
ture an Image with your Color ComputerEyes and colpr video
camera (or VCR. video disk. etc.). Then run DIGISPEC, and watch as
your picture appears in a lull rainbow ot 512 true colors.

DIGISPEC includes a speciol shading feature to give you even more
detdil and color. The shading feature uses o technique called dither-

ing, which creates and displays images in 3.375 or even 24,38°
simulated colors.

DIGISPEC creates detailed, low resolution video images on ony
Atari ST, color video camera (or VCR), ond Color ComputerEyes.
Every Color ComputerEyes needs DIGISPEC! ^tn «r-

Only 539.95
STCootroI fof 69.95 md UNiSPEC Tor 49.95 olso available

POlyCl ISK Poiydisk is a 512K version ot a Megadisk Poiydisk gives
you the some tast boot features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Poiydisk has a power supply [like Megadisk) but does not contain

Poiydisk (512k Solid state drrve)

[Clock oplion card is also available lor Poiydisk :

VISA • MoitorCard Wotcomo
CIRCLE 001 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Crtl*r by phono or wnd etwek ot monoy onii lo:

ALPHA SYSTtMS 1013 Skytana-, Wacootomo, OH44054
Include $3.00 s."d i. ixj.-g (IS & Gji-oda] Ohio

• residents add 5fe% sales tai Foreign orders odd SB 00



MAC EMULATOR
FOR YOUR ST
MAGIC SAC PLUS W/ROMS $99.95

MAC ROMS 64K $29.95

MAC ROMS 128K $129.95

L_

SONY DISK
SPECIAL

BULK PACKS WITH LABELS

1-199 25 -$24.75 1000 -$750.00

ST COLOR
MONITORS
$299 - $349

4 TO CHOOSE!

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL DEALER
Welcome to San Jose Computet We have been an Atari

exclusive dealer for 10 years now. We sold Atari longer than

the current Atari Corp. We currently «1l over 2500 Atari

and Atari related products. But, we are only advertising a

few products that we got a super deal on by combing the

country for liquidations, liquidations occur for many rea-

sons, bankruptcy, divorce, feuding partners, death, unpaid

fnrij;,Jil bills, iv:irn!iijusing lagintiat, etc. Whatever the rea-

son, we can offer some pretty good deals to you and other

dealers. Unfortunately, mail order prices are squeezing out

many local dealers. Sometimes distributors sprout alter ego

dealerships and sell directly to the consumer at the same
prices they charge the dealers. Grey marketers can also hurt

the local dealer if they don't share the loot. I'm willing to

share my load of Rainbird, or any other surplus load with

any other dealer that wants to support Atari. The local

dealer must survive for the continued health of Atari U.S.

Only the local dealer can pry virgin customers off those

(ugh) MS Dos and(gasp) Apple things and show them what a

real computer can do. Atari needs all the local representa-

tion it can get to sell mass quantities to motivate developers

to develop mass quantities. Mail order only mops up the

bucks from people that are already sold on Atari (probably

by the local dealer using his labor bucks). Mail order com-
panies are fighting for a larger piece of the Atari pic, Unfor-

tunately, without more local dealers and developers, the Ata-

ri pie looks more like a pop tart! It would be better for eve-

huge pie! We i

-e dealer: inless tiics c- a buck. 1 malty, i!

distribution to enablethe role of the manufai

their dealers to survive. In Atari's case you, the public are in

control. You vote with your dollars. So, whenever possible,

support your local dealers. When in Pocatello ID; goto llig's

llideoute When in nampa ID goto A.R.I, consider When
in Denver CO goto Horizon Computer (They have great K

hit loo). In fact any dealer who wants a free plug, drop me a

note or a fax (408) 224-857-1 and I'll give you a free plug in

my next ad. Include your claim to fame or specialties. If any

dealer needs assistance in locating product, give me a call.

Brad koda of Best F.lc ctron its is :i ;>ood source of many

If you don't have a local dealer, or your local dealer

doesn't have what you want, or the guy is a jerk, or his

prices are way out of line, or for what ever reason you feel

you should mail order, 1 will gladly sell you want. I'm not

stupid. 1 need to survive too! If you read all the way to here,

you certainly deserve my thanks!

sincerely,

Marcus F-. DalUorf

Owner San Jose Computer

1200XL £qq
package &yy
• 64K 8-bit COMPUTER
• 1020 COLOR PRINTER PLOTTER
• 1025 DOT MATRIX PRINTER (80 COL)
• PAC-MAN CARTRIDGE
• BASIC WITH TUTOR SET
Give the kids something else to play

with besides your ST!

HIT DISK
PACKAGE
SI.AGON
•GOLDRUNNF.R
•JUPITER I'ROISi:
- KAKATl- KID PAKT $29.95

ST HARD DRIVE
SAVINGS
ATARI MEGAFILE 30 $599

AWESOME 60+ (60Meg 28ms) $899

AWESOME 80+ (BOMeg 28ms) $999

PCBoard $49
Designer Rci,. sm .K
DESIGN YOUR OWN PC BOARDS!!

RAIMB1RD
TsIflil^ES s 1

Knight Ore $9.95

Tracker $9.95

Advanced Art Studio $9.95

Guild of Thieves $9.95

The Pawn S9.95

Golden Path $7.95

Universal Military

Simulator $14.95

Carrier Command $29.95

Jinxter $9.95

Sentry $9.95

StarGlider $9.95
AI.LITF.MSREG. S39.95 MfcM

SPECIAL
SOFTWARE
SALE
MIT FHSK ('I games

GOLDRUNNER II

GRAIL
INVASION

SOCCER
ZERO GRAVITY
TfTRA QUEST
TEXT WO
BUNT PRO
IMA RPTKIF.VF.

1 1 & D BASF.

He-,- ;.wy.
:

i

Reg $39.95

]>«; »; <).<);

Kui; «9.9>

Ifcj; K'VW
!i LT H'J'J

:

i

Reg $49.95

!(:- W ln
Reg £99.95

vow ;;..? .01

NOW! S19.95

NCAV! $12.95

NOW S19.95

NOW! $19.95

NOW! £19.95

NOW! 519.9s

now: $y-w
NOV,'! Si9.95

NOW! $19.95

NOW! SI 9.95

FAX US YOUR ORDER!
FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE INCLUDE:
•NAMF
•RILL TO ADDRESS
•SHIP TO ADDRESS
•PliONF.tt

• mJM®YOUWlSIl
TOPURCIIASE

VISA / MASTERCARD
ORDERS ONLY

(408) 224-8574

SONUS
SPECIALS
SST SEQUENCER V2.0 $99.95

SONUS MIDI PORT B $69.95

SONUS MASTER
PIECE $249.95

SONUS SUPER SCORE $229.95

SAN JOSE COMPUTER
THE ATARI STORE

640 RIOSSOM HII
I
RD. SAN JOSF, CA 95037

STORF (408) ??4-8575 • BBS (408) ??4-905? • TAX (408) ??4-8574

SHII'IIM.: ADO $5.00 TO ALLORDERS. AIR AND INTF.R NATIONAL SI I1PPING FXTRA. "II IAI"S IT

WARRANTY 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS. lAXt CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ATM"} 1% SAIES TAX.

Prims sulijett U) change without notiiE.

Brand andAir product names are trademarks or registered trademark

:ced on an ATARI ST using CALAMUS and printed on an ATARI SLrV

if their respective holders

M PostScript crxrrpatilJe I

CIRCLE 057 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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|ml$

Troubleshooting Your

Hard Drive

BY DAVID SMALL
START CONTRIBUTING ED

WITH DAN MOORE
T R

1H
+12V <9

•
Ground j,^

+5V ^9

Figure 1 . These voltages should be present at the cable end of a hard drive
power supply. If these voltages aren't present, you may have power supply
problems. Before diving into the power supply, however, be sure your drive
is plugged in, your power strip is turned on and the power switch works.

If you've read the last two columns, you

now understand the basics of hard

drive hardware. Now comes the part

you've been patiently waiting for:

troubleshooting.

(Editors Note: This column is aimed at

the ST user with a high level of techni-

cal expertise. Some of the techniques

Dave discusses involve opening up your

hardware or modifying your hard disk

data at a very low level. Please note that

any time you open up your hardware,

you void your warranty. If your hard-

ware is still under warranty, it's better to

leave a problem in the hands of an Atari

(or Supra or ICD, etc.) authorized repair

facility Similarly, if you don't know

what you're doing, fooling around with

the data on your hard disk is almost

guaranteed to cause you catastrophic

problems. Don't attempt any of the fixes

described below unless you have the

requisite skills. We at START cant guar-

antee that you won't kill your data, your

hard drive or yourself if you poke

around where you shouldn't.)

It's Dead-Now What?

Okay, you've got something wrong with

your hard disk. Let's classify the

problem-break it down into a category

where we can look at potential causes

and solutions. Just scan through the list

until you find the information you

need. Do note, however, that some hard

disk problems can be very subtle or ac-

tually be multiple problems; it never

hurts to read the whole troubleshooting

list. It can inspire good ideas.

I. Catastrophic Failures

The disk won't turn on. Nothing hap-

pens when you flip the power switch-

no spinup "vroooom", no "whick whick

whick" of the Adaptec controller reset-

ting, nothing.

This is a thoroughly sick drive This

usually means a power supply problem;

power supplies jail more than anything else.

Diagnosis: First, check the fuse Yes.
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you'd be amazed how many people for-

get that. Despite the protestations of a

generation of electrical engineering

professors, yes, fuses do sometimes

blow for no good reason. Try replacing

the fuse (same value, of course, and that

means the same value on both ends,

volts and amps.) Don't do something

dumb like wrapping it in aluminum

foil, or the jam-in-a-thick-piece-of-

copper-wire trick. The fuse is trying to

the off position, and no drop in the on

position). CAUTION: That current is

deadly. Don't try checking it ifyou're not

familiar with electronics.

Second, check for continuity through

the transformer. I'm deliberately using

technicalese here; ifyou don't know what

these terms mean, please don't play with

your power supply. There are dangerous

voltages on those big chunks of metal

"heat-sinking" the power transistors; I

Figure 2. If your system freezes when booting from a hard disk and tells you
that you have bytes in folders, your problem may be that the DMA chip

needs reseating. In a 520STFM, the chip is socketed; carefully pry it up from
both sides, a little at a time, and press it back down again. This is not
recommended for beginners—have an expert do it.

tell you your drive is inhaling too much

electricity; if you bypass it, you may

bum up the drive This is embarrassing

at best.

Not the fuse, eh? Well, make sure the

drive is plugged in and that the power

strip is "hot." A quick meter check of

the power strip might not hurt. I've seen

remote lightning bolts take out the

MOV's (Metal Oxide Varistors, a power

spike protector) and otherwise bum up

a power strip.

Okay, it's getting power, still nothing.

You'll have to open it up.

First, check the power switch with

your meter. Make sure it turns off and

on (check for 110V AC drop across it in

had one drive's power supply really zap

me, so 1 know.

If that looks okay, check for +5 volts

DC and +12 volts DC on ALL the

power leads coming out of the supply.

This is easy. The ACS1-SCS1 board re-

quires + 5 VDC only (measure +5 to

the ground lead running along with it).

The hard drive itself and the Adaptec

controller require +5 and +12 VDC.

Looking at the power lead, the voltages

are arranged as shown in Figure 1.

Usually the +5 wire is red and the +12
orange, but don't count on it; it seems to

depend on what spool of wire they

were using the day they built the

supply.

If power goes into the power supply

and nothing comes out, you've got a

bad supply. Make sure you test this with

everything connected to the power sup-

ply; an unloaded power supply often

shows no output at all! Admittedly, this

makes it trickier to troubleshoot; a

"dead load" (such as an old, useless

hard disk that spins up, but doesn't

work otherwise) is real handy here

If the supply gives +5 and +12 until

something is connected, then either the

supply is weak or the component being

supplied is shorting out across the sup-

ply. This can be a little tricky to diag-

nose. A dead-short board will cause the

power supply to "crowbar" and shut it-

self off to prevent damage, so you'll tend

to "see" a dead supply. Unhook the sus-

pect board, take a Pepsi break and let

the supply sit and cool off, then try

aga i :i

Crowbarring is often signalled by a

"click click click" noise from the drive;

also, sometimes you'll see the fan barely

jerking as the supply turns on and off.

That's a symptom of a dead short.

If you find one board that causes the

power supply to shut down when it's

hooked up, obviously, replace it. New

Adaptec 4000's are available every-

where; ACS1-SCS1 converters are avail-

able from the manufacturers. It is very

helpful to have another drive to swap

parts with. Make friends with your local

dealer's service department-take them

out for a beer sometime-and they

might let you borrow parts from a shop

drive to test yours.

If it's the actual hard disk mecha-

nism that's broken (I've seen that hap-

pen several times), then you're probably

stuck and you've probably lost all of

your data. There are shops that can

sometimes repair hard disks and some-

times get your data off dead hard disks,

but they are very expensive.

Also, I've seen four hard disks that,

once spinning, could keep spinning, but

which couldn't get the motor started.

There's a fix you can try, but it is
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guaranteed to cause trouble; if you have to

do this, it's a last ditch effort; be ready

to get all the data you can off this

drive Have your floppies formatted and

ready . . .

Apply power, then reach to the head

stepper motor shaft/cam, and gently

wiggle it. That often can cause a head

that's frozen to the disk surface to come

loose! 1 know: it sounds like an awful

thing to do, but this is desperation

strategy.

Once it's spun up, copy all the data

off that drive that you can get, and use

it for target practice thereafter You can

bet the platters and head are damaged.

Warning: The drive may never spin up

again, so don't turn it off! This might be

your only chance to recover your data, so

don't waste it. Either make an image copy

of the drive to a new drive, dump it to

floppy disks or both.

1 have two Microscience HH 1050

20-meg drives that did this to me As

soon as 1 have Spectre GCR out the

door, I'm taking them out for an ap-

pointment with my .270 rifle.

If your hard disk squeals unbearably

all the time, look under the hard disk

mechanism for where the head spindle

touches. There's often a small copper

"strap" here A small drop of oil here can

cure the squeal. Don't overdo the oil!

Oil attracts dust (that's why older cars

used an oil-soaked air cleaner-it really

pulled the dust out of the air) and if you

apply too much, you'll really get a

squeaky drive in a few days. Also, you

can very gently loosen the strap, just a

litde bit, and see if that helps. Don't

overdo any of this; the hard disk is in-

credibly fragile

Look at your Adaptec (ACB) con-

troller. Does its LED come on? (Atari

wires this LED to the front of the hard

disk case). If not, and your ACB is get-

ting power, then your ACB is sick; you'll

probably have to replace it. The ACB

should go through a power-up cycle

that involves turning that LED on.

Finally, check all the power wiring.

You'd be amazed at how many times the

connector that brings power to the

ACSI-SCSI board on Atari drives can

come loose; that'll paralyze the unit.

Make sure all the plugs are plugged in

fully A loose plug can work for awhile,

then oxidize and quit.

I'm getting used to hard disk

mechanisms going bad; I've gotten sort

of blase about it. For example, just be-

fore last Christmas, a 40-meg

Miniscribe, 20-meg Microscience, and

jour Hewlett-Packard 20-meg drives all

A blown fuse is

trying to tell you

that your drive is

inhaling too much

electricity.

gave up the ghost one night from an un-

explained power glitch. That's what,

140 megabytes of storage? After that, I

just keep a spare drive around and

swap it in if I suspect drive problems.

If you still don't have the problem

solved, start swapping parts, until you've

completely rebuilt the drive Swap the

50-pin, 34-pin, and 20-pin cables first;

these are the least reliable parts of the

system. (One good tug on a clamp-on

cable will often kill it). Then, swap the

power supply, the drive mechanism, the

ACB and the ACSI-SCSI board last.

Again, you can see why it's really help-

ful to have a friend's drive to swap with.

If you run into a bad cable, throw it

away. Don't keep it in your junk box,

where you might re-use again. Ii you

want to save the ribbon cable, fine; cut

the connectors off with scissors or di-

agonal cutters. (Note: the clamp-on con-

nectors are not reusable.)

If your drive has endured something

like a lightning spike coming into it, it

may be that everything inside is fried.

Another possibility is a "ground loop"

where your drive gets in the way of an

accidental 110 VAC circuit. If either of

these events happen, plan on replacing

everything.

II. It Spins Up, But. . .

If the drive spins up ("Vrooom") but the

head doesn't move ("whick whick

whick"), either your Adaptec isn't send-

ing out the head move commands, the

drive is deaf and cannot listen or the

cabling moving the commands to the

drive is bad. Swap and fix appropriately.

Next, try swapping your ST/hard disk

cable. I've mentioned this once before,

but it's worth repeating. 1 have had more

problems with that 19-pin cable than

with anything else, period. It's just too

short, and that causes bend and strains

on the internal conductors. Again, ICD

will sell you a new cable Unless you are

darned good at soldering, don't try roll-

ing your own; it's not much fun.

With any luck, your hardware will

now be back to its normal self-you'll be

able to turn on the hard disk, hear it

spin up, hear the Adaptec reset and

move the heads, and it's ready.

If all else fails, try taking your hard

disk mechanism to a friend's drive and

try to get your data off that way Dan

and I have done this successfully a few

times.

III. O.K., The Hard Disk is

Waking Up

Well, that's a good sign. Now, we need

to make sure the communications be-

tween it and the ST are in good shape

Watch the hard disk's "busy" light

carefully. At power-up, it may either

turn on and stay on, or turn on and

eventually go off when the Adaptec is

done resetting the drive This depends

on the Adaptec and isn't really a symp-

tom of illness. Now turn on your ST. If

the hard disk's light is on, it should im-
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mediately snap off as the ST says "Reset

and Hello" through the hard disk inter-

face. If that light does not snap off it's a

sure sign of trouble. I don't know the

details of some aftermarket interfaces;

this applies only to what I've seen: ICD,

Supra, Atari interfaces.

The floppy drive will turn on and try

to read in the first sector (as described

in agonizing detail in Autobooting Your

Hard Disk in the May 1989 issue of

START). If there's no disk in the drive,

this will take around five seconds to

finish; if there is a disk in the drive, it

will take less than a second. Then the

ST will try to read in the first sector of

the hard disk. This will cause a brief

flash of the hard disk drive's light. You

can definitely see it, it's just mighty

quick.

If this doesn't happen, then your ST is

not commanding the hard disk to give

it the first sector Again, suspect the

cable first.

The next thing to suspect is the Atari

DMA chip. I've had this go bad on me

several times. The symptoms are that if

you boot from the hard disk, the system

freezes; if you try to boot from floppy,

the floppy window instandy pops up

and shows "0 bytes in sectors" It

never shows any data on the floppy

disk, regardless of what's there If these

symptoms appear, it's your DMA chip-

count on it.

Almost all the time, you can cure this

by simply reseating the DMA chip.

Open up your ST (which can involve a

soldering iron, so don't be surprised;

the metal RF shield is sometimes tack-

soldered down), find the DMA chip (it's

usually in front of the Hard Disk port,

so that the signal lines are as short as

possible), pry it up from both sides a

litde at a time, so that you don't bend

the pins to the side, and press it back

down again. Of course, anti-static

precautions are essential; if you don't

know about this, get help from some-

one who does.

Reseating the chip fixes a lot of DMA

problems. What you're doing is scrap-

ing off a microscopically thin layer of

oxide corrison on the pins and on the

socket. ST owners have been reseating

chips for a long time (particularly the

MMU and GLUE square chips); add the

DMA chip to your bi-monthly reseating

schedule.

Naturally, at this point you've cycled

power to the hard disk, to make sure it's

not getting "stuck" by the bogus com-

mands sent during an ST power off. But

watch for that light flashing; if it doesn't

flash, something is wrong. If the cable

or DMA chip fixes don't work, just carry

your hard disk over to a friend's ST and

try it; if it works, your ST is bad - take it

to a dealer to get it fixed. If it still

doesn't work, try troubleshooting it as

above

iome hard disk

problems (an be very

subtle or actually be

multiple problems.

IV. Autoboot Problems

Next, let's assume the light flashes and

your hard disk tries to self-boot-you

see the HD light flashing a few times.

Nothing happens, or maybe you get a

"Self Boot" message, then the ST dies or

the screen gets filled with gibberish or

you experience some other bizarre

symptom.

You've probably got sick autoboot

software: something has corrupted it.

If you're set for autoboot, you're go-

ing to have to beg and plead for the

hard disk to let you boot up to the

desktop enough just to fix it! If you've

got a hard drive that can be turned on

when the ST is running, and not crash

the ST, then good! Tum on the ST, put

in your hard disk utilities disk, and

when the Desktop appears, turn on the

hard disk. Re-install the autoboot utility

(delete any old autoboot files from the

hard disk). That ought to do it.

If your hard disk cannot be turned

on when the ST is connected -that is, it

crashes the ST-welcome to the club. So

does mine Use the program Revive! in

the Spring 1987 issue of START (and

repeated in the May 1989 issue) to

make a "bootable floppy disk" which

will force the ST to ignore the hard disk

at boot. Power up the hard disk, then

when the ST boots from this floppy, put

in your utilities disk, and re-install the

autoboot. That ought to fix it; it did

when my hard disk went bad.

Revive is one of those utilities you

don't need often, but boy, when you

need it, you need it. 1 keep a Revive disk

in my hard disk toolkit at all times

(along with the Supra utilities disk).

If your hard disk used to self-boot,

but now boots from floppy, then some-

thing has corrupted the autoboot. There

are lots of possibilities. The "auto boot"

flag could have been shut off. The parti-

tion sector could have been damaged,

which would disable the boot (the Atari

would conclude it was not a "bootable

sector"). The hard disk driver program

on the hard disk (AHDI.SYS,

SUPBOOT.PRG) might have gotten

damaged. For instance, Magic Sac's

MAGICHD program did this, when it

tweaked a partition into Macintosh OS

disk format. Just re-install the autoboot

using the supplied software and the

problem will correct itself.

You can do this by booting from

floppy, then running the hard disk drive

by hand. For instance with the Supra

software, you'd double-click on

SUPBOOT.

Watch the hard disk at this point!

You should see SUPBOOT poll the hard

disk as it wakes up, looking for parti-

tions. If nothing happens (no light

flash), you've got a hardware problem.

May I repeat? All together now: Distrust

the ST/hard disk cable first!
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Figure 3. On the top is the Atari hard drive cable. In order to minimize noise, the cable is kept to an inconvenient
19-inch length, as opposed to ICD's 31 -Inch cable (bottom). Because Atari's cable is so short, it almost guarantees
kinks, and that means intermittent hard disk "failures."

After running SUPBOOT and seeing

the light flash, your communications to

the hard disk should be restored. Now

re-install a hard disk icon (or use a

command line shell) so that the ST can

access the hard disk. (Note that when

you boot from floppy, you're using the

floppy's DESKTOP.INF file, so probably

all of your hard disk icons are missing.

You'll have to hand-install a icon to ac-

cess the hard disk from the Desktop.)

Then, use SUPUTL to re-install the

automatic boot software. You should be

all set.

If you run SUPBOOT but still cannot

access your hard disk, there are several

possibilities:

1. Your SUPBOOT is bad. Remember,

some Atari machines cannot detect all

floppy disk errors. Programs really can

go bad in this manner

2. The ST cannot talk to the hard drive

(no drive light flash) or the communica-

tion is corrupted (DMA chip needs

reseating).

3. Your partition sector is bad; the data

in it has been damaged, such as if the

partition tables have been zeroed out by

a program error

If this last has happened, then youTl

see the hard disk flash, SUPBOOT will

run and exit normally, but you will still

not be allowed to talk to the hard disk.

For instance, you'll double-click on the

C icon, and get the "non-existent disk

drive" message

V. Trouble In the Partition Sector

At this point, you have serious trouble

with your partition sector You'll have to

restore it. If you took the time to write

down all of its specs, as I recommend

you do while the system is running

okay, then you can use SUPEDIT and

punch in the partition sector data. You'll

then be able to retrieve the data from

your hard disk- maybe only the parti-

tion sector is damaged!

If you're like most people and didn't

write down the info and never used

Meg-A-Minute Elite (in the November

1988 issue of START) to back up your

partition sector, well, then, you can ei-

ther reformat (and lose all your data), or

try to restore the partition sector by

hand. Yes, it's true! Meg-A-Minute Elite

backs up what no other backup pro-

gram does: the critical partition sector!

It's a VERY good idea to use it at least

once, just to get a backup of the parti-

tion sector; losing that one sector will

shut off access to your hard disk.

It's not easy to restore a partition sec-

tor by hand. But try to remember ex-

actly how many megabytes your parti-

tions were Mostly, everyone uses even

numbers: 5 or 10 megabytes. If so, try

using these values for partition sizes:

1 megabyte =

2 megabytes =

5 megabytes =

10 megabytes —

15 megabytes =

1

6

megabytes

2,000 sectors

4,000 sectors

10,000 sectors

20,000 sectors

30,000 sectors

32,000 sectors

Plug these values into the SUPEDIT par-

tition edit utility, remembering to leave

one-sector "slop" for fencepost error. 1

can hear the masses clamoring for an

example, so here goes.

Let's assume I have a strange disk

layout, of 1-meg, 5-meg, 10-meg, and 2-

meg partitions in that order (C.D.E.F).

My partition table needs to look like

this when I'm done with SUPEDIT:

Starting Sector # Length

1-2001 ( 1 meg)

2002-10002 ( 5 meg)

12003-20003 ( 10 meg)

32004-40004 ( 2 meg)

You can see what I mean about

"fencepost error"; 2000 sectors takes us

from sector 1 to sector 2001, so the next

partition starts at sector 2002.

When done, tell SUPEDIT to write

this out as your partition sector. It will

question your sanity, but persist; you

know what you're doing, right? When
it's done, you won't be able to boot from
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hard disk, but you will from floppy; run

the SUPBOOT hard disk driver, install

the icons, and test it out. Hopefully it

will work. If not, you've got even more

trouble.

The reason I'm stressing this so

much is that it is easy for hard disk soft-

ware to accidentally blow away the par-

tition sector. The partition sector is sec-

tor 0, and is a value often used in

programs. If a program accidentally gets

a where it shouldn't (in the write sec-

tor number) and writes to the partition

sector, then you've suddenly lost the

ability to talk to all of the (still intact)

data on your hard disk.

Anyway, that's how to restore your

partition sector if it gets damaged. Either

use Meg-A-Minute Elite at least once to

backup your partition sector, or repair it

by hand with SUPEDIT. I don't know

another practical way to do it.

Once More For Emphasis: If your

partition sector is damaged, the ST has

forgotten where on your hard disk all

your "drives" (directories) are. This

means everything on your hard disk is in-

accessible. That's why I'm stressing back-

up or fix; I see it happen all the time.

No other sector on the hard disk is this

critical.

It's easy for

software to

accidentally blow

away the partition

sector.

VI. Does Your Data

Appear Damaged?

Okay, lets say your hard disk walks,

talks and boots, but strange things hap-

pen when you use it. For example, you

run a program and get TOS ERROR #35.

This means The Operating System

(TOS) tried to load the program, did so,

and discovered the program wasn't a

program; it was just random data, so

TOS gave up.

This means you have data damage

on your hard disk. Not physical damage

(well, not necessarily, although it could

be; it usually isn't). This happens all the

time People make big bucks selling disk

repair utilities. Or they write columns.

Atari's disk operating system has one

particularly nasty bug, known popularly

as the "40-folder limit". What happens

is every time you access a folder (by

opening it, or otherwise "touching" it),

information about that folder is loaded

into a memory table. Problem: the

memory table's size is tiny. After you've

touched around 40 folders, the table

runs out of space, and the disk operat-

ing system goes berserk -writing sectors

every which-where, resulting in lost

clusters, cross-linked clusters and what-
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not. It's a nightmare.

To make this worse, folder "slots" are

used up just by a drive being con-

nected, by doing a "SHOW INFO" and

other ways. It's mighty easy to run out

of folder slots.

One common symptom of this is

that when you open up a new directory

box, and you get data or program files

that belong somewhere else. Or you get

the dreaded "0 files in items" box,

faking you into thinking everything has

just been erased.

If this happens, reboot immediately;

if you write anything to that hard disk,

you're going to damage the directory

structure. Your data is probably still out

there, and still okay. Upon restarting, go

immediately to the offending directory,

and try again; if it works this time, take

a deep breath-you were lucky

If this happens from within a pro-

gram, you may be doomed. Be very care-

ful accessing many folders from within a

program; you can run out of slots very

quickly that way

Atari has released an "official"

40-folder bug fixer program, called

FOLDRXXX, which is available from

bulletin boards, user groups or the

August 1989 issue of START. What you

do is put this in your AUTO folder with

the XXX replaced by how many folder

slots you'd like to reserve. For instance,

for 100 folders, name the program

"FOLDR100.PRG" in the AUTO folder.

(1 use FOLDR800 on my system, because

I have so many hard disks (six) attached

to it; it's necessary.)

At boot-up, FOLDRXXX adds more

memory to the dinky memory space,

which just moves the problem into the

future. Yes, eventually, you will still

crash, but hopefully you'll have RESET

or powered off the system before that

point. Most people don't touch that

many folders; most programmers are

aware of the bug, and write their code

not to. George Woodside's superb Turtle

backup program, for instance, uses only

a few folder slots in spite of the fact that

it touches everything on the hard disk.

Atari has rewritten GEMDOS, which

is the true cause of this problem; by the

time you read this, the new TOS 1.4

ROMs (which fix this problem, among

others) should be available. Contact

your Atari dealer for information.

If your directory has been really

damaged-say, you get the "0 bytes in

items" message-or if folder names are

trashed (look like Greek letters, com-

monly) - or if Show Info crashes or

shows weird information- you have

trouble (Fair Warning: Once Show Info

has been confused once, it takes a re-

boot to make it work again. If you do a

Show Info on a bad partition, then on a

good one, it'll show bad data on both.)

You have big problems. What you need

is a good disk fixer program; I don't

know of any for the ST! This is most

unfortunate.

At this point, you'd best have backed

up your hard disk. If you've used Meg-
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SMALL TOOLS

A-Minute Elite, for instance, it'll take you

only 10 minutes to fix a 10-megabyte

partition completely, directory structure,

partition sector, and all. (Not bad, eh?)

If you're using Turtle, you'll have to

"zero" the partition with hard disk utili-

ties (SUPUTL) to get a basic directory

out there, then go re-create all your

folders, then copy the Turtled disks

back into them. Be sure to zero the par-

tition; that makes sure the directory

structure is new and clean.

The other backup schemes I've seen

are too slow to mention; they are so

slow you will end up not using them re-

ligiously, which is how backups need to

be done

Finally, be sure to run a program to

check your disk's structure periodically.

Michtron's TUNEUP! does this automat-

ically A few other disk testers are avail-

able. Essentially, they check that what

the directory thinks the disk structure is,

and what it really is are the same and let

you fix the structure if there's a

problem.

TUNEUP! has one other very handy

feature; it lets you pack all disk data to-

wards the end of the disk. Briefly,

whenever the Atari has to write to the

disk, it looks lor the first open disk sec-

tor (starting at 20 or wherever). If you

I'm getting used to

hard disks going

bad; I've gotten sort

of blase about it.

have five or 10 megabytes of data before

the first open sector, the ST can take up

to 30 seconds to find an open sector

This greatly slows any write operation,

and if you're using lots of temporary

files-as in, for example, an Alcyon C

compile or in WordPerfect- then you're

in big trouble.

Compressing the data to the end of

the disk opens up the "fast" area of the

hard disk for writing, so the ST doesn't

have to search far for the first open sec-

tor. Things really zip along when you do

this.

1 don't recommend TUNEUP 100

percent, but I've used its data compac-

tion many, many times. There's not

much else like it on the market and it's

very much worth having if you use your

hard disk much.

Again, the best cure for data loss as

the result of directory problems is a

good backup schedule It's much easier

to pull data from a backup than it is to

try to reconstruct it.

Generally, however, 1 find that people

don't realize this until they've com-

pletely murdered a hard disk and have

to rebuild it from scratch. The only

positive thing I can say about that ex-

perience is that it tends to keep junk
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from accumulating on your hard disk.

If you have a book on IBM or MS-

DOS disk structure, you could read it

for additional information about your

ST's disk structure; they're compatible,

just find the first sector of a given parti-

tion via the partition table, and start

tracing. You'll even find the ST "boot

block" information to be fairly compat-

ible with IBM boot blocks.

If your directory has been damaged,

there's no easy way to tell what pro-

grams might have been hurt, especially

if you have many folders. Your data may

be lost for good or require many hours

of painstaking tracing and an intimate

knowledge of MS-DOS disk structure

(both of which are time intensive) to

fix. At that point- and we've all been

there -the only reasonable alternatives

are a reformat or if you have one, going

back to your last backup.

Conclusion

Atari disk hardware is pretty good. It's

much faster than, say, its IBM counter-

part. It's a rare case of where more

speed costs less.

In this series, I've tried to de-mystify

hard disks by showing you how they

look and work from both a software

and hardware point of view. While I

don't expect you to understand all of it

the first time, because I'm sure to have

forgotten things important to beginners,

at least you have a place to start.

I've also tried to give you some of the

debugging techniques Dan and 1 have

used over the years, show you some of

the common faults we've run into and

tell you how to -fix them. Believe me

when I say that this knowledge was

paid for with much blood and sweat.

Many of these aren't written up any-

where else (the "0 bytes in folders" =

DMA chip problem, for instance) and

are a simple fix . . . once you know

what's wrong.

I wish you luck with your hard disk.

May you never have to use the know-

ledge in this column the same way I had

to-a deadline a few hours away, a com-

pletely dead system and the data possi-

bly lost for good. But may you keep this

issue nearby to refer to if it ever does

happen.

David Small is (he creator of Spectre

128, but has just given birth to a new

"baby": Spectre GCR. David is a START

Contributing Editor. Dan Moore is the

creator ofPaper Clip for the Atari 8-bit

computers.
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Review

Entry Level Sequencers:

The Second Generation

Reviews of EZ-Track Plus, MIDI Recording Studio Version

1.1 and MIDIsoft Studio: Advanced Edition

BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY
START MUSIC/MIDI EDITOR

Desk File Track Edit MIDI Options Safety

: Slaughter Ave 10

; Persian Market

I 19th Drawing Hn

: Wedding Dag at T

: Typewriter Song

The main screen
from EZ-Track
Plus. The cur-

rent file con-
tains 13 differ-
ent songs, each
compressed to
individual
multi-channel
tracks. The MIDI
Thru features
let you play
along with the
pre-recorded
music.

Sequencing programs are the meat and

potatoes of the MIDI software industry.

They come in all shapes and sizes, with

dizzying arrays of features and individ-

ual interpretations of the ideal user

interface. Recent issues of START Maga-

zine have featured reviews of several

professional-level sequencers.

This time, we are going back to the ba-

sics to look at three entry-level sequencers

that cater to the hobbyist and home

user. All were reviewed in Antic magazine

when originally released, but they have

since been upgraded substantially.

EZ-Track Plus

The first sequencer released for the ST

was EZ-Track, which simulates a 20-track

tape recorder. The program runs under

GEM and is not copy-protected. All op-

erations take place from a single work-

ing screen, using dialog boxes as appro-

priate Virtually all commands can be

executed via either the mouse or key-

board equivalents.

On the left side of the screen is the

track information and control area. Each

track can hold data from any number of

MIDI channels. Either the original MIDI

channels will be used for playback or

the track can be explicitly assigned to

play on a single MIDI channel (alterable

in real time). The display shows the

track name, mute on/off, protection flag,

MIDI activity indicator, assigned MIDI

channel and amount of memory used.

During playback, individual tracks can

be turned on or off at will. For faster

auditioning, an individual track can be

soloed (with all others muted) or bowed

out (with all but that track playing).

Tracks are played from start to end with

no looping.

Recording and playback are controlled

by screen buttons simulating tape

recorder controls for Forward, Rewind,

Record, Play, Pause and Stop. These are

located on the right side of the screen

along with controls for tempo, tape

counter, metronome on/off, internal/

external sync, song transposition and

memory use indicator. MIDI system

commands can be sent on any or all

channels to set omni/poly/mono mode,

local on/off, all notes off and issue a

tune request.

To record a track, you click on Record
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and start playing; all unmuted tracks

will play along so that you can overdub

parrs- After playing, pick a track to hold

the MIDI data and click on Keep. (If you

forget to click on Keep, your data will be

overwritten by the next part you record.)

Step-time input is also supported by

manually advancing the counter and

playing a note or controller. All MIDI

data except sysex information can be

recorded by EZ-Track Plus. Alternatively,

incoming MIDI data can be filtered to

ignore specific messages such as after-

touch (channel and polyphonic), con-

trollers, pitchbend, etc., which helps to

conserve memory. MIDI Thru lets you

listen to your music while recording,

either on the input channel or redirected

to another This is important when us-

ing a master keyboard to control slave

synth units.

Editing features include time quanti-

zation (position or duration), mix and

unmix (by channel number) tracks, ve-

locity adjust by or to a set value, and

pitch transposition. Transposition can

be done at the song level where all

tracks, except one for drums (optional),

are shifted together. Event list editing is

not supported. EZ-Track Plus uses an

internal clock resolution of 96 ticks per

beat. It can act as the master MIDI clock

for your system or sync to an external

MIDI clock, such as a drum machine.

The two major new features are sup-

port for regional editing operations and

use of measure-oriented timing. Previ-

ously, editing operations were restricted

to an entire track or song. Now, regions

of a track can be defined by start and

stop positions and edited without affect-

ing the rest of the track. An extension of

this is the new automated punch-in/out

function to correct a flubbed part with-

out redoing the entire track. A region

also can be defined across multiple

tracks, not necessarily contiguous, for

cut-and-paste operations.

Elapsed time and positions within a

song can be specified in terms of meas-

ures. This is much more in line with

Entry Level Sequencers START Chart

EZ-TRACK PUIS MIDI RECORDING MIDISOFT STUDIO

STUDIO (a) ADVANCED EDITION

GENERAL

Version 4/22/88 I.I 3.01

Price $65 $39 $149

Manufacturer Hybrid Arts Dr. T Midisoft

Hardware Needed Color/Mono Color/Mono Color/Mono

All ST/Mega All ST/Mega All ST/Msja

GEM Support Full No Full

Copy Protected None Heavily None

Install On Hard Drive Yes Yes (Kay Disk) Yes

DESIGN

#Tratks/Sequente 20 8 64

MIDI Channels/Track 16 16 16

Trade Nome Length 16 B »

Transport Controls Start Stop Rev,
1

Ploy Stop Start Stop Rev*

Retard FF Pause Record Pause Record FF Peruse

MIDI Slow Option No Yes No

TIMING

Synch Modes MIDI dock MIDI do* MIDI dock

Internal/External Syndi Both Both Both

Song Poslilon Pointer Send Send Send/Receive

Timing Resolution (PPQN) 96 24 (nominal) 96

Tempo Range (BPM) 0.5-3B0 10-999 30-480

Conductor Track No Yes Yes

Audihle/Vlsible Metranone Both loth Audible

RECORD/PLAY

Memory Use Indicator Yes No Yes

MIDI Tfiru/Rediannel Yes Yes Yes

Live Controller Filtering AFT PB CC PC

Note On/Off

Channel Cmds

AFICC AFT Sysex

Keyboard Cmd Equivalents Yes Yes Yes

Play From Cue Yes Yes Yes

Automated Punch In/Out Yes No No

MIDI System Cmds Channel, Clock No Channel Clock

Looping No Yes No

Track Mute/Solo Both Both Both

Track Protect Yes No Yes

Step-Time Recording Yes Yes Yes

Real-Time Controls Track status, Track status. Track status,

Channel, Transp Tempo Channel, Vol, PC

Tempo Tempo, Oct



EZ-TRACK PLUS MIDI RECORDING MIDISOFT STUDIO

STUDIO (a) ADVANCED EDITION

EDITING

Editable Parameter; VbI, Channel All Events, All Events,

Tempo, Sysex Tempo, Sysex

Edit Region Locator! MBT, Hails MBT MBT

Cut/Paste Region Yes Yes Yes

Insert/Delete Region Yes Yes Yes

Copy/Move/Merge Track Yes Yes Yes

Unmerge Tracks By (honnel By Pitch By Channel

Transpose Region +/- 9 Oct +/- 5 Oct +/ 5 Oct

Smart Song Transpose Yes Ne No

Smart Note Delete Yes Yes Yes

Parameter Scaling Vel {limited) Vel, Time,

Channel

Tempo, Vel

Quantize Start/Duration Either Both Either

Quantize Resolution 1/192 Note 1/64 Note 64th Triplet

Time Reverse No Yes No

Time Shift Tracks +/- 1/4 Note No No

File Edit Options Delete, Format No Delete, Format

Print MIDI Event! No fe Yos

EXTRAS

Integrated Scoring EZ-Score + No EZ-Score 4-

Record Sysex Information Ne Yes Yos

Support MIDI File Std Do No Yes

Use ST Sound Chip Voices Ne Yos No

NOTE

(a) Timing parameters express©1 relative to nominal 24 Iits per hem. This spec can be ch ringed which affects

all timing values.

ABBREVIATIONS

AFT - Aftertoudi

BPM - Beots Per Minute

CC - Controller

FF - Fast Forward

MBT - Measure, Beat, Tic Timlng

Oct - Ocfave(s)

PB - Pitch Bend

PC - Program Change

PPQN - Pulse Per Quarter No;e (lia Per Bent)

Rew — Rewind

Tramp - Transpose

Vel - Velocity

Vol - MIDI Volume (CC 7)

how musicians work than the previous

scheme of counting the number of beats

from the start of a song (still supported

as an option). This MBT (measure, beat,

tick) system is widely used among se-

quencer programs and locates position by

measure count, beat within the measure

and tick within the beat. To use it, you

must set a time signature (meter) to

define the number of beats per measure.

Other new abilities include track level

transposition, time-shifting individual

tracks by up to a quarter note to change

the "feel factor," importing a track from

one song to another and recording or

playing from a cue point rather than

starting from the beginning of a song.

EZ-Track Plus comes with the GenPatch

desk accessory, for sending sysex infor-

mation co your MIDI equipment, and is

compatible with HybriSwitch (not in-

cluded). Songs files can be transcribed

into sheet music via the Easy Score Plus

program and are upwardly compatible

with the MIDI Track series of professional-

level sequencers.

The manual has been completely re-

written and expanded. It is now over

150 pages long, well written and chock

full of illustrations, with an index and

glossary. It's geared toward the practicing

musician using a computer for the first

time, and tends to gloss over a few MIDI

aspects too quickly for novices. For ex-

ample, there are detailed instructions on

formatting and copying a disk while

MIDI thru and input filters are barely

mentioned.

MIDI Recording Studio, Version 1.1

The MIDI Recording Studio (MRS) is at

the opposite pole of user interfaces

from EZ-Track Plus. It goes beyond sim-

ple tape recorder emulation, functioning

more as a musical word processor. While

using some GEM conventions, the pro-

gram allows only the control panel ac-

cessory and a hard drive loader to be in

memory. You must boot without other

desk accessories or memory resident

programs— standard fare for Dr T prod-
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A File Setup Track Regio

Slap Bass
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PUV
CLEAN

CLEAN
B- Far Roland HT32 CLEAN
9 CLEAN

LO "Latino El Ray" CLEAN
11- Copyright 1986 CLEAN
12 Lome Renshaw CLEHH
00 °

\ plr'y THRU ON

SIZE

48
48 EDIT HARKS
25 11 11

25

4

21 11

11 11

1 B 127 9

OCOUNT0 201 41

|
PAUSE STOP REWIND PLRV RECORD ft TEMPOS EEE] IHU "(]c

Record-
ing/playback
screen from
MIDIsoft Stu-
dio: Advanced
Edition. Note
each track's
real-time con-
trols for mode,
MIDI channel,
program
change, volume
and octave. A
separate screen
handles
detailed event
list editing.

UCtS. MRS is heavily copy-protected; it

can be installed on a hard drive but you

must have the original disk (key disk)

in drive A during loading.

Two workscreens are used: one for

record/playback and another for editing.

The record/playback screen appears as

an 8-track tape recorder with screen

buttons for Record, Stop, Pause and Play

controls. Locations within the song are

specified by measure, relative to a user-

defined meter You can start from the

beginning of a song or a specified cue

range. Tracks play from beginning to

end, then loop. Track one acts as a con-

ductor track, setting the overall length

for all tracks. While recording, tracks

are assigned sequentially-you cannot

pick a particular track to record on.

Recording options include MIDI thru

with rechannelization, filtering of after-

touch and/or controller data, adjustable

tempo and metronome. Individual tracks

can be muted or soloed during replay;

those unmuted will play while you rec-

ord additional parts. Your music is always

saved. You must explicitly direct MRS to

erase a bad take; otherwise, you advance

to the next empty track for the retake.

Song files are upwardly compatible with

other sequencing and scoring programs

from Dr. T.

Where MRS really shines is its power-

ful editing capabilities. It far surpasses a

standard tape recorder emulator by giv-

ing you tools to operate on your music

at any level from the entire song down

to individual MIDI data bytes. The edit-

ing workscreen displays an event list of

your music, as interpreted MIDI data,

along with a menu of operations. Editing

options range from changing entries

directly in the event list (correct bad

note or change its timing), to operations

over a range of events such as compress

or expand playing time and scale veloc-

ity data to produce smooth fade in/out

LINE
FONTS

and Publishing Partner

Disks

eDingbatsQ*
Symbols*
8 Bit*

Disk 6

Set of 11

PostScript

screen fonts
,. -. ajk"" Disk7 ""

i
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for PageStream
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See us in Tokyo!
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effects. Seep time recording is done by

simply typing the appropriate notes or

events into the event list. Playback can

be triggered from the edit screen by

clicking the right mouse button.

In addition to standard MIDI data,

MRS also understands three special event

types that handle tempo, rests and sysex

data. These can be manipulated like

other data, making it possible to pro-

gram tempo changes or send sysex data

to your instruments during a song.

Regional editing is done by defining the

start/stop points within a track, either

by typing them or by dragging the mouse

through the event list to highlight the

region. Regional operations include cut/

paste, copy and delete. Two delete op-

tions are allowed: cut out the region

(shorten the track) or erase the region

(maintain track length).

More specialized editing operations

provide transposition or inversion about

a center point for pitch, velocity and/or

note duration. A region or track can be

reversed to play backwards and MIDI

channels can be reassigned for sequen-

tial events to rotate through a channel

range (hocketing). Tracks/regions can

be merged or split out on the basis of

pitch. Notes can be quantized with re-

iJequencing programs

are the meat and

potatoes of the MIDI

software industry.

spect to position and/or duration. The

nominal internal clock resolution is 24

ticks per beat, but this can be varied

over a wide range. MRS can act as the

system MIDI clock or sync to an external

clock source

The major point of the revision is

that MRS now treats the three internal

sound chip voices as if they were MIDI

sources. Three default voicings are pro-

vided to simulate lead, bass and drum

sounds. MRS is also compatible with

the sound chip synthesizer program

G.I.S.T., letting you create your own

sounds for the internal voices. This

opens up the sequencer program to users

who do not even have a MIDI instrument

-a great way to test the waters without

spending a lot of money.

MIDIsoft Studio: Advanced Edition

MIDlsoft Studio: Advanced Edition

occupies a center place between the ex-

tremes of the previous two programs.

It acts as a 64-track tape recorder for

record/play actions while also support-

ing event list editing. The program runs

under GEM and lets you access desk ac-

cessories. You can even segue to another

GEM program (eg. ST Writer) from

within MIDIsoft Studio and return to the

sequencer after quitting the application.

MOUSE MASTER

is*^
J**48

(g»

Mouse/Joystick Port Controller
for the Atari ST

Are you frustrated by all the cable swapping to change between
your mouse and joystick? Tired of the finger aerobics and
the balancing act? Let Mouse Master swap for you! Mouse
Master is an innovative device that allows you to instantly

switch between your mouse and joystick (or trackball, etc.).

It offers a third port to plug in a second joystick for easy
accessibility and it does it all with style. Its compact case is

custom designed to match the ST and a two foot cable is

included for comfortable use by either right- or left-handers.

only $39.95*

CIRCLE 034 ON READER SERVICE CARD 602-322-6100
1135 N.Jones Blvd. Tucson, AZ 85716
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STATUS aCTIUITY 5THTUS nciiunv ij;

Sending in the registration card gets you

an unprotected version of the program

disk, installable on a hard drive. The

manual is well-written with numerous

illustrations and is easily understood by

novice users. An auxiliary program is

included which converts MIDlsoft Studio

song files into the file format used by

EZ-Track Plus and EZ-Score Plus.

The left side of the record/play screen

holds track information. Up to 12 tracks

The transport
screen from Dr.

T's MIDI Re-
cording Studio.
This handles
recording/
playback and
MIDI Thru fea-
tures. Event
editing and
track edit oper-
ations, such as
velocity scaling
or time reverse,
are handled in

a separate
workscreen.

can be shown at a time with their name,

status and length. Each can also be as-

signed a MIDI channel, program change,

MIDI volume and octave transposition

value that affect playback without alter-

ing the actual track MIDI data. These

values can be changed in real-time while

playing. A MIDI channel of maintains

the incoming channel assignments, A

single track can contain information

from any and all MIDI channels. Tracks

also can be muted or soloed during

playback. You may save individual tracks

as well as entire songs to data hies. Song

files can be scored using EZ-Score Plus

and a future upgrade will provide sup-

port for the MIDI standard file format.

Tape transport buttons at the bottom

of the screen trigger Pause, Stop, Record,

Fast Forward/Rewind and Play actions.

The standard measure/beat/tick system

for defining track position is used for all

operations, based on a user assigned

meter Tempo can be varied in real time

from the screen control or edited into a

special conductor track for automated

changes during play. Tracks can be quan-

tized automatically after recording, with

respect to either position or duration.

All MIDI data can be recorded, includ-

ing sysex information. To save memory,

incoming data can be screened to filter

out aftertouch and/or sysex messages.

Music can also be entered via step re-

cording. Pitch, velocity (on and off) and

program change data are recorded but

the Washington D,C. Area Atari tiamputcr Enthusiasts

WAACE is proud to present...

The East Coast's PREMIER Atari Event!

MIDI Music IE
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Desktop Publishing

IBM/Mac Emulation
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User Group Demo's
Software Publishers

Latest Atari Hardware
Hardware Manufacturers

Saturday, October 7th, 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
Sunday, October 8th 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

a! the

Fairfax High School

3500 Old Lee Highway

Fairfax, Virgina

For further information, contact John Barnes at 301-652-0667

Vendor inquiries, contact Johnna Ogden at 703-450-3992
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SPF.CIAL AtariFest rate - $49,50 per room/double occupancy

Call 1-800-223-1223 for K

the Washington D.C.
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not controller, sysex or MIDI system

messages from step record mode

Editing can be done at the track, re-

gion or event level. Basic track-level

operations include erase, copy, move,

combine and uncombine (with respect

to MIDI channel). All events within a

track can be reassigned to a single MIDI

channel, regardless of their origin chan-

nel. Regional editing provides cut/paste,

copy, erase, delete, transpose pitch and

quantize. Note-on velocity can be altered

over a region in several ways: set to a

single value, scale by a linear ramp, scale

by percentage of current value or add an

offset to the current value The event list

itself can be edited for individual cor-

rections, additions or deletions. The

track can be played from the event list

edit screen, with the list scrolling to fol-

low playback if desired.

MIDIsoft Studio can send a variety of

MIDI system commands to your equip-

ment. These include Omni/Poly/mono

mode settings, local on/off, all notes off,

tune request and song select. It can act

as the system MIDI clock or sync to an

external source and both send and re-

ceive MIDI song position pointer. Timing

resolution is 96 ticks per beat. A very

Where the MIDI

Recording Studio

really shines is its

powerful editing

capabilities.

useful feature of MIDIsoft Studio for live

performance is that you can load a new

song file while another is playing.

Summary

The accompanying START Chart gives a

breakdown on features for the three

programs across a variety of criteria.

The relative importance of each will de-

pend on your needs and interests. Fea-

tures are classified into categories for

general setup, program design, timing,

record/play operations, editing opera-

tions and extra goodies.

All three programs work well. 1 had

no problems with any of them during

extensive testing; the features worked as

advertised and timing was steady. Look-

ing at different sequencing applications,

however, the programs can be better

differentiated.

EZ-Track Plus is basically a software

multitrack tape recorder-both a strength

and a weakness. Most musicians should

be comfortable with the program and

find it easy to use The wide number of

EZ-Track song files on various BBS at-

tests to its popularity. It carries the met-

aphor perhaps too far, however, offering

little that cannot be done with a tape

recorder. I was disappointed that no

Thundering Games
and 3-D Music.

Don't settle for monotonous mono ever again! Atari

has hidden three sound channels inside your ST.

Tweety Board unleashes that full sound capability

in minutes, with a solderless, internal in-

stallation that's compatible with all

ST hardware and software. With
Tweety Board, even your old **

games will suddenly sizzle and
sound like you've always wished
they could.

'TWEETY BOARD is a cookm fool! You ain't

lived 'till you heard a fireball in DM lei loose

through TWEETY...Wow! I can't believe I am
booting old-timers just to hear 'cm. ..Music Con-

struction Set is one million percent better than

-Ralph Mariano. ST Report
before!

'

Twc«4y Beard
$599

plus shipping (V h;i:uili:ii:
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We specialize in the Atari ST line.
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Call for latest pricing.

1st STOP D''ve Kit 14995
1stST0PI>ve3S" 16995
itSTOPC'vc5 25 169 95
.1 STOP Dual Drive (3.5* +

5.25" Over/Under) 269 95
.1 STOP Dual Drive (3.5' +

5.25"Side- by side)279 95
it Word Pius 3 14 59 95
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Action Fighter 25 77
Action ST icorrbc pak) 26 49
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Airball 24 95
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Superman 26.95
Supra 30MB Hard Disk. 619.95

Supra 300 Modem 39.95
Supra 2400 Modem :34.95

SwiftCalc ST 47.49
Talespm 31.49
TestD."ve 25.49

The Deep 27.49

Three Stooges 35.49
Thundcrblade 24.49
Times of Lore 32.95
Titan. 26.95
Total Eclipse 26.49
Touch -Up 119.95

Turbojet 26.49
Turbo Kit (WchTron) 37.49

Turbo ST 33.49

Tweety Board 38.77
Typhoon 'hompsor 22.49
UltraScr.pt '42.95

Unive-sai Milita-y Sirr-ul 31 49
Universal Item Sel .! 13.95
VideoKey 69.49
VIDI-S" (Digitizer) 147.49
War in Middle Earth 32.49
WERCS 29.95

Witness 19.95
WordPerfect 4 1 '39 95
Word QuMt3-0 18.49
WordJ-j revised' 48 49
WordWntcrST 47.49
Zany Golf 28.49
Zoom 2400 Modem 117.49

ORDER INFO No extra charge for credit card orders - C.O.D. $3.95 - Next day delivery extra - Alask;

& Hawaii UPS Blue Label only - APO S FPO - Canadian orders minimum $5 - Ohio residents add
sales tax - Allow 10 business days for personal or company checks - Returns subject lo 20. • restock: ik:

fee - Defectives requ re 'erurn authorization number to be accepted for repair or replacement - Prices
subject to change without notice - Minimum shipping $3.50 - We check all credit card orders for validity.
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REVIEW ENTRY LEVEL SEQUENCERS

form of event editing was provided, a

hereditary weakness of Hybrid Arts in

my opinion, or provision for simple

musical effects such as fade in/out and

programmed tempo changes.

Dr. Ts MIDI Recording Studio is by

far the most powerful of the three in

terms of musical processing abilities. It

is well suited for those interested in ex-

ploring musical ideas that go beyond

linear recording. Tools are provided for

tinkering with the MIDI data at various

structure levels; ideal for musical "what

if?" sessions. On the other hand, those

looking just to lay down and manipulate

multiple parts may quickly become

frustrated by its 8-track limit. The ability

to use MRS solely with the the internal

sound chip is a great means of introducing

sequencers and MIDI to potential users

leery of outright buying a synthesizer.

MIDIsoft Studio: Advanced Version

may turn out to be the sleeper of the

bunch. The original program was a good

workhorse and never received the rec-

ognition it deserved. This upgraded ver-

sion is even more attractive and fits

comfortably in the middle ground be-

tween the other two programs. It is strong

tz-Track Plus' two

major new features

are support for

regional editing

operations and use

of measure-oriented

timing.

on tape recorder fundamentals but with

sufficient editing power to move beyond

those limitations. The ability to load

one song while playing another makes

it a strong contender for the favorite of

performing musicians.

START Musk/MIDI EditorJim Pierson-

Perry is a research chemist and semi-

professional musician living in Elkton,

Maryland.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

MIDI Recording Studio
version 1.1, $39. Dr. Ts
Music Software, 220 Boylston

Strett, Suite 306, Chestnut Hill,

MA 02167, (617)244-6954.
CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EZ-Score Plus, $149.95;

EZ-Track Plus, $65;
HybriSwitch, $29 95
Hybrid Arts, Inc., 11920 West
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

CA 90064, (213] 826-3777.
CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDIsoft Studio: Ad-
vanced Edition, $149.

MIDIsoft Corp., P.O. Box

1000, Bellevue, WA 98009,
(206) 827-0750.

CIRCLE 187 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Ill PICTURED INCLUDES SOME OPTIONS

DISK BACKUP
AND MAC
CONVERSION
* For Atari ST and MEGA computers, 512K minimum
* Simple plug in installation, plugs into cartridge port
and external drive connector

* Software included

* Works with 1 to 4 internal or external drives

* Discovery Cartridge is not needed to run the backup

DISK BACKUP EXPERT
The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is a sophisticated hardware device,
based on the powerful HART chip, custom designed by HAPPY
COMPUTERS. The Discovery Cartridge system is the disk backup
expert, so YOU don't have to be.

Just read what our customers have said;

"Out ofIhe box, my Discovery Cartridge copied every disk, eventhe
toughest new European cofry protection.

The Discovery Cartridge's disk backup and custom formatting
capabilities are awesome! It is 1 limes better than the Copy II PC
option cardfor the IBM. It totally blows away software programs
like Procopy.

"

The Discovery Cartridge restores your legal right to have a
backup of the programs that you purchase. No damage to your
equipment or disks will occur when you use the Discovery

Cartridge to copy the disk, regardless of false claims to the
contrary. Using our unique imagefilesystem, you can create first

generation backups now and forever, even if the original disk is

damaged or no longer available.

No other software or hardware device for your Atari ST computer
can even come close to the copying capability of the DISCOVERY
CARTRIDGE. The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE can even backup copy
protected disks for other computer systems besides the Atari,

such as Amiga or IBM PC.

MAXIMUM STORAGE WITH TOTAL CONTROL
The Discovery Cartridge can be used with high density 3.5 and
5.25" disk drive mechanisms, accessing twice the storage of

normal double density. You can accessfiles trom high density IBM
PC and Macintosh disks. High density drives configured tor use
with the Discovery Cartridge on your Atari ST are available from
other suppliers.

The advanced user can explore theHARTchip'sability to measure
each disk (lux spacing during reading, and control each disk tlux

spacing during writing. Disk data bit rates up to 800 thousand bits

per second, and totally variable densities are possible!

READ MAC DISKS FAST!!!
The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE converts Macintosh disks to and from

MAGIC format, for use with various Macintosh emulator products.

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is better than 5 times faster, when
compared to the Translator sold by Data Pacific. Based on pre-

release product information for the Spectre GCR, the Discovery

Cartridge is a much better value than the Spectre GCR, since the

Discovery Cartridge is not limited to reading Macintosh disks.

The Discovery Cartridge does not bog down the execution of Mac
programs, like the Translator does, tn just about 3 minutes, the

Discovery Cartridge converts an entire disk side from Macintosh

format to Magic, Spectre, or Aladin format. This includes read,

format, write, and verify. Once the Macintosh disk is converted,

the Discovery Cartridge does not have to be present for your ST to

access the converted disk.

You can even use your Discovery Cartridge directly with the

Spectre, and run Macintosh programs directly from Macintosh

formatted disks. The Spectre 128 is required, which is not sold by

Happy Computers. You can also access data and files from

Macintosh format disks, without the need tor any emulator.

No special Macintosh drive is needed. The power of the

Discovery Cartridge's HART chip allows Atari ST drives to directly

reod the variable speed Macintosh disks, without any need to

vary the drive speed. Either MFS or HFS, single or double sided

disks can be converted. A double sided drive is needed to access

double sided Macintosh disks.

OPTIONS
Option package #2 adds a battery backed up clock, ROM /

EPROM sockets with a program select switch, plus the circuitry

and connector needed to support direct access ot a 3rd and 4th

floppy drive. Other option configurations are available, including

a second cartridge port. A technically inclined user can install

their own options. Complete documentation is included with

each unit. The standard unit which has no options, can perform

all disk backup and Mac disk conversion.

NEWLOWPRICE!!
* Complete system for disk backup

and MAC disk conversion $188.00

' Complete system plus

option #2 $266.00

HAPPY COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 1 268 Morgan Hill, CA 95038- 1 268
(408) 779-3830 Sales & Support 9-5 Mon-Fri (Pacific)

FAX (408) 778-6092 • BBS (408) 778-5984
CIRCLE 065 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"

Mastefcard and Visa accepted.

Add shipping & handling:

$5.00 for continental USA,

Si 0.00 airmail and Canada,

$15.00 (orelgn.



Disk Instructions

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk icon next to its title on the Table of Contents or "On Disk" on its first page has an accom-

panying file on your START disk. These files are archive hies - they've been compressed with the Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a

public domain program available for many personal computers. We use the ARC utility to squeeze the many files that may go

with a particular article into one compressed file, which may be only 40 percent the total size of the original files.

In addition to the archive hies, you'll find the program ARCXTTR which stands for ARChive eXtract, on your START disk.

You'll use this program to decompress, or extract, the disk files we've shrunk down with ARC.

All programs on your START disk are copyrighted. They are for your own private use, and are not public domain.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on

your START disk, please follow these

simple instructions. You'll need two

blank, formatted single- or double-

sided disks to properly extract the

files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a

copy of it immediately to the first

blank disk. Make sure the write-

protect window is open on the START

disk at all times to insure that you

don't accidentally erase the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to for-

mat a disk, copy a disk or copy individ-

ual files, please refer to your original

Atari ST or Mega manual and study

these procedures carefully before going

on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place

and label the copy disk "START

Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk

in Drive A of your computer and

double-click on the Drive A icon to

see the disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use STARTs compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCXTTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Vn-ARC dish.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A. If

the Drive A window is already open on

the Desktop, you can press the Escape

key to see the new disk directory.

Otherwise, double-click on the Drive A

icon to see the directory. Double-click

on ARCXTTP The following dialog box

will appear:

OPEN flPPLICIITIOH

Nane: flRCX .TTP

Paraneters:

run 1 Cancel
|

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk and press Return. You do not have

to type in the extender .ARC You can

type in the name in upper or lower

case.

OPEN APPLICATION

Nane: RRCX ,TTP

Paraneters:
s an p 1 e|

I OK | | Cancel
I

the name of the ARC file You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

be low.

Archive! SAMPLE, ARC

1 Extracting file EXAMPLE. PRE

Extracting file FILE, TXT

Extracting file SAMPLE. PIC
Extracting file README

(Note: If ARCXTTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCXTTP
program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures. Be sure you begin

each time with a blank, formatted disk.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure.

You can examine such a file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out). I



Discontents

The Best of Two Worlds page 18

..LEU.

Schedule Maker page 30

ST Softguide page 69

This
issue's lead program, Schedule Maker by James Robinson, will help

you keep track of your scheduled appointments. Schedule Maker's flexible

reporting features let you send your schedule to the screen, a printer or an

ASCII hie on disk. Multiple windows can display reports or monthly

calendars. Schedule Maker's tickler feature lets you know-ahead of time-

when those important meetings are coming up. File SCHEDULE.ARC and SCHED-

DAT-ARC; runs in medium or high resolution.

This month's START disk contains an invaluable reference for all ST owners.

Softguide, by Dain Lees and Fred MacGregor, is a database containing information

on every commercial ST program on the market. Browse through Softguide by cate-

gories and subcategories or search for a product by company or program name.

File SOFTGUID.ARC; runs in medium or high resolution.

We've been getting requests for a C Programming column for some time, and

this issue START is pleased to kick it off with Sam Streeper's desk accessory header

files. Read programming in C to leam how to write programs that can function as

either desk accessories or programs- simply by changing their name File CINIT.ARC;

runs in any resolution.

This month's game is Boingo, by Frank Cohen of Regent Base fame. This Q-Bert-like

game will keep you and your family entertained for hours. Files BOINGO.ARC and

BOINGO.SRC ARC; runs in medium or low resolution.

Enter the "best of both worlds" with the CAD 3D to DynaCADD converter,

brought to you by START in cooperation with ISD. Create great 3D objects with

Antic's Cyber software and then use this utility to convert

them to DynaCADD objects for professional finishin;

File CADDYNA.ARC; runs in any resolution. This

program may be freely distributed.

Got a novel idea? Use Michael Perry's

WordPerfect novel macros to get your great

American novel on paper-

WordPerfecdy! File NOVEL.ARC;

requires WordPerfect.

Boingo pag

GET
YOUR

START DISK
CALL 1 (800)
234-7001



MeetYourNew
MIS Department
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Tomorrow's leaders are being

shaped by two of the most

powerful forces in America
today. Computers and You.

In an unprecedented way, the

computer industry is bringing

technology and learning to

neighborhoods more commonly
associated with hardship than

hardware. In San Francisco's

Tenderloin, kids have given up
graffiti to study PC architecture,

graphics and desktop publishing.

They work in a learning center

equipped with Apple® com-
puters and IBM® PC-compatible
systems, as well as an impressive

and growing software library,

all provided through donations.

And they're learning from vol-

unteer instructors like David
Bunnell and Adam Osborne.

The goal of Computers and You
is to make a difference through

technology. And it's working.

By the end of the first quarter,

students had already found jobs.

For some, their first ever. And it

doesn't stop with the Tenderloin.

Our vision is to fully develop the

San Francisco center and then re-

create it in cities across the U.S.

A donation of equipment, time

and especially money from you
or your company can help make
this vision a reality. To find out

how, call us at (415) 922-7593.

Computers and You, 330 Ellis St.,

6th Fl, San Francisco, CA 94102.

r ri.,ij'wjxi A Nor
Coram

Memorial
Church

INDUSTRY FEEDING THE FUTURE ONE BYTE AT A TIME



ST Softguide
START'S Guide to ST Software

Y DAIN LEES AND FRED MACGREGOR

Ifyou 're like most ST owners, you 're always

on the lookoutfor that oneprogram that does

exactly whatyou want it to do. Let START'S

ST Softguide putyou on the right track. It's

a self-contained GEMdatabase ofall available

ST software and runs in both monochrome

and color.

A list of all the software you 've been
looking for can be found in the file

SOFTGUID.ARCon your START disk!

When the ST first came

out, there were only a

few programs available

and choosing a program

was easy-the list would

fit on a single page. Now, four years later,

the software available for the ST numbers

in the hundreds. It's no longer an easy

task to sort through all of the available

offerings for the one you want. Until

STARTs ST Softguide, that is.

ST Softguide is a self-contained GEM
database of all available ST software. It's

easy to use with a mouse or from the

keyboard and has search and print fea-

tures as well. It's on your START disk in

the file SOFTGUID.ARC. Copy SOFT-

GUID.ARC onto a blank, formatted disk

and then follow the Disk Instructions

elsewhere in this issue Then simply

run SOFTGU1D.PRG on either a mono-

chrome or color system. Because ST

Softguide is a large program, we recom-

mend that you deactivate any desk ac-

f\\ Dptions Type Category

ST Softguide

%\

cessories before using it on a 520ST.

Using ST Softguide

When you first run ST Softguide, you'll

see the credits. Click on the Continue

button and you'll be taken to the first

listing in the database, ISD Marketing's ST

Accounts 2.0, as shown in the illustration.

All of the software in the database is

sorted by Type and Category within the

Type. For example, the Type "Business"

includes Categories of Business Manager,

Data Base, Desktop Publisher, Spread-

sheet and Word Processing. To select a

particular Type and Category, use your

mouse to drop down the Type menu,

then click on the Type you want. A check

mark will appear beside your selection.

Then drop down the Category menu

and select which category you want in

the same manner.

The display for each database listing

is easy to understand. We've tried to >

A typical ST Soft-

guide screen. It

gives basic in-

formation to
help you track
down the pro-
grams and hard-
ware you want,
while still being
compact enough
to run in a 520ST.

START The STMonthly 69



make sure chat all listings are accurate

and up-to-date as of the time of prepa-

ration of.the database For this particular

version, the listing is accurate as ofJuly 1,

1989, just before START goes to press.

Some notes, however: Suggested Retail is

the latest suggested retail price, but it

may have changed since we compiled the

listing; Hardware Needed indicates the

minimum system configuration needed

and Description gives a brief description

of the software.

At the bottom of the screen you will

find two arrow boxes. By clicking on

the right arrow the program will search

for the next record in the Category. By

clicking on the left arrow the program

will search backwards in the Category

for the previous record.

Other Options

The Search function lets you search for

either a specific Program Name or Com-

pany Name It's not case-sensitive and,

although you can't use wildcards, it will

search on any portion of a Program

Name or Company Name. It can be acti-

vated either from the Options menu or

by holding down (Control] and pressing

IS1 key. To choose the type of search you

want to do just click on the appropriate

box, then enter any characters, words or

phrases you want to find.

The "Search Next" function lets you

repeat the search to identify additional

programs which match the criteria you

specified in the previous search. The

Search Next function can be activated

either from the Options menu or by

pressing IControll-INI.

The Print function lets you print the

record currently on the screen. It can be

activated from the Options menu or by

pressing IControll-IPl.

To exit the program, you can either

select Quit from the Quit menu or press

(ControlHQl and then click on OK to

confirm your choice.

Types and Categories

The Type Business includes five Cate-

gories:

Business Manager includes those

programs designed to run businesses or

to keep track of business assets (i.e,

money, inventory, time and people).

Data Base includes databases and other

related files. Desktop Publisher includes

desktop publishing programs and related

files such as fonts and clip art. Spread-

sheet includes spreadsheets and related

files, such as graph makers and tem-

plates. Word Processing lists available

word processors.

Communication includes available

telecommunication terminal and BBS

programs.

Education includes children's learning

and teaching programs.

Entertainment is the largest single Type.

It includes four Categories: Adventure

Games (both graphic text adventures

and walking adventures), Arcade Games

Z>epftyr andS^^Cus
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701...Order* (800)759-1110

S-Tefax S

$1249 I
c

N

T
$6.00

TTie S-TEFAX by TECO wilh software for your ST lets you bring artwork into

your ST and fax full pages of graphics and text to and from your ST and other

Fax machines. This is a high quality fax with RS232 connectic

The Atari Portfolio I C~ _
Not a laptop, but a true IF R

pocket computer
I

1

(MSDOS).that interfaces

thru a parallel port right to

your ST or any other
compiler $349

Want STPD? Call (415)845-1789 BBS, 80 megs
of the best. PCPursuit accessible. $3Syear, lyper

minute with 1:1 credit for uploads.
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ST Software at 30% Discount!
,

Wnrdperfect 1 <=,A QR Battle Chess 37.50 Ultra Script

DBMan5.0 179.95 35.00. & FleetStreet

PageStream 139.95 GENLOCKmega 599.95 $169.95

FleetStreet 2.PS 1 69.95 R-Type 29.95
$629

30 MegHD
$629

Calamus 199.95 37.50
SIGNUM 2 Archipelagos

F- 16 CombatPublisher ST 99.95 37.50
55.95 Robocop 35.00 $799

DynaCADD 494.95 Ballistix 29.95 DSDD-$189
Degas Elite 41.95 37.50 Touch-UpS
TouchUp 139.95 Heroes of Lance 29.95 Scanner $375

Phasat 62.95 Silkworm 29.95 GCR
$275

LDW POWER 104.95 Total Eclipse

Airborne Ranger
29.95

Data Mgr Prof. 104.95 35.00
Superbase Pers 55.95 Hewson Pack 46 00
EZ Grade 27.95 We have 1865 ST pro- J30Flash/Cable

Neodesk 2.04 ducts at discount. Just call. 2400Modom
WE'VE GOT IT. Music, tool"



(fast-moving games usually controlled

by a joystick or mouse). Board Games

(conversions of popular board games,

such as chess, and strategic games, such

as war simulations), and Sports Games

(existing sports games, such as golf or

football, and some futuristic adaptations

of current games).

The Type Graphic has two Categories,

CAD and Paint. CAD includes Computer

Assisted Drawing (CAD) programs for

architects, engineers and related fields.

Paint includes programs with which you

can draw or paint your own pictures.

Borne Productivity includes programs

to automate your home finances, use

cookbooks or select the right wine for

your dinner party

Miscellaneous is a catch-all Type that

includes the Categories of Utility and

Equipment. Utility includes programs

and accessories to make using your

computer easier and more fun. Equip-

ment includes add-on equipment to en-

hance your computer use.

Music includes MIDI programs that

let you play or compose music.

Programming includes programming

languages (Language) and programs to

enhance your programming abilities

(Utility).

Updates Planned

We hope you find ST Softguide useful.

We plan to update the listing every three

months for inclusion on the START

disks for the January, April and July

1990 issues of START Magazine.

START has made every effort to pre-

sent an accurate and comprehensive list

of available ST software in the Softguide.

However, if you have any corrections,

additions or other information that bear

on the accuracy of our guide, please

send them to START Softguide, START

Magazine, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107. We want to keep this

database current, so please also be sure

to let us know of any new products!

The ST Softguide. is Dain Lees and Fred

MacGregor's first program for 5TARI

DATEL 800-782-9110
COMPUTERS

CUST SERV/TECH

702-454-7700

'ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT BAM-6PM (PST) TO-SA 10AM-6PM

CALL US FOR LOWEST PRICES ON OTHER SOFTWARE /HARDWARE

ST DEEP SCAN BURST
NIBBLER - ONLY $49.99
Copy entire disk - even highly protected
programs in under 60 seconds!!

"Works with one drive or two 'Multiple

copy option allows many backups from one
original 'Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

and 1 1 sectors 'Works on 520 or 1 024 ST-
color or mono "Special format parameters
for non standard formats 'Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters
including sector distribution, dispersion,
interleave, etc 'Easy to use Icon driven

Erogram takes the mystery out of Disc
ack up.

3.5" EXTERNAL 1 MEG
DRIVE -ONLY $179.99

'Slimline extra low profile unit - only 6" long

'Top quality drive mechanism 'Fully com-
patible - 1 meg unformatted capacity "Can

be formatted to

85 tracks and
1 1 sectors
'Complete with
power supply
and connecting
cable - No more
to buy

GENISCAN ST - ONLY$324.99
'An easy to handle Handy S:;,-inriBr featuring 105 mm
scan.'iicifj width 5. 100dpi resolution onables you to

rsnrsrii.-Ke n/aohics 8, test on your computer screen
'AdlLioratilfi swi^lic-!-, fo' fcr QTnrjss S contrast "Cut S
paste editing of images "Save images as Degas, Neo, etc

PRO SAMPLE STUDIO -$109.99 EPROM BOARD -ONLY $24.99
mplete sound sampling package for the ST "100% "Complete Eprom Board & case "Accepts up to 4

----' -.-— .-.-,,,...... -"-.pped ink? thB ca-SiiCfjO a:t

a "High grade PCB- 64Korf2i

ST SUPER TOOLKIT -

ONLY 24.99 (mono monitor only)

"A powerful package of utilities for all ST
models.

'Read up to 85 tracks and 255 sectors!

'Find/Replace function will scan for value
and replace it automatically "Info mode
displays vital disc information *3 different

editor modes-Drive, Disk or File 'Direct

select function for Bootsector,Directory
sector 'Fully Menu/Icon driven HEX/ACSII
edit modes - directly on the disk 'Unique 2

disk compare function - scans both disks

and reports on differences. .perfect for the

disk hacker! "Full printer support

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE - ONLY $129.99

'Replace interna! 500K drive with a full 1

Meg unit "Top quality drive Easily fitted

Full instructions "Direct plug in replace-

ment "No spe-
ci a I ski Ms
needed "Minor
modification to

enclosure is re-

quired *Rem-
ber .quality is

most important

VIDEO DIGITISER- only $139.99
'On-board 32k of RAM allows real-tirrm name crabbing

"Capture pictures into defined window'Muit!- ,

.vir:do
,

.v

I "ra:;i ca.nora or VCR "Cut and ,

paste editing facility 'Up to 10 screens can be stored at

one time for animation, etc.

e software for real-ti

sr for playback via keyboard
ampiing systems
or MIDI input.

TRACKMASTER - ONLY $ 59.99
"A must for the disk hacker "Plugs into disk drive port of

u i
: ;. .1;.,' :m i i

status as ihe head moves along the disk "Two-digit LED
displays Up to 85 fracks "Works on int. or ext. drives

27256 Eprom
'Attractively styled c;

blocks

ST TIMEKEEPER - ONLY $49.99
"Simple plug-in battery-backed calendar clock cartridge

Tits intc cartridge par' 'On-aca.-d clock chip 'Lithium

battery backed lasts up to 5 years"
for leap year c-t; 'L/ac' i;i-iw. cats-: available cr, power up.

REPLACEMENT MOUSE - ONLY $44.99 FULLY COMPATIBLE

CALL US FOR THE BEST PRICES ON ALL YOUR SOFTWARE/HARDWARE NEEDS

DATEL COMPUTERS
M30E.TROPICANAW7
LAS VEGAS. NV 89121
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Tips and Tricks for the ST Owner

By Heidi Brumbaugh

START Programs Editor

GOTO Where the Whimsy
Takes You
GFA BASIC'S procedures encourage pro-

grammers to use structured programming

to solve problems- GFA BASIC'S ON
GOSUB command and the new SELECT

CASE syntax in version 3.0 render the

GOTO statement practically a dinosaur.

However, GFA goes so far as to prevent

you from using GOTO inside FOR NEXT

loops, procedures and (in 3.0) functions.

The following program:

FORi=lTO 10

IFi= 5

GOTO getout

ENDIF

NEXTi

getout:

PRINT ' 'Out of the loop ; i is" 'i

will generate an error message because

of the GOTO statement inside the FOR

NEXT loop. There is a way around this

limitation, however. Although you cannot

GOTO out of a procedure, you can RE-

SUME out of an error-trapping routine,

and since you can generate an error using

the ERROR command you can effec-

tively use RESUME to go anywhere in a

program:

ON ERROR GOSUB goto_getout

FOR i= l TO 10

IFi= 5

ERROR 100

ENDIF

NEXTi

getout:

PRINT "Out of the loop; i is"'i

END

PROCEDURE goto_getout

IFERR=100

RESUME getout

ENDIF

RETURN

This program will jump out of the

FOR NEXT loop when the error is en-

countered (I used error 100 because it

wouldn't occur naturally in a program).

The program will continue at the label

getout and print the value of i, which

will be 5.

This trick will work from inside pro-

cedures or functions- You can even RE-

SUME to a label inside a different proce-

dure; however, doing this may generate

an error or have unexpected results.

Help to Escape
If you are using a GEM version of ST

Writer pressing [Escl doesn't always

bring you back to the GEM menu bar

This happens frequently in the newest

version (published in the April 1989

issue of START) and is caused by the

mouse being on the top line of the ST

Writer screen-regardless of whether

the mouse pointer is visible. Simply

move the mouse down a little to return

to the menu.

Pixel Ruler
Ever needed precise pixel measurements

to incorporate images from a picture

into your program? Frank Cohen, author

of Boingo in this issue, solved this prob-

lem by creating a ruler which measures

off pixels. This ruler is included in one

of his data hies for Boingo; to use it

yourself simply load the file BOINKMEN.

PCI (from BOINGO.ARC) into a paint

program. Draw over the Boingo character

images and save the picture out under a

different name (for example, RULER. PCI).

Be sure not to alter the original BOINK-

MEN.PCI file from your game disk or

Boingo will not play properly.

ARC on IBM
The Archives Utilities Set (ARC) is a

standard not just in the ST world but

for most microcomputers. Thus if you

have an IBM PC or compatible you can

download ST programs from your favorite

online service, un-ARC them right away

on you PC and then loan them directly

to your ST since it can read an MS-DOS-

formatted disks directly. (Of course, you

can still only run ST programs on an ST.)

Bouncing Along
Spend a lazy day blowing bubbles play-

ing Taito's new fast-action arcade game.

Bubble Bobble, This game pits you,

Brontosaurus Bub or Bob, against armies

of fiends and beasties. Bubbles are break-

able, but it turns out you can bounce on

most of the bubbles in the game- In or-

der to bounce, press the trigger and

move the stick to jump onto the bubble.

Once you are bouncing, do not release

the joystick button or move the stick;

they must remain in the same position.

This is a tricky maneuver, but one well

worth the practice time

Got an ST trick or tip to share? We're

interested in tips for the rank beginner or

expert programmer, jor exploring the Desk-

top orjor getting the most out ofany popu-

lar ST program. Send your tips to the Clip-

board, START Magazine, 544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107.
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How much is YOUR
time worth?

Turbo ST turns your 520/1040 ST into a speed
demon. Check out Turbo ST at your local dealer
or download our free demo from your favorite

bulletin board.

Upgrades to version 1.6 are only $5 with your
original disk. For more information, call (407)
657-4611, or write to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257,
Winter Park, FL 32793. circle oza on reader service card

HMH Public Domain Software nLj

Over 800 Disks Available for the Atari ST
Only $4.00 Each

FREE Disk & Catalog

(800) 347-6760
1*57 -

I K f

- Five Chi dre

Acut A-im ion (Cola
5 (Colop

#196 - World Text Adventure (Color/Mono)
ST Breakanoid (Color Only)

-:>39 - Maiing I is; "Jatarja.'o OBL:
H'L'A St.-b B-nakcu! ICoior On vi

#245 - R Draw - Paint Program
(Color/Mono - Req. 1 Meg RAM)

#374 - Two Database Programs
PrintMaster Cataloge:

H39?.!334 - Pr ntMaster Grapilics

#395 - Desk Manager, Screensaver V2.0
RAM Disk, Disk Cache

#399 Degas Eii:« PrmlG' Drivars

#400 - 7 Disk Labeling Programs
(w/100 Pin Feed Disk Labels $6.95)

#443 - Intersect RAM Baby
(RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPV - do everything Utility Prg
#456 - Bolo Breakout Game

from Germany (Req. 1 Meg RAM)
#468 - Accessory Ace VI. 2, Mouse Speed
#475 Werty's House of Horror

(Aduli Game/Color Only)

#491 - Star Trek - The Next Generation
w/Digitized Voices

(Req. 1 Meg RAM/DBL/Color Only)

#499 - The Accessory V1.2

Multifunction Accessory
f^Cfl/SOO - Publ sh-g Partae' Pants

#506 - QT Com V0.11 - Sharewar
Communications Package

#509 - Mark Johnson's Sharewar

C Compiler (DBL)

"514 Monoclvomo Emulator V3.0
1(533 - PrintMaster Graph CG.Bo.-de-s

#535 - Tree Chart - Geneology Program
#536 - Vanterm V3.71 Terminal Program
#551 Kid Shapes Ages 2-6 (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages4-12 (Color)

#555 - The Assistant Chef
Electronic Cookbook (Color Only)

#557 Children's Programs (Color Only)

:;:!S7/7?fi l^sk Accessories

#575 - Sheet V2.0 Shareware Spreadsheet
#568 - Pac Man, Hangman and 5 others

(Color Only)

*;>ri0 - Uu-ow Vlfiste- Utilities

#596 - Pictionary Type Drawing Game
#599 - PageStream Fonts, Font Converter
#650 • Text Output Accelerator

#651 - ST Virus Killer V2.1, Super Boot
#655 - ST Writer V3.0 w/Spsll V2.8
#667- Benjamin's ABC's for Kids (DBL)
#67g - Disk C ataloger/ Label Printer (DBL)
#6B8 - H.P. Laserjet/ Deskjet Utilities

#689 Pictionary Type Game (Color Only)

#690 - Opus V2 Spreadsheet [1 Meg/DBL)
#694 - Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0

#696 - Hard Disk Utilities

#699 - Children's Programs: Kic Co 0'

Kid Adder, Kid Story, Kid Sketch
#700 ST Xformer V2.4 - 8 Bit Emulator

#720 - Dungeon Master Maps Levels 6-14

#721- Drawing Progi
#723- Lottery "'car.

#726- Children's Progr

Around, The Wolf and 7 Kids

#741 - Copystar V1.0, Address Book
«7i9 - Ba-ninas - Listen Que-::- ng .;

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each

CIRCLE 058 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 007 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PRODUCE A «#
MIGHTY ffl/tf
BOOK • • •

Writing Novels with f^l:. *v4

WordPerfect
BY MICHAEL PERRY ^ '

—

l >s/
/

Writing a novel can be a rewarding andfulfilling experience. Get-

ting itpublished is an entirely different matter. START can't turn

you into a Hemingway, but we can help. Michael Perry, author of

numerous books and magazine articles, has cooked up some handy

WordPerfect macros to make your next literary submission look

professional—and saleable!

WordPerfect macros for the budding novelist in the file NOVEL.ARC on your START disk.

T|

he End." ability, you know that in addition to be- scratched on grocery bags with a charred

After typing those gratifying ing brilliantly written, the manuscript will stick? The purists in the writing busi-

words into your ST, you finish a be impeccably printed and formatted. ness always point out that Hemingway

year of labor on what could be- But why should a writer bother with never used a word processor. However,

come the next bestseller and figuring out the correct margins, headers, according to an authoritative and help-

ship it off to several publishing compa- page numbering and so on? Won't the hil reference work, The Writer's Digest

nies. And thanks to WordPerfect's macro best writing stand on its own, even if it's Guide to Manuscript Formats (Dian Dincin



t\

%J^ J^®%,--r^«

Buchman & Seli Groves, Writer's Digest

Books, 1987): "If your work is properly

presented, it will have a greater chance

for acceptance or publication." Knowing

and following the proper manuscript

Format, your Great American Novel can

look just like the manuscripts submitted

by such literary giants as James Michener

and Thomas Pynchon (or Stephen King

and Jude Deveraux, for that matter).

This is where WordPerfect can help.

In my experience, WordPerfect is an

excellent word processor for writing

books. It's flexible, it has a good spelling

checker, indexing and table of contents

and it has macros to do the routine

word-processing tasks while I'm work-

ing. Using WordPerfect lets me concen-

trate on the writing- 1 use very litde

energy worrying about the "mechanical"

problems.

The Road to Literary Success

There are three basic steps to writing a

book:

1. Write each chapter (not necessarily

in order). Print a hard copy for proofing

as you go along.

2. Create a table of contents, cover

page and other elements of the book

that can't be written until the bulk of the

writing is completed.

3. Prepare the manuscript for final

submission, either in hard copy or

electronically.

The WordPerfect macro and "dummy"

files on this month's START disk are

designed to get you through each step

much more easily, and let you concen-

trate on producing priceless prose. Fol-

lowing is a list of those files:

CHAPTER.MAC: Automatically formats

chapters.

SELFCOVRWP: A cover page for writers

without agents.

AGNTCOVR.WP: A cover page for writers

with agents.

FOREWORDWP: A "dummy file" for

the front and end matter (foreword, ac-

knowledgment, dedication, etc.)

To use the macros, un-ARC the file

NOVEL.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue. Then

place them in your WordPerfect default

directory.

Using the Macro

With the WordPerfect macro, writing

the body of your book can be an enjoy-

able and easy experience After you boot

up WordPerfect, change your default

directory to the one containing the book

macro by pressing (F51, clicking on "7.

Change Dir" and typing in the name of

the directory. This is where your work

will be stored. The file list should now

contain all the macros.

Next, invoke the "new chapter" macro

by pressing (Alternatel-IFIO], and typing

"CHAPTER.MAC" into the box. This

macro leaves you on a page with the

words "Tide of Book/Your Name" Sim-

ply replace the "dummy" text with your

own, press 1F71 and then [Enter!. With

very little effort, you've just set your

margins to lVi inches (it looks wide, but

publishers like it), put in the correct

page length, added a running header

with page number, set your tabs, taken

off right justification (ragged-right is

preferred) and set your spacing to double-

spaced. Less than 30 seconds after you've

started, you can be creative.

If you already have some unformatted

prose kicking around in the computer,

this macro will make them "submission

ready." After deleting the existing for-

matting information in a file (use [Alter-

natel-IF31 to reveal codes, then back-

space or delete as necessary), move

your cursor to the top of an existing file,

and invoke the macro as described above.
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TO PRODUCE A MIGHTY BOOK

A Little Advice

Save each chapter in a separate file, and

back them up regularly. Spell-check as

you go along, because if you wait until

the whole book is assembled in mem-

ory, the spelling checker may crash (as

it does occasionally on longer hies).

Several months later, assuming you write

regularly, you should be wrapping up

the last chapter of your book and be

ready to format your masterpiece for

submission. Simply open a new file and

save it under a file name different from

any on your directory (I suggest "FINAL

WP"). Retrieve the hrst chapter, then

move to the bottom of the file. Add a

hard page return (IControll-IRetuml),

then retrieve the next chapter. Repeat

this procedure until you have the whole

book in one file.

The macro will make page number-

ing sequential, starting with 1. Even if

you wish to add a foreword, table of

Preparing a Manuscript for
Electronic Submission

by Michael Perry

More and more publishing companies have realized the futility of

retyping hundreds of pages of a manuscript, when an author could

just as easily send in a disk. If your publisher can read a WordPerfect

file, you can submit a disk that is generated from your program, since

all WordPerfect formats are supposed to be compatible.

For electronic submissions, check with the publisher about what

kind of disk they want and what kind of file they can read. Almost

everyone can read a 5 1/<i-inch disk, as the ST format (using a 5 1/4-inch

drive such as an IB drive) is IBM-compatible. If the publisher requests

a 3 n/2-inch disk, use a double-sided disk only, and format the disk on

an IBM machine (or use an ST format program that produces an IBM

boot sector, such as DC Format from Double-Click Software). An ST

can always read a 720K 3 1/2-inch disk formatted on a PC, but not

necessarily the other way around.

Once you get over the disk-compatibility hump, there's still the

question of file compatibility. Simply alert the publisher that your file

was created in WordPerfect on the ST, because when they bring the

file up into what will probably be IBM WordPerfect, it may give them

the "Not a WordPerfect File" warning. If the publisher uses Macintosh

WP, the only way they can receive your file is over the modem, since

Mac and Atari disks are incompatible.

If your publisher requests an ASCI I file, you can create one from

WordPerfect by saving the file using lControll-[F5l, and clicking on 2.

Save Text File. Always send a hard copy with any electronic submission

(if you send something via modem, follow up with a confirmation

copy), because ASCII files will not have underlining and may lose

other formatting commands, depending on what becomes of the file.

No matter how you choose to submit your work, always spell-check

it thoroughly. You paid for a top-of-the-line word processor, but it

does no good if you don't take advantage of all its features.

contents, acknowledgment, etc., this is

the correct page number. The hrst page

of prose is always page 1; the elements

which come before have no page num-

bers. Numbering is continuous through-

out the book; each chapter will not

have a new page 1.

When you're ready to print your

masterpiece, use good bond paper and

the best printer available -given a choice

of two unsolicited manuscripts, an edi-

tor will read the one that's easier on the

eyes first. If you use perforated paper,

separate the pages.

After printing the bulk of the book,

you can assemble a table of contents,

index, etc. by following the excellent

tutorial in the WordPerfect manual. The

table of contents should be Flush Right

with Leaders (Style 5), with one or two

levels (depending on whether you have

subchapters). Indexing style depends

on what type of book you're writing,

and all the WordPerfect indexes are

acceptable

The foreword, dedication, etc. go on

separate pages at the front of the manu-

script. Using the dummy file "FORE-

WORD.WP" for this front matter, replace

the information in this file with your

particular information, and remember

that front matter has no page numbering.

For the cover page, use "SELFCOVR.WP"

if you don't have an agent, "AGNTCOVR.
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For "front mat-
ter," use the
macro called
FOREWORD.WP.
This format is

used for what-
ever foreword,
preface, dedi-
cation, etc. you
plan to include
in your book.

The page on the
left shows what
the title page of
your book
should look like
if you have an
agent {use the
macro called
AGNTCOVR.WP)
and the page
on the right
shows what it

should look like
if you don't
(SELFCOVR.WP).

WP" if you do, replacing the informa-

tion accordingly.

And It's Ready to Go

Assemble your completed manuscript,

make a copy for yourself and send the

original to the publisher. Manuscripts are

generally mailed first-class, in typing-

paper boxes. If you don't have a typing-

paper box, the shop that makes your

copies for you probably will.

Good luck with your book. If the

prose is as good as the formatting, it'll

be a hit.

Michael Perry is the head ofCU Pro-

ductions in Hollywood. His latest book

project is The Groom's Survival Manual

(Pocket Books), "a witty and informa-

tional tome to aid men who are about

to get married."

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

WordPerfect for the ST,

$250. WordPerfect Corp.,

155 North Technology Way,
Orem, UT 84057, (801)

222-4010.

CIRCLE 167 OH READER SERVICE CARD

850 N.W. 57th Court - Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309 - (305) 938-9755

[hbb IMPORTERS OF FINE EUROPEAN SOFTWARE ^^™ 1-800-888-9273 "
THIS MONTHS AWESOME COLLECTION

ST GIANTS - outrun
STREET FIGHTER 1943

GAUNTLET II

$35.00
CHARIOTS OF WRATH
LICENSE TO KILL

$30.00
$30.00

THE STORY SO FAR - buggy boy
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE IKARI
WARRIORS - BATTLESHIP $32.00
WATERLOO
THUNDERBIRDS
KULT
BAD DUDES/
DRAGON NINJA
FORGOTTEN WORLDS

CALL US - NEW TITLES DAILY ! !

$32.00
$30.00
$30.00

$32.00
$32.00

MAGAZINES
ST ACTION $5.00
ST WORLD $5.00
ST USER - NOW WITH DISK $8.00
ST FORMAT-W/DISK $8.00
THE ONE $5.00
ACE $5.00
THE GAMES MACHINE $5.00

520, 1040.MEGA, XL & XE
UPGRADES & PARTS
ALSO AVAILABLE
Dealer Inquires

Invited

CIRCLE 028 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Order Toll Free fjZL'Zii^AkllUi,

Order Info and Wl Orders fi ' . fi .. , .

4143578181 Lo/iiumet^/ecfto/i/ci

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181

Atari ST Compatible Hardware Specials

I 30 MB Supra Drive - ST 629 DEL

I 30 MB Mega Drive - ST 629 DEL

| 40 MB Mega Drive - ST 779 DEL

CALL FOR LOW PRICES ON
OTHER SUPRA PRODUCTS!

Free Delivery to the 48

contiguous states ot the USA.

Indus GTS-1 00

$189

IB 5.25" Drive

$219

Accessories
Drive Master 34.95
Monitor Master 34.95
Mouse Master 34.95
Mouse House 4.95
Mouse Pad 5.95
Tweetie Boa-d 49.95
Video Key 64.95
3.5" Drive Cleaning Kit 5.95
6 Way Surge Protector 14.95

MODEM PACKAGES

Supra 2400 Avatex2400HC

$149 $159

"PANASONIC Printers

"1 1 80 1 92 cps draft/38 cps NLQ 1 89
1 191 240cpsdraft/48cpsNLQ 229

STAR Printers

NX-1000l44cps

NX-1000 Rainbow (color)

NX-2400 24pln

165

.229

299

Modems

Avatex 1200E (

Avatex2400 1:

Supra 2400 12

9

9

9

IMG Scanner

$74.95

DVT VCR HARD DRIVE BACK-UP SYSTEM

•
. ...- __ . ...

• Uses standard RCA cables

• Standard video tape cost:$5

NOTE:

VCR NOT INCLUDED!

$7
$209
Delivered,

Stores up to 360 megabytes

Stores - 8 megabits per minute

Fits easily into the ST cartridge port

FREE DELIVERY

in the contiguous 48 states^

ICD Ek::Crr
PRESENTS JL dm KJF M-

HARD DRIVE
KIT

FEATURES:
• Built In time clock with battery backup
• Low-noise fan for efficient cooling
• Under-monltor design requires no additional desk
space and provides a monitor stand for ST computers

• Adjustable legs adjust the monitor and provide cable
clearance

• Allows booting directly from the hard drive

• Handler provides error checking on the DMA bus.

f SINGLE 3.5" DRIVES

ST-138N 30 MEG. .629 DEL
ST-157N49MEG...669DEL
ST-177N 60 MEG. 899 DEL

DUAL 3.5" DRIVES
(Twice the Storage)

2-SM38N30MEG. .969 DEL
2-ST- 1 57N 49 MEG.. 1 049DEL
2-ST-l 77N 60 MEG. 1499DEL

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE<SP5Mff3fe SCSI

v -FREE DELIVERY IN THE CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES •
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J ST HARDWARE IS LOCATED ON THE LEFT PAGE

ST Software Specials
ST Productivity & Education Software Specials

.37.95 Cybeilent-j-e

i<-i:o5DocmolDuna*on 24.95 HI Soft F*n fyisk-

i RmchcJilXfciooi 2695 Superbmn Prr

i Frtitmosi«-tt« 24.95 Syinpte Ira*

t MGam^liOfl 18.95 Syncing
5 Fonts 6 FJciltn/rv 21.55 TakeMc-.... .

i ProCof.y 22.55 Technical fi™
3 Pro Dim HUB Ternpus ?

wiop Fublji 91 OSDekj'eMw^n
Ji About AhbHlo 36.95 DeA Coil

irnxji KJiodor: . 24 95 DlgFOrum
jt!i»j-i MyVi 31.95 DkjjISpec

. 39 95 Draft Lege Uolo Plotter ..

.

67 95 Draw Art Pro

24 95 Dik To Pub ub/Iasy Draw ...

M95Dymifoa.

... 10.05 ortpn

25.95 Roy lira ..

5 Read Si ntiyim
5 Road A I in

5 Regent Boio I I

5 Regenl Won I

I

52.55 TrlTtoain

3195 KeyboonK'j"iiS.'^--.f I

34 95 Keys ...

1095 Kkieramo

i MmfcConatiutiiuiiSor 33,95 Retard:; IM
i Must St..JU 88 38.95

i Nairfgnlni. Ilw 32.95

CopyM 2 .... .

Cyber Control
Cyber Punt
Cyber Sl dpi

CttMf&UCfP. The

A.TNr.-uu'DemnOhfc..
C oitxjn l>ertj- 1 Disk .

Fi.'t-B DeUgn Dbk
Human DesBr DMi

i laiichci 'he unicorn 21.9S I

i LokhC?CL — - 12495 F

i DebugjlasoiC 4895 1

. . . 24.95 WotdOuwl .

Scan PbPeh end Aniiiob ... 24.95 Word-Up
Scan Pin Review 4 Mc*Juyi 24.95

Score Wiflei 26,96

95 STArtDtwr-

1 Macro Mm isa

i FHoglcoi My"")
'. Map! ur.l -, •

.

i! 95 PC DM'; 7

i Persotioi Dtaw Art I . .

.

i Portonoi li4oney Mgr. ,

i PHASAJ?

95 STTakP-otenk
Supei Cliunn"-i I * :

" '"

NEW LOW PRICES
T Recreation Software SDecials

A>bol Construction Kit..

2b 95 C
.. 24.95 C
...2595 C

. 3? 95 C
24 95 C

2595 C

2596 C

3296 t

2695 C

.. 22.95

..26.95

-26.95
Dub- »:!

6 Defender of Qown .

.

3295 ret* —.21.95
21195 Three Stooges J2.95

32 95 Thud wage CALL
2595 Thunder eeae 32,98

2595 Time and MogK ......26.95

2595 Tkne BuTCtts SeeFfltfJkK

. l795DefaVu 3£<J6 Kan--,
5 Ouliun 32.95 ShOdOMQOt*

32.95 Poinds

1 3 95 Drve Bon*** .

«esome Ajcode Pock 37.95

b 3295
Power 1990 3295

?606
3 V_
25vJ

Boiler Dead furs M

Dungeon Mus'sr II CHAOS.. 18.95

Empre

F-lSShkefogle
F-40 Pusst *milDtoi

Falcon 1 i ft ___
.26.96
.4496

.28.96

e Hit D* r> Poke Quell
• . 4 Pkiyei Ariapl ..

rcSultloiry. 26.96 F

eSultLoiry2 3296 P

32.95 SI

22.95 SI

29.05 a
2U.9b 5;

3Z0S a

225.95"

2595
.2295

. 3295 Undeneo Con-i-nando . ...

.32,95 Unlnvled ,

18.95 Unfwiyjl MKo'y Sknikjloi

2695 G
. .25 95 G

.'.•.- c
. ;: 95 g

DEATHBRINGER..
FEDERATION
LICENSE TO KILL.

PIRATES!

RAMPAGE
RISK

"«*

"«
.22.95

- 26.96

*..:

Star Fleet 134.95W»w

Bubble Ghoii

Co»omkj GoiTfii bi Cumbui STfijtoioi ..

Chronoques'
duo Mailer C w Red October ..
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Spotlight

Computer Guide to the Solar System

Y TOM BYRON, START ASSOCIATE EDITOR

In an impressive new educational pro-

gram, WinterTech effectively presents the

enormity of the universe within the con-

fines of a personal computer More than

just an encyclopedia article, the Computer

Guide to the Solar System is an "interactive

space atlas" that presents Earth's home in

a comprehensive and colorful software

The lack of an effective and detailed

tutorial of the solar system in the educa-

tional market inspired Gary Winter, presi-

dent of WinterTech, to write the Guide

The program was written in GFA BASIC

2.0 and makes full use of the STs GEM
interface and graphics abilities. Though

WinterTech doesn't state the program's in-

WinterTech recommends that it be run

on 1040ST or Mega, though there is a

512K version available Much like the solar

system it presents, the Guide is very large

and therefore eats up a lot of computer

memory. On a '/2-meg machine, disk ac-

cess is slow, but you can install the Guide

on a hard disk to speed things up.

The Manual

How do you write instructions for a pro-

gram whose interface is already so intui-

tive and easy to use? WinterTech's solution

was to spend less time on how the Guide

actually works and more time on why the

program was developed and how to make

backups of the Guide, It's very helpful

I he Computer Guide to the Solar System

is an "interactive space atlas."

tended audience, fourth-graders and up

will find the Guide easy to use and

understand.

System Requirements and Getting

Started

WinterTech's Guide runs in medium reso-

lution only, so a color monitor is required

and written in a concise and straight-

forward manner However it does not in-

clude a biography or list of research ma-

terial for further reading.

WinterTech urges you to read the

licensing agreement on the last page of

the manual. Basically, it says "Do not pirate

this software!" Please heed this message-

the Guide is too good a program to be

thoughtlessly tossed around from one

pirate BBS to the next.

Program Basics

WinterTech has packed its Guide with

loads of features and information, just

one look at the drop-down menu headings

in the main screen will convince you of

the program's thoroughness.

The menu headings are Intro, Sun,

Earth, Moon, Planets, General and Quit.

Under each heading are various topics of

discussion, such as a planet's structure, its

size and mass and its orbit around the

Sun. Under General, you can explore the

mysteries of such topics as gravity and

motion.

There's really no set order to the Guide,

no structure to follow Teachers will find

this lack of structure to their advantage It

lets them set their own curriculum within

the program. To the home user this means

that you can stan anywhere you wish.

Your galactic adventure begins from a

first-person perspective, zooming toward

the Earth's solar system. Once the main

menu appears, you'll have access to the

many worlds the Guide has to offer

A Quick Look

Let's begin our tour on familiar ground. At

the main menu screen, move your space-
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ship cursor to rhe heading labeled EARTH.

Under chat heading, click on Structure

Here begins an in-depth look at our

home planet's insides.

Be prepared to do a lot of reading

throughout your journey, because most of

the screens are filled with text. It's all very

well written so be sure to read eveiything,

particularly the highlighted sections that

contain special instructions.

Each tutorial tends to be long, so if

you want to check out another pan of the

Guide you just click the right mouse but-

ton to return to the main menu screen.

For this review 1 did explore the whole

program, But even if I weren't writing this,

I'd probably go tire distance— I really en-

joyed myself. I'm hardly an authority on

astronomy, but with the Guide I think I've

made a significant step in that direction.

The Guide would be a failure if it

didn't allow for some interaction from the

user The ST is an excellent vehicle for

effective use of animation, and this fact is

not lost to WinterTech. In one part of the

program, for example, you see a feather

and a penny fall to the ground. If you wish

to see how they would fall in a vacuum,

you click on the appropriate dialog box.

You'll see the air "pumped out" of the

screen and the objects dropped again.

One of the most intriguing Features of

the Guide can be found in the section on

gravity. It is here that you can calculate

the relative weight of objects on different

planets and moons. You do this via the

scroll bar at the bottom of the screen. It's

features like this that make the Guide

educational and fun.

Some Conclusions

According to Gary Winter, the response

to the Guide has been positive enough to

prompt plans for other educational prod-

ucts based on the same idea. This is en-

couraging because this kind of program is

precisely what the educational market

needs, Imagine a whole series of programs

that present in-depth studies of history,

After a few
minutes with
WinterTech's
Computer Guide
to the Solar Sys-
tem you'll prob-
ably want be an
astronomer. This

"interactive
space atlas" is

concise and well
structured and
is an effective
teaching aid in

both the home
and the
classroom.

; mathematics -the list is end-

less. It's also encouraging that Winter

chose the ST as a vehicle for the Guide.

The Computer Guide to the Solar Sys-

tem is an impressive product-easy to

use, fun and educational. It's rare for me

to walk away from a program and feel like

I've learned something. With WinterTech's

Guide I really have learned something.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

The Computer Guide to
the Solar System, $44 95.

WinterTech, 111 Granada
Court, Orlando, FL 32803,
(407)425-1199.

CIRCLE 150 OH READER SERVICE CARD

EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS ON
DISKS!

If you bought this

issue of START with-

out the disk, you're

missing out!

Order the compan-

ion disk full of

great, enjoyable

programs from top

ST experts. Order

your disk by mail

using the order card

in this issue. For

even faster service,

call:

Toil-Free:

1-800-234-7001

7 am-6 pm PSt

Visa/MasterCard orders only

Each disk is SI 0.95 plus S2.00

handling & mailing.
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TheBirth of

A Partial List of Features

Fully interactive 2 dimensional & TRUE
capabilities

Multiple 3D views can be opened and mo

defined auxiliary views

Entities can be selectively hidden in any view allowing easy

; orthographically sound views

— or keyboard
, dialog boxes and more.

256 Layers can be activated invidually or in groups
9 zoom modes allow magnification's of up to 1 ,000,000 times
The ability to overlay other programmes from within

DynaCADD

Dimensioning

.snsional view in or out..

nsioning is supported
line, chaining, angular and linear dimensioning is

supported
Automatic tolerancing in any of three different styles

Text orientation using any one of the three different systems
(uni-directional. angled or aligned)

Automatic proportional spacing can be activated or deactivated
with the click of a mouse
Up to 16 extremely high resolution fonts can be active in

.

drawing with no need for repeated disk access

Insert POINTS, LINES, CIRCLES, ARCS, FILLETS,
ELLIPSES, ELLEPTICAL ARCS, TEXT, BOX, POU
POLYFIGURE and SUBFIGURES using a - J -

modifiers



Introducing DynaCADIV..a Professional CADD Solution

at a Fraction of the Cost

DynaCADD is a 2D and true 3D Computer

Aided Design and Drafting software solution

that will turn your personal computer into a

sophisticated and powerful CADD work station.

With electrical, mechanical, architectural or

civil applications DynaCADD provides a total

design and drafting solution. DynaCADD
rpuicps rip«ions and details drawings in 2D or

s and writes the industry standard

DXF file formats and provides comp

"

:1~

with the new Desktop Publishing sol

Calamus. DynaCADD proves itself invaluable*,

from conception to output by offering anJ )

alternative solution to expensive, difficult to use

2D and 3D CADD systems. DynaCADD brings

mainframe CADD capabilities to the CADD
Professional at a fraction of the cost.

Additional New Features in Version 1.60

* t >ft-,L'[

Precision to 20 decimal places

1280 x 960 hi-resolution support

• Math tii-processor support

• Background plotting

• 3 line weights

• Up to 64 user definable line styles

• Major and minor markings • Function keys

• Sectionlng^Cross hatching in 2D and 3D • Professional Comptigraphic ft

Up ro 2Sb hatch patterns can he stored many more

The professional choice for only US $995.00 j

15 dynamic tracking modes for 2D

2D solid fill

r definable distances

union: solid, b-splines, Be/.ier

ves, sectioning and hatching

Information Commands

MMJffl1 IBS
Entity Transfo Printer Output

**!£*££

Plotter Output

Both HPGL and DM PL and compatible pic...

supported

Plotting extents can tie defin

The drawing page

Quickplots. Final drafts utilizing the printers highest

graphics mode, multi sheet prints, scaled and eonstai

ratio prints

Data Transfer

DynaCADD reads and writes both DXF Eniitv and

DXF Drawing Kl«
DBF File Fori

compatibility to ; mm
System Requirements:

Commitment to the
Future

DynaCADD package will rei

ofCADD
iccnnoiogy. l pgraue mudutes

current!) under development
ace design and im



High-Tech Jets

and Ditzy Dinosaurs
In the April 1989 issue of START,

veteran Marine Corps pilot Wolf Griffey took a fascinating and experienced look at Spectrum HoloByte's

famous F-16 flight simulator. This issue, he checks out a new F-16 simulator from Britain to see how it stacks up. But

if you think all this military talk is too grim, we've included a review of Taito's Bubble Bobble by START'S own Marta Deike.

With a new ar-
senal and ad-
vanced design.
Digital Inte-

gration's F-16
Combat Pilot

compares favor-
ably to Spectrum
HoloByte's fa-

mous jet-fighter
simulation.

Taito's Bubble
Bobble sheds
new light on why
the dinosaurs
became extinct
—they blew too
many bubbles)

F-16 COMBAT PILOT

Reviewed by Wolf Griffey

I was transferred! I'm flying the best

simulation in the Falcon stable (Spectrum

HoloByte's) and my commanding officer

tells me to pack my bags and report to

the Wildcatters, a new squadron working

out of Digital Integration's F-16 Combat

Pilot jet-fighter simulation. This meant,

of course, going through that horror of

horrors all pilots dread: REFAM (Refam-

ilarization). I would have to learn the

new machine from the ground up and

prove myself all over again. All right Dig-

ital, let's see how you stack up.

Reporting Aboard

Entering the F-16 Combat Pilot's ready

room, I could either begin a Quickstart

program or study the manual, followed

by a few training hops. I chose the latter

The Wildcatters are flying the Falcon C

version with an MSIP avionics update

from the AFT1 technology demonstrator

program-too many new things to find

out about in the middle of a fight.

Don't get me wrong, the Quickstart

option is a good way to go if your idea

of fun is to learn by impacting the ground

and then trying again. I just like to

know a few basic things when I'm up-
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little things such as airspeeds, weapons

delivery tactics and systems selection.

They get mentioned in Quickstart, but

a little training still wouldn't do me any

harm.

New and Different; Old and Familiar

The front office of Digital's F-16C has

been improved by making it a "glass

cockpit," as opposed to my older ride,

where the only CRT was the radar/map

console. Most of the dials, single displays

and panels have been replaced with

three CRTs called Multi-Function Digital

(MFD) displays. Before, the best I could

do was to switch modes on the center

console between the air-to-air or air-to-

ground display Now I could put up

three displays at once and cross-check

like crazy. A nice touch in this F-16C

was a data link device, the Up Front

Control Panel (UFCP), centered and

above the MFD's.

The MFD displays could be used to

call items like air or ground radars, pri-

mary flight data, weapons status, moving

map, ILS, a new digital artificial horizon

(I'm traditional and didn't like it too

much), plus a new screen for the Lantim

(thermal image) acquisition system. The

Lantim allows increased targeting for

some of the weapons and gives the pilot

night attack abilities.

Both air and ground radar displays

had track and scanning modes. The

basic radar, the AN/APG-68V, also has

an air-combat-scan. When the pilot

selects dogfight, a preset group of dis-

plays are present and the radar shows

only the target of "greatest threat," it

does an auto-lockup and readies the

weapons system for quick firing when

in range. The same type of auto-lockup

is present in the ground-track-radar

New Toys

All of these new gadgets had to have

something to go with them, so I turned

to the weapons section There were the

standard iron bombs, a Mk83 1,000-

pounder, a Mk84 2,000-pounder and

the Mk82 Snakeye. The Durandal (run-

way buster) was available and, of course,

the A1M9M and M61al Vulcan cannon.

Having these weapons made me happy

because I knew them, but it was the

new items that really warmed my heart.

The AMG-65 was now in two differ-

ent upgraded forms. First there was the

D version, Imaging Infrared (IIR). Used

with the Lantim, a "hot" target could

now be hit from 10 miles away versus a

visual targeting at three miles. The E

version has laser guidance If ground

troops can scan the target, the Lantim

will let this fly off at 11 miles or you

can use the ground -target-track mode

on the radar and do the same. Safety is

distance from target.

Best of all, the Wildcatters had gotten

the new AMRAAM AIM-120A. Shoot

and forget, with a max range of over 30

nautical miles-love at first sight for a

fighter jock.

Flying The Beast

Engine startup came about only after I

could identify myself to the Wildcatters.

(This simulation uses off-disk copy

protection -you type in a word from the

manual.) The systems checks were com-

pleted, cleared with tower for takeoff,

moved onto the active runway, pushed

for 100 percent and then afterburner

The run was smooth and the climb-out

a breeze I soon found out that this bird

The rest of the cockpit was about the

same as to warning lights and controls.

The Heads-Up Display (HUD), pretty

much a standard item now, was not too

different. It was when 1 noticed that the

repeat compass had been moved to the

right-side panel that I started thinking

about what else had been moved.

The trim control was missing and

my old friend the snake was not on my
HUD when I went to guns. These I could

get used to in time I discovered that my
CCIP was now a set-the-box-on-the-

target-and-squeeze type of operation,

not the continue-to-target type I had

seen before During the runs to test the

weapons there was a definite need to

modify the tried and true and get with

the program.

My back seat woke up long enough

to show me how to get this beast down

on the ground, then let me try as long

as I wished. I say beast, because I now

knew why I missed the trim control.

Keeping airspeed and direction on line,

even with the ILS or GCA assist was-

and continued to be-somewhat painful.

End Game
After a few missions and some time to

think, I paid my old CO a call and told

him what I thought the differences were

between Digital Integration's F-16 and

Spectrum HoloByte's version. The op-

area is larger in Digital's, but it looks a

It was the new items in F-16 Combat Pilot

that really warmed my heart.

handles like the Falcon I knew in the

upper ranks in Spectrum HoloByte's

bird. Airspeed increased and decreased

according to throttle position and atti-

tude The ship was steadier in turns and

system call-ups seemed easier to handle

and gleaning info from the displays was

easy and straightforward.

little bleaker and the airfields seem to

be a little small for operating from. And

there are more missions and three types

of MiGs (27-Flogger/J, 29-Fulcrum, 31-

Foxhound) to shoot at and be shot at by

Two final things come to mind. First,

Digital's F-16 is a squirrely ship on land-

ing. Second, someone needs to tell those
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FOR THE FUN OF IT

people in the tower (Digital) that secu-

rity is good, but if I'm already in the log,

1 don't need to identify myself everytime

I go up in one day.

If it came down to a choice between

flying Spectrum HoloByte's F-16 simula-

tor or Digital's F-16 Combat Pilot, I would

go with whichever was closest and then

get some temporary duty with the other

unit on a 50/50 basis.

BUBBLE BOBBLE
Reviewed by Marts Deike
If you thought dinosaurs were extinct,

think again. Taito brings them back as

Bub and Bob, in the new arcade transla-

tion. Bubble Bobble. As Bub or Bob, you

move through a series of mazes or "caves,"

foraging for food fortified with points.

When your enemies attack, you blow

bubbles at them.

No Bubble Gum
The concept of Bubble Bobble is simple:

pudgy baby dinosaurs blow bubbles at

beasties. But gameplay is not easy. Each

maze contains a number of nasty mon-

sters such as ghosts, killer whales and

"Stoners" - hooded figures who hurl

large indestructible boulders. There are

10 different types of monsters and the

higher the level, the nastier the monster

I've only survived to the thirteenth level,

but according to the manual , there are 100.

Hid dinosaurs really

like bananas better

than pears?

In order to progress to the next level,

you must clear the screen of the mon-

sters. They can be encapsulated in your

bubble, but then you must turn around

and pop it—quickly If you don't, the

monsters break free and, as you may

have guessed, they're not at all happy

with you. If you break the bubble in

time, your enemies transform into valu-

able fruit which you collect for points. 1

hadn't known that dinosaurs were fond

of bananas, but evidently they were a

favored food (second only to peaches, if

you're faced with the choice).

In addition to fruit, other treasures

appear intermittently. Some merely boost

your score. Others affect your power,

such as the "Ring of Fire," which puts a

deadly flame into your prehistoric breath.

The instructions for Bubble Booble are

sparse, so you'll have to discover the

properties of the different items, as well

as the M.O. of your enemies, by trial and

error. But then, such surprises are half

the fun.

Bubble Rap

Scoring in Bubble Bobble is not entirely

clear You start out with four lives and

eight credits, each worth four more lives.

The credits seem to be awarded sporad-

ically. For instance, if you die four times

in one maze, the game ends -sometimes.

II you're starting in a new maze with

only one life left and you lose it, you'll

be credited with four more -sometimes.

It's surprisingly easy to get knocked

out in Bubble Bobble Just brushing against

a beast will stun you, leaving you mo-

mentarily helpless and vulnerable to

iurther attack. While you're reeling in

unconsciousness, however, firing the

joystick button seems to call a credit

into action, although why this happens

remains a mystery. Perhaps it has some-

thing to do with being resuscitated by

your own bubble.

The graphics are festive; they're

colorlul and cute and the objects that

give you points are well represented.

The sound effects, however, could use a

lot of improvement. All you get for con-

suming the vital fruit is a weak little

bleep. And there's no extra sound at all

when you're bonked. One final roar or

even a bleep would make a difference.

The prevailing sound in the game is

the Bubble Bobble theme This penny-

arcade score is the most delightfully

bright and cheerful music ever For the

first five rounds of this, my head was so

busy dancingback and forth that I almost

couldn't care less about the fearsome

beasties. But it gets monotonous, fast. It

runs on independently of gameplay and

without much variation. By the sixth

round, I had to mm the volume off; with

it went the few sound effects and some

of the magic, too.

You'll hear the

Bubble Bobble theme

in your dreams.

Kids, Try this at Home

While Bubble Bobble has its flaws, they're

minor and don't diminish the overall

payability. The game is fun. It's not a

hot-wired racing simulation, nor is it a

mind-bending text adventure-it's a

good example of what Taito does best:

entertaining arcade action. A hundred

levels should be enough to keep the

challenge going for some time

Wolf Griffey is aformer Marine Corps

fighter pilot and is now a product man-

agerfor Antic Software Marta Deike is

the Editorial Coordinatorfor START

Magazine

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

F-16 Combat Pilot, $35
Digital Integration Limited,

distributed by Sideline Soft-

ware, 981 West Commercial
Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL

33309, (800)888-9273.
CIRCLE 1B1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Bubble Bobble, $29.95.

faito Software, 267 West
Esplanade, North Vancouver,

BC, V7M 1A5, (604)

984-3344.

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BOINGO
Bounce to the Beat with an Old Friend

BY FRANK COHEN

Big fun, bouncy style. Files

BOINCO.ARC and BOINGSRC.ARC
on your START disk.

Boingo's
origins lay in an

area far away from arcade

games. It began as an en-

hancement that adds binary

trees to a commercial data-

base system. Binary trees- the computer

equivalent to the proverbial fork-in-the-

road problem-are used to index a set

of records in a database. Imagine the bi-

nary tree turned upside-down. With the

root of the tree on the top of an ST dis-

play, each node might appear to be a

platform in a pyramid. The computer

program to map out the tree becomes

fairly simple, the program continues to

plot nodes until it reaches the bottom of

the display. Watching the binary tree

program create the playfield provided

the impetus to create Boingo.

Personality

Boingo is similar to the old arcade game

Q*Bert, in which a likeable yellow and

orange-snouted characterbounced around

a pyramid of tiles. Bouncing on a tile

changes the tile color. Once all the tiles

color were changed, Q*Bert received a

bonus and advanced to the next level.

Pull up your comfy chair; you 11 be in itfor

hours. From the creator of Clowns & Balloons

—one of thefirst Atari 800 arcade-style video

games—comes BOINGO, Frank Cohen's addic-

tive strategy- andfun-filled bouncing game.

Plays on a color monitor.

Colored dots gave Q * Bert more energy.

Standing in Q* Bert's way were a coiled

snake that chased him, a red-legged ani-

mal that recolored the tiles, and large

pink and green toxic dots that cascaded

down the pyramid

The characters in Boingo were devel-

oped as simple pencil drawings. They

have three poses: standing, stretching

and falling. While not moving, a charac-

ter is displayed in the standing position.

A jump is preceded with the stretching

position. Shortly before landing, the fall-

ing position is displayed. When shown

in quick succession, the human eye

combines the three positions, and the

character appears to jump.

I loaded the pencil drawings into

DEGAS Elite, an excellent development

tool whose many features (Circle, Box,

Line, Text) helped in creating Boingo

graphics. If you have DEGAS Elite, you

can easily change or enhance the graphics

to suit your artistic talents. Try creating

pencil sketches of funny characters.

Next, draw the three positions of each

character. Now load the picture hie

BOINKMEN.PC1 into your copy of

DEGAS Elite.

The character drawings have been

placed within rulers marking height and

width limits -in other words, eels. Pro-

vided your characters fit within the eels,

any animation may be substituted. Each

character is drawn several times: Facing

forward, rear, left and right. These are

needed to show a character moving in a

certain direction.



When Boingo is started, the drawings

are loaded into the ST computer's mem-

ory. The eels are located and used to

plot the characters to the screen. Since

the eels are of a common size, one sub-

routine is used to plot the characters.

Game Play

Copy BOINGO-ARC from your START disk

to a blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

it following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue. The files BOINK.PC1,

BOINKHLPPC1, BOINKSCR.PC1 and

BOINKTTL.PC1 must be in the same

and has four lives. The pyramid is nine

tiles high and nine tiles wide at the base.

Don't let Wormy fall off of the pyramid

-he'll lose a life-unless he lands on

one of the power discs next to the pyra-

mid. The power discs whisk Wormy to

the top of the pyramid and give you bo-

nus points. (But don't use up the discs

until you need a quick escape.)

Your goal in Boingo is to move Wormy

around on the pyramid, turning all the

tiles. Once a pyramid is completed,

Wormy graduates to the next level. The

level number is displayed next to the score.

Wormy at his

best: before the
action starts.

Soon he'll be
breathlessly
avoiding those
flamingos with
the wraparound
shades and try-
ing to wriggle
out of the grasp
of the voracious
Coily.

directory as BOINGO.PRG. Double-click

on BOINGO.PRG from a low or medium

resolution Desktop. The assembly lan-

guage source code to Boingo is in the

archive file BOINGSRCARC
Boingo uses the following keyboard

commands:

[Undo]: quits the program

(Help): displays instructions

(Escapel: pauses the game

Numeric keypad [II: moves Wormy
diagonally down and left

Numeric keypad [2]: moves Wormy
diagonally down and right

Numeric keypad [41: moves Wormy
diagonally up and left

Numeric keypad [51: moves Wormy
diagonaYly up and right

Wormy starts at the top of the pyramid

Watch out for the pink flamingos

with wraparound shades-they single-

mindedly bounce from the top of the

pyramid to the bottom. Don't get in their

way, or they'll beak you to death. And

beware of Coily- his grip is deadly The

good news is that bonus lives are awarded

for every 5,000 points scored. B

Frank Cohen has been an avid supporter

ofAtari computers since his first com-

mercial product, Clowns & Balloons.

He later co-founded Regent Software, an

independent developer of business and

productivity software packages for the

ST. You can find Frank on CompuServe

(76004,1573) and GEnie (FCOHEN),

or at Regent Software, RO. Box 14628,

Long Beach, CA 90803-1208,

Functionz™, A complete

function key labeling system

includes 6 specially engineered

plastic label stands, label maker
program disk, and complete
instructions. Only $24.95

For extra plastic stands,

Supply Package only $13.95.

Regent
P.O. Box 14628

Long Beacfi, CA 90803-1208 USA
(213) 439-9664 FAX (213) 434-2310
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Chicagoland's

Largest Atari

ST Dealer!

Biggest Software
Selection, Including

Import Titles &
Magazines

Computers
Software
Service

Software Plus

Created using Calamus
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COMPLETEYOUR
START LIBRARY

Get Yout Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library.,

it's there when you need it!

FALL 86
Features; Seven Word Processors Examined,

MI About the Floppy Disk Controller,

C Languages Compared.

On Disk: Revcvsi; Mousetrap; Probing

the Floppy Disk Controller; FujiBoink

Reviewed: Four C Languages: AJcyon, Lattice

Mcgamax and GST.

WINTER 86
Features: Jack Tramiel Interview, Buyer's

Guide.

On Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Book,

Auto-Dialer, Label Printer; ST Writer Secrets.

Reviewed: Mark Williams C, Mcnu-K

SUMMER 87
On Disk: The aSTronomer; Text Compression

and Huffman Coding with Personal Pascal;

Flicker Animation Program, M1DISAVE.

Reviewed: Time-works' Word Writer ST,

Data Manager ST and Swiftcalc ST;

Vive BASlCs compared.

WINTER 87
Features: The Atari Mega 4; Zoom racks;

The ST in Hollywood; How Not to Shop
at a Computer Store.

On Disk: STARTKey; ST Writer Meets

the Mouse.

Reviewed: Macintosh and PC Emulators;

Dac-Easy and STAccounts; 1st Word Plus;

Superbasc Personal.

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs

Overview; Desktop Video; 1 low to Set Up
Your own MIDI Studio; Rock'n'Roll with

Atari; Shopping List of Music Hardware.

On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View;

Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Druid and Xsyn Patch Edit

Music Studio and Music Construction Set

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features: The ABCs of Desktop Publishing;

The ST in Business; Business Graphics;

Database Overview.

On Disk: CardSTack Database; START
Selector; Play the Market.

Reviewed: WordPerfect; FT5 Strike Eagle.

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST;

Mick Fleetwood Interview.

On Disk: Planning Traveler; Writing Your Own
Help Files; Fractal Landscape Generator;

Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write.

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games & Entertainment

On Disk: Naval Battle; World Discovery;

Guitar Simulator; Byte Mechanic; ReSTART.

Reviewed: Dungeon Master; Chessbase; Four

SonicFlight Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1.2.

SPRING 88
Features: Earthquake; Upgrading Your ST;

Dave Mason Interview.

On Disk: I Iome budgeting; Exploring Prolog;

1987 Tax Template; Battle for the Throne.

Reviewed: Personal Finance Programs;

Desk Accessories Compared.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard &Visa Only

Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107; California residents add 6'/i% sales tax.



OCTOBER 88
Fcalnres: Program in ins: Under Pressure.

Oh Disk: Vocabularian; Brickworks;

ST Microscope

Reviewed- Desktop Publisher ST; SMPTE
Tnick; Digidesign's Soffsynth; C Language

Overview.

NOVEMBER 88
feilum: The ST and MIDL
On Disk AVS; SciPlot; Appointment Calendar.

Rcuiewti LDW Power; Steinberg/Jones MIDI
Power; Superbase Professional.

DECEMBER 88
Features- Hardware.

On Disk: Wombats II; Sam BBS; Discovery

Construction Set; Five Sort Routines.

Reviewed: Moniterm's Viking Monitor;

DvnaCADD; Five Hard Drives Compared;

Ricoh PC Laser 6000.

JANUARY 89
Features: Editors Choice.

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery;

STARTKey Revisited; Slither.

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3.0; C-Lab's Creator

and Notator.

FEBRUARY 89
Features: Thanks for all the Fish; ST: 1999.

On Disk: Dah-Ditter; Moon Calendar; Kami-

kaze Chess; Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Reviewed: Atari's Planetarium; Robiek's

Skyplot; Mirage Sample Editors.

MARCH 89
Features: Three Artists Who Use the ST;

Software Rental.

On Disk: Seurat Draw and Paini Program;

Assembled Saucers; ST Coloring Book.

Reviewed: Graphics and Animation Programs

Compared; D^inium's Hi}; Band; Overview

of Six CAD Programs.

APRIL 89
Features: Jimmv Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T
Interview; The New TOS ROM Error Codes.

On Disk- ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire;

RAM Baby.

Revieieril Utilities; R/C Aerochopper;

MIDI Draw.

MAY 89
Features: CompuServes Sports Forum; Atari

Goes to College.

On Disk: Space Wars 2400; GFA Object; 1988

Tax Template; SIFT (START's Instant File

Translator).

Reviewed: Buver's Guide 10 'telecommunica-

tions Programs; Calamus.

JUNE 89
Features Do-Anvlhim; Business Computer;

Arcade Addiction.

0« Disk: GFA Vector; Match Quiz ST;

Screenwriting with Word Per lee t; ST Pinochle;

Exploring Spreadsheets; Traveling Mattes.

Reviewed: Juggler II; Switch/Back; Revolver;

Graphics Tools from Migraph; MIDI Drummer.

START LIBRARY ORDER FORM
MAG.W/DISK
_ D
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_
_ a
_ a
_ a

QTY:
?1-|.'.'T

MAG. ONLY
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Sjlll)

DISK ONLY
a
a
L

a

j
j

$10.9.5

Payment Enclosed Check Visa MasterCard

City

Stale

Quantities arc lin

Shipping/haniilinu ttia

ted and we cannot guarantee that all hack issue;

Send tot START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

Zip

l.ble

mJjt Uracil a flat fee of SSgt

shipping/

handling

Foreign (add

$1 per item)

California

residents add

6.5% sales tax .

Total amount

enclosed US
funds only $_



TOCODV BACKUPwrW UTILITY
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks I

you out. ProCopy is the key!
Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
H Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
H FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
Upddtes are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders

Call (800) 8431223
5 34.95

Send check lor S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 (or air mail) to:

PROC< JTS
P.O. BOX 665. CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the MOVING FINGER CO.
Internationally _ Bulldlng_2

"n Europe
and

Shamrock Quay
Southampton, SOl-lQL

England
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
324 Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australia 60 lO

Tei. 09-385-1885
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Get A Complete
eami TO THl ATASI ST

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor
SDS1089
For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.

.^sailillll

Flight Simulator. Jet, and Flight Con
re trademark! ot EubLOGIt Corp. IBM
*<reens shown. Other computer versions

CIRCLE CU5 ON HEADER

LOGIC
ADER SERVICE CARD
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inactive computer screen. Or a card-

game program could look like the ace of

spades-the possibilities are endless.

And you can use different Desktop In-

formation files (NEODESKC.INF or NEO-

DESKM.INF) for different uses, each

with its own set of custom icons. As of

this writing, over 100 custom icons

have been uploaded to GEnie.

NeoDesk lets you drag a file icon

from the window to the Desktop itself.

From there, you can simply double-click

on it to run it-so you no longer have to

search through folders to find the file:

there it is, on your Desktop.

NeoDesk lets you open as many as

seven windows (which open much faster

than standard GEM windows). Clicking

on the "«" box in the lower left-hand

comer of the active window sends that

window to the back-or brings it to the

front. It's also nice that you don't have to

worry about a horizontal scroll bar in

these windows-if a file icon doesn't fit

horizontally, NeoDesk's "icon wrap" will

move it down to the next line.

NeoDesk takes up

154K while its

Desktop is onscreen,

but only 24K while

you run another

application.

Desktop Menus

The flexibility of icons in NeoDesk is all

well and good, not to mention fun, but

what about those of us who prefer to

Show As Text? Among NeoDesk's Show

As Text functions is the Small Text/

Large Text toggle which lets you choose

filename text size (with Large Text being

the default). Even better is the 1 Column/

^>1 Column toggle The 1 Column option

displays the filenames as you'd expect,

but the ^>1 Column option shows the

filenames, sizes and dates in as many

columns as your screen will allow. If you

toggle off any or all of the Show Time,

Show Date and Show Size choices, there

will be even more room for columns

(up to four).

The Set Preferences menu in NeoDesk

is quite different from the one in the

GEM Desktop, which has Confirm De-

letes, Confirm Copies and Screen Reso-

lution. The NeoDesk menu has Confirm

Deletes and Confirm Copies/Moves, but

it won't let you change screen resolution

because NeoDesk doesn't work in low

resolution. Other choices include setting

your icon-dragging mode to Copy, Move

or Ask (in which NeoDesk asks you

whether you want to copy or move),

and Status Displays, in which, during

any file operation, NeoDesk will show

which files are being manipulated and

what's happening to them.

Save Desktop saves all choices made

under the various items in the Options

menu to a file called NEODESKC.INF

(color) or NEODESKM.INF (mono-

chrome). (Thus owners of both types of

monitors will be able to have separate

Desktops for each.)

NeoDesk also has a printer queue

that can handle up to 10 files. It contin-

ues printing while you're using any GEM
program and it doesn't take up any ad-

ditional memory while printing files be-

cause, rather than keeping the files

themselves in memory, the queue keeps

only the filenames and paths in memory.

Keyboard Equivalents

In addition to keyboard equivalents for

functions such as selecting disk drives,

scrolling up or down, or any of the menu

entries, NeoDesk lets you run files by

pressing IShiftl and a letter or number

key. It's not as sophisticated a feature as

the single-keypress function in HotWire,

but it's a nice touch.

Last But Not Least

Too late for this review, Gribnif released

NeoDesk 2.04, which fixes some minor

glitches and adds support for Moniterm,

BigScreen, HirezColor and HyperScreen

monitors, as well as the 68030/TT;

according to Gribnif President Rick

Flashman, NeoDesk will work with any

resolution that GEM will work with (al-

though the current version doesn't work

in low resolution). The new version

now takes up less than 21K of memory

when unloaded.

With NeoDesk,

every file can have

its own unique icon.

Upgrading from NeoDesk 1.0 to

"2.0x" (the latest version) costs $20,

plus $3 for shipping and handling. Up-

grading from an older NeoDesk 2.0x to

the latest version costs $5, which includes

shipping and handling.

NeoDesk is a fun product with seem-

ingly endless features and a well-written,

well-illustrated 83-page manual. The

program may do more than you need,

but it's worth more than a look, espe-

cially if you have a hard disk. So far I

haven't experienced any problems with

it-it seems bulletproof- and it gets rave

reviews in CompuServe's and GEnie's ST

areas.

If you're willing to invest the time

and legwork, find a friend who uses

NeoDesk and play with his or her system

for a while. NeoDesk may not be for

you, but a good, long look is the best

way to tell.

VDOS ProQueue

The most sophisticated - but least intuitive

- of the three alternate Desktop programs

is VDOS ProQueue, which Marathon

START The ST Monthly 93
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Desk Disk File Text System Printer Desktop

STHRITER.PRB
fipl^
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SIFT, PRE

DISKOQC.PRG
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DEGELITE.PRC
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DCDPmi.TOS
fiRCX.TTP

SEURRT ,PR1j

CVBERPNT.PRG

SPECTRUH.PRG

HECHflHIC.PRG

PUBLISH.flPP

IGDBOOTX.PRB

Computer Press considers so innovative

that they're calling it "the start of a class

that is surely to emerge on the ST and

other single-user non-mukitaskmg oper-

ating systems." VDOS ProQueue uses a

series of pull-down menus with the

commands you'll use (ranging from

standard disk functions-copy, format,

etc -to DOS utilities such as MVDIR

and CHDRIVE to "System" functions

such as Free Memory, Password and

VDOS ProQueue
from Marathon
Computer Press
doesn't allow as
much creativity
as NeoDesk and
HotWire, but it

certainly gets
the job done.
The menu on the
left is just one
of six available;
you can access
up to 15 pro-
grams on each.

Calendar) along with six pop-up menus,

each of which has slots for 15 .PRG,

IOS, TTP or ,APP files-a total of 90

programs. You can also install up to 10

applications.

To assign a program to a slot, just

hold down [Shift] and click on that slot.

Then click on the appropriate drive letter

and then the program you want to in-

stall. Like HotWire and NeoDesk, VDOS
ProQueue cuts through the file structure

to locate the program you want.

VDOS ProQueue is at its best installed

in RAM on a Mega 2 or Mega 4. If you

run VDOS ProQueue in a Virtual-to-RAM

mode of operation while using a RAM-

based installation, you'll use up about

365K of memory, which is obviously

too much on a 520ST or 1040ST. If you're

using it in an entirely disk-based fash-

ion, it takes up far less memory, but

disk-access takes much longer

VDOS ProQueue also has a Hot Key

function, but here a predefined (Controll-

key combination calls a specific VDOS
ProQueue function rather than a program.

Desk accessories are not available

from the VDOS ProQueue Desktop. To

use a desk accessory, you must click on

ACCESSORY in the System menu (or

press !Control 1-1A1) and then choose

your accessory.

Disk, File and Printer Functions

In VDOS, CHDIR (Change Directory)

lets you set a default directory on a par-

NeoDesk 2.0
The Desktop Alternative

PUQ*' U H». l-™-*'" ^M
EqI ' a a m.

mm i 1' S a
x: > "m u

VjsljELjS. Ill
BliC ~'3~

lik jk,"

" "if_

IS !
.-MJlBBtlg-JgKaiaL. •H

The Ultimate Upgrade for the Atari ST!!

NeoDesk is a complete replacement for the built-in GEM
desktop, Its hundreds of features are clearly documented in an
85* page illustrated manual. Once you try NeoDesk you will

newer want to use the old desktop again!

Features Include: High-speed tile and disk operations (no more
multiple disk swaps!) ' Unique custom tile icons tor any tile

(includes icon editor) " Place commonly used tile icons fight on the

desktop ' Run these trorn the mouse or keyboard (hot keys) ' Twenly
character editable disk volume name ' Replacement control panel
with corner clock and screen saver " Printer queue ' Keyboard
equivalents tor all commands ' Mono & color support ' Improved
disk formatting ' Enhanced install application (This one works!) ' File

templates ' 25%-30% taster windows ' Requires less than 21K of RAM
" Place a picture on the desktop " Multiple desktops ' Many more!

For Only $49.95

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
Orders only : (800) 999-GRIB ' Inquiries^ (413) 584-7887

Fax: (413) 584-2565 ' P.O. Box 35Q ' Hadley, MA OIQ35
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INTRODUCING..

;©N!©~3BQPS
The 3-D graphics processing system

from SONIC ACCESS
FOR: • 520 1040 • MEGA ST series

Features: $69.95
unique 3 axis 3D draw mode for accurate grahpics data entry

• multi-color wire view mode
• group independant, real-time animation control system

• 4 hidden surface algorithms • 16 colors- color monitor

• 24 shades/fill patterns - monochrome monitor

• walk/fly through mode • supports SLM804 laser printer

• 3D text mode can also handle user defined fonts/objects

• multi- function lathe for creation of rotational objects

• extensive surface group editing functions including:

• rotate ' scale • copy • move point to point
• consolidate groups multi-copy with incremental rotate

DEMO DISK $10.00

fully functional

except for print & save

S«nd <*.ck or rnmny wd.r io:

SONIC ACCESS
PO BOX 991

BOULDER CREEK, CA 95006
(40B) 338-7849
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ticular drive. CHDRIVE (Change Drive)

noc only lets you change the default disk

drive, but you can also go to the root

directory of the drive you're using in a

way that's much faster than using CHDIR.

CHMOD (Change File Mode) lets you

read or change hie attributes such as

Read Only, Hide, etc.

VDOS ProQueue's Copy feature is

about 40 percent faster than standard

GEM Desktop copying, according to the

manual, and includes a Global mode for

copying multiple files with similar names.

The Move command performs a copy

and delete function, much like the Move

feature in NeoDesk and Universal Item

Selector 11. The MVD1R feature, similar

to the Move command, does a copy-

and-delete on an entire folder and the

RMDIR command deletes empty folders.

The Touch function, also like that of

Universal Item Selector II, lets you change

the date and time of a file to the current

date and time.

The Delete function lets you delete

hidden as well as normal files, but not

Read Only files. You can also delete

multiple files with similar names via the

Global function.

LS -L (List Long Directory) shows

all files contained in the current direc-

tory, including hidden, Read Only and

GEMDOS files, LS -W (List Wide Direc-

tory) displays filenames and sizes in

three columns and is convenient for

folders containing dozens of files.

The Print command provides format-

ted ASCII printouts that can be paginated

and titled. The Printer Code command

lets you send escape-code sequences to

your printer for special effects, such as

italics, NLQ and enlarged print. The Tee

command sends text to the screen as it

sends it to the printer.

Other Commands

The Edit feature occupies VDOS Pro-

Queues "silent 101st definable program

slot." It lets you place an editor (such as

MicroEmacs) or word processor in the

VDOS ProQueue home directory to be

selected later from the GEM menu or

with a single keypress. The program

must be renamed ED1TPRG, however

Heads lets you look at the first few

lines of an ASCII file without having to

load it into a word processor or editor.

Conversely, Tails lets you check the last

several lines of an ASCII file. The Search

function lets you search an ASCII file for

a particular string. However, it will only

search the first 32K of the file. Finally,

Textwind lets you load the first 2,500

lines of a file into memory and then

move around in it using slider bars. Un-

fortunately, it expects a carriage return/

linefeed at the end of every line and will

likely produce an error if there's no car-

riage return/linefeed at the end of the file.

Audit, in the System menu, lets you

keep track of your computer's usage by

recording the times you executed (or

exited) programs under VDOS ProQueue

control. According to the manual, this

helps "keep tabs on CPU usage, aid in

INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!

BAR CODE + PLUS!!!!!!!!!!

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package. For the price of a cash
register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

Complete cash register functions
• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels wifh optional barcode
Reads bar code directly from packaging
Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
Purchase orders with auto-re- order calculation

Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

Mailing lists in list and label formats
- Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non-stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-friendly error correction and training manual
• Second register networked via midi

Bar Code + Pius! $249 U.S.

Terminal 2 $249 U.S.

Demo Disk $7 U.S.

Bar Code Reader $399 U.S.

Cash Drawer $335 U.S.
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Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario
Canada N2G 1W1
(519)744-7380 "Dialed

Canada Micro D • Toronto 416 741-9825 U.S.A. • Pacific Software San Louis

Obispo 805 543-1563 Sweden • Ljudkonsull Stockholm B 390 500 Australia

• Paragon Compuiars • Perth 9 221 3216 Francs I, C Compagnie Grenoble
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security, and determine usage patterns."

The SYSMAP command determines the

free space remaining on all connected

drives and checks for a clock card, printer

status and remaining memory.

The Password feature lets you add an

eight-character password containing

numbers, letters or control codes. It's

nothing that someone with a little in-

genuity couldn't crack, but, says the

manual, it will "keep honest people

honest at a multi-user site."

The Calendar feature is nice, but

limited. You can get information for any

month of any year, but you have to go

forward or backward through the years,

one at a time.

And finally, Recover is a last-gasp

means of giving you a paddle for what-

ever creek you're up. Occasionally Pro-

Queue will come across an otherwise

unrecoverable error, but if you use Re-

cover, you can tell the system where the

home directory is so it can read in the

necessary VDOSPRO.INF file again. Of

course, Recover won't get you out of ever)'

jam, but at least there's some hope.

Impressions

If you work with your ST every day, es-

pecially if you're a programmer, ProQueue

might be for you. Program operation

seems clean (if unspectacular) and the

pop-up menus are fast, but 1 had to refer

to the manual constantly. However, the

V DOS ProQueue

does so much that it

boggles the mind.

documentation is clear and concise, de-

scribing all program functions in alpha-

betical order. The only problem with

the manual is that each of the 10 sec-

tions and appendices has its own set of

page numbers, which is awkward when

you're searching for a particular page.

On the whole, VDOS ProQueue does

so much that it boggles the mind. Its

interface isn't as friendly as HotWire's or

NeoDesk's. VDOS ProQueue takes some

getting used to; it's not for the casual

user, but it's a worthwhile addition for

the power user.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

HotWIre, 539.95- Code-
head Software, P.O. Box

74090, Los Angeles, CA
90004, (213) 386-5735.
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NeoDesk2.0:The
Desktop Alternative,

S49.95. Gribnif Software,

P.O. Box 350, Hodley, MA
01035,(413)584-7887. (On
GEnle: GRIBNIF.)
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VDOS ProQueue, $69.95.

Marathon Computer Press,

P.O. Box 68503, Virginia

Beach, VA 23455-9433,

(804) 460-5227.
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Itentiiifi Software,

Five \v.us ;ij|o,

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't Yon
Caught ll|i Yet?

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133
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FREE INFORMATION!

It's easy to get more information on the

products you've read about in this issue of
START!

1. Find the Reader Service numbers of the

products which interest you (Reader Service

numbers are listed at the end of articles and in

the Advertisers' Index).

2 . Turn to the Reader Service Card at the back
of the magazine, and circle these numbers.

3. Simply mail in the card—our advertisers

will then send you information on the products
you want. It's that easy!



START
Shopper's Mart

How Do You Reach Over 70,000

ST Usets Every Month?

An Ad in the START Shoppers Mart promotes your product to

a marketplace of over 70,000 Atari ST users and owners. It's

the economical way to advertise in START — the magazine
which sells more products to Atari ST users than any other

advertising vehicle.

For more information on displaying your 1/9 page ad with
other industry advertisers call Diane Van Arsdall, your

Shoppers Mart Sales Representative.

DISPLAY

ADVERTISING

| RATES

3

1 1x $300.

3x $750.

6x $1450.

— 2%—
Choppers Mart

>ales Representative:

DIANE VAN ARSDALL
544 Seeond Street

San Franeiseo. CA 94107

(415) 957-0886

MEMORY UPGRADES
ATARI ST & MEGA II

305.00

555.00 305.00

555.00 305.00

INDUSTRIES

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

aCOMPUTROL

:

34 - 41 34 STREET
ASTORIA, NY 11106
(71B) 392 - 4136
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Compute
Your
Roots

ie Aleii ST Systems
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HAVE A QUESTION
ABOUT YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION?

Get an answer fast:

Call:

I -800-234-7001

Write:

Start Customer Service

544 Second Street E



Subscribe to START magazine with disk

f
Tutorials on START Disk brings

the expertise of top ST program-

mers right into your computer.

Manage the power of your

ST and make your computing
more enjoyable with utilities

on STart disks.

Stimulate your imagination and

your reflexes with games on

START Disk! How-to tutorials

show you how to write your

own pulse-pounding games.

Wt #/ nama monjhiv

ForFasterService Call

Toll Free 1-800-234-7001
Visa or MasterCard Only

YES! Sign me up for 12 issues of START
magazine plus DISK for the low price of
just $79.95.

Bill me
I'm enclosing payment
Check enclosed Visa MasterCard

Stre

SOU Zip H109A
Canada & Mcxicc

skk-ms .i.k! G'/iX si

START SUBSCRIPTIONS RO. Box 1569 Martinez, CA 94553

City

Please allow '1-6 weeks fur delivery of first i

year Other foreign add J2*i pet year. FOrcij
full payment. Payment in U.S. funds. Califor

ding Canada) a



ON A COMPUTER NEARYOU
IBM APPLE II MAC Q64 AMIGA ATARIST 1

SCRABBLE
i

$39.99
1

S39.99 ~~

J"
$39.99

DEC
S39.99 $29.99 $39.99 S39.99 i

MONOPOLY" S29.99 S39.99 $39.99
J

RISK
CLUE" MASTER DETECTIVE '"

S39.99

S39.99

S39.99

$39.99

$39.99 $29.99

$29.99

$39.99

$39.99

$39.99
|

$39.99

MonapDly*©t935,13B5. Produced under license Iron Pbi

Clue*- Master Detective '" ©19BB. Produced undi

Scrahble Licensed by Selchow and Rlghler Compa

a Brothers, division of Tonka Corporation. Risk" ©1959, 19B9. Used under llcenBe from Parker Brothers

license from Parker Bro Ihers, division of Tonka Corporation, and Waddlngtons Games Limited.

, a subsidiary of Coleco Industries, Inc. Scrabble board design© 194B Selchow A Rlghter Company.

^Leisure
Genius

Distributed by:- VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC INTERNATIONAL Inc.

18001 Cowan, Irvine, California 92714 U.S.A.

Telephone (714) 631-1001 Telefax (714) 631-1004
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Tr&IeT^t
The Last Word Processor You'll Ever Need

ProText is a fully integrated word processing package

combining the features of a word processor, text editor, and

a command line interpreter all in one easy to use package.

ProText includes features usually found in word process-

ing packages costing several hundred dollars more. These

features include: a spell checker, automatic page formatting,

screen attribute display, footnoting, header text, footer text,

mail merge, unlimited document size, cut and paste opera-

tions, on screen help, full macro functions, full support for

most popular printers, and a command line interpreter. This

allows ProText to be used effectively in program develop-

ment and reduces time wasted switching to an editor.

The combination of these powerful features has created

a unique working environment. ProText can be used to com-
pose a letter, write a book, develop a program, and much
more.

ProText is available from MichTron for the IBM PC,

Amiga, and Atari ST for the retail price of $199.95.

Michfron
576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml 48053

Orders and Information (313) 334-5700
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